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·1·· · · · · · · · · ·(Tuesday, March 14, 2017)
·2·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·* * *
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Good morning, everyone.··Today's
·4··March 14th, 2017.··Maui Planning Commission called to
·5··order.
·6·· · · · · ·At this time, I will ask everyone to please
·7··silence their cell phones as a courtesy.··Thank you.
·8·· · · · · ·I'm going to open the floor for public
·9··testimony.··Anyone wish to testify at this moment may come
10··forward.··You may testify now or you can wait until the
11··agenda item comes up, but you can't do both.··This just
12··gives an opportunity for people who cannot be here when
13··the item comes up to testify.
14·· · · · · ·I have a list here.··Please let me know -- yeah,
15··we do, but I'm gonna call the list, anyway.··Yeah.··So I
16··have a list here.··Please let me know if you want to
17··testify now or wait until the agenda item comes up.··Jeff
18··Dack.··Okay.··Please come forward, identify yourself, you
19··got three minutes.
20·· · · · · ·MR. DACK:··Thank you.··Yes.··Good morning.··As
21··said, my name is Jeff Dack.··I live at 527 Kulalau Street
22··in Wailuku.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Good morning, Jeff.
24·· · · · · ·MR. DACK:··I'm speaking today as a private
25··citizen, as I did in January.··I've been a professional
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·1··planner for 38 years, half of that as a planning director
·2··for a coastal town on the mainland, and the last 11 years
·3··here on Maui.
·4·· · · · · ·Today, you are again principally being asked to
·5··determine, under Chapter 343, Administrative Rules, that
·6··the Makena Resort project would not, in sum, have a
·7··significant effect on the environment.
·8·· · · · · ·In my short three minutes of testimony, I'm
·9··focusing on views from Makena Alanui Road.··This impact
10··will affect, by far, a greater number of people than any
11··other possible environmental considerations regarding the
12··proposal.··On Page 2 of 5 of the Draft EA, it asserts that
13··the proposed project is not anticipated to substantially
14··affect scenic (inaudible) or vistas or view planes
15··identified in County or State plans or studies, which is
16··one of the significant criteria in the regulations.
17·· · · · · ·This location was identified as a high-value
18··scenic corridor in the County studies leading to the Maui
19··Island Plan and so it qualifies for protection.
20·· · · · · ·At your last meeting on this project, I, and I
21··believe, also, the Commission, asked for one or more
22··alternatives that would create much less impact on scenic
23··vistas and viewsheds.··I thank the developer for inviting
24··me to meet with them, but their two new alternatives are,
25··again, only more incremental and modest improvements to a
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·1··situation that demands much more considerable -·2··consideration to eliminate the still substantial effect on
·3··scenic vistas and viewsheds.
·4·· · · · · ·And they even conclude that their density
·5··distribution alternative is not financially viable.··Their
·6··incremental changes don't work to protect scenic views,
·7··they don't even work for the developer, so how can they
·8··expect them to work for the Commission?
·9·· · · · · ·When I met with them, I suggested, to avoid a
10··substantial effect on scenic vistas or viewsheds, they
11··should, for most of their site, work to avoid having
12··buildings pierce above the ocean horizon line when viewed
13··from Makena Alanui Road.··And it was supposedly, actually,
14··achieved this for a small portion of their site, as
15··depicted in the northerly portion of their new
16··submissions, Density Distribution View A.··By
17··concentrating enough density and all their tall buildings
18··in the far northerly portion of this site, around the two
19··cul-de-sacs, design of the rest of the site should be able
20··to meet such possible standard of not piercing the ocean
21··horizon line.··I suggest this would adequately mitigate
22··the impacts.
23·· · · · · ·And if they need more total units to make it
24··pencil out, the zoning seems to allow for that.··This is
25··all within the context of their current general approach
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·1··to the site.··They and/or other possible -- another
·2··possible future developer could always more radically
·3··rethink their approach if they can't make this one work
·4··for the environment, the community and their bottom line.
·5·· · · · · ·Under Hawaii environmental law, when you accept
·6··the Final EA, it forever becomes the Commission's
·7··document, everything in it.··And their preferred
·8··alternative automatically becomes yours, at least on
·9··paper.
10·· · · · · ·Their new submission does not change their
11··proposed FEA, and the project that comes to you for permit
12··soon after you accept the Final EA is really much
13··different from that in the Final EA.
14·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
15·· · · · · ·MR. DACK:··Given what I've outlined -- I'm
16··concluding -- I hope you conclude that it is not yet
17··appropriate for you to accept the Final EA being proposed
18··to you.··And if you fear that another deferral will mainly
19··lead to them coming back with only more incremental change
20··that they themselves find financial viable, it may be best
21··just to call for them to prepare an EIS with one or more
22··project alternatives that will actually fully address and
23··mitigate all impacts.
24·· · · · · ·Thank you.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Commissioner
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·1··Carnicelli.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Good morning, Jeff.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. DACK:··Good morning.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I'm just curious here.
·5··It says this location was identified as a high-value
·6··scenic corridor, and the County (inaudible) leading up to
·7··the Maui Island Plan, and so it qualifies for protection.
·8··Where exactly is -- is that in the Maui Island Plan?
·9·· · · · · ·MR. DACK:··I don't believe it's actually stated
10··within the Maui Island Plan, but there are -- there are
11··studies that led up to it.··There was a scenic viewshed
12··study where there were graphics that identified this
13··particular area as a high-value scenic corridor.··And I
14··believe the developers and the Department have
15··acknowledged that this is a high-value scenic corridor
16··within those studies.··So it does qualify for protection
17··under 343.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Great.··Thanks, Jeff.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
20·· · · · · ·MR. DACK:··Thank you.
21·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··You want me to comment?
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Sure.··Director.
23·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Yeah.··Just to -- to answer
24··the -- the question more directly, is it a part of the
25··Maui Island Plan, no, it is not.··It was a study used,
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·1··like maybe studies used, in the preparation of the plan,
·2··but was not adopted as part of it.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. DACK:··Got it.··Thank you.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Walter Kanamu, please come
·5··forward, identify yourself, you got three minutes.
·6·· · · · · ·MR. KANAMU:··(Hawaiian language.)··My mom's last
·7··name is (Inaudible).··My grandpa was foreman of Ulupalakua
·8··Ranch back in the fifties and the sixties.··You had a
·9··house up in Ulupalakua.··And from his house, there was a
10··road that used to go all the way down to the Makena
11··Landing.
12·· · · · · ·When I was young, in the sixties, he used to ask
13··me to go fishing with him.··So we would jump in his Jeep,
14··the old Willy's Jeep, and we would go down.··And there was
15··a cave where he had his -- his pole, his hooks, his
16··fishing line.··And so we used to go out and stick the pole
17··in the rocks at the shoreline in the cliff and we used to
18··go hang line for fish.
19·· · · · · ·This is a picture of my grandma and grandpa.··He
20··died in 1970.
21·· · · · · ·Later on, my uncle, Adolph Piltz, when he used
22··to live near the old fairgrounds, he told me, "You wanna
23··go fishing tomorrow?"··I said, "Yeah, Uncle, but it's
24··Wednesday, you go to work, you gotta work at 7:00."··He
25··was Piltz Electric Company.··And he said, "Oh, no worry.
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·1··We just leave at 5:00, and I'll be back at work at 7:00."
·2·· · · · · ·So we would jump in his old truck, in his old
·3··Grand Cherokee, and we would drive down.··And from
·4··Manakai, it was dirt road after that, all the way to
·5··Makena and all the way to the landing and all the way to
·6··the lighthouse.··But that -- they didn't deter anything
·7··because we would go to Makena.
·8·· · · · · ·And he would point to the spot on the beach, and
·9··he would tell me, "Go throw the net."··This is by the
10··Makena Landing.··And in one throw, we would have over 100
11··fish.··We would have like nine moi, five (inaudible),
12··three kala, one papio, plenty aholehole.··And, you know,
13··the fish would amount to over 100.
14·· · · · · ·And in my book right here, I have pictures of
15··fishing down the shoreline in Makena.
16·· · · · · ·And this is back -- I have a uncle, also, Bobby
17··(Inaudible), who lives right by the Makena Landing.··And I
18··belong to the Protect Kaho`olawe Ohana.··And when there
19··was access on the island, I used to help him bring the
20··people back to Makena Landing.
21·· · · · · ·And one day, after we brought all the people
22··back from the -- from Kahoolawe.··He said, "Hey, let's go
23··fishing."··I said, "Uncle, I start work at 3:00 at Maui
24··Correctional."··And this was already 11:00.··I said, "I
25··gotta get to work on time."··He said, "No worry, you're
CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1··gonna get to work on time."
·2·· · · · · ·So after all the people jumped off the boat at
·3··Makena Landing, he turned around and he went out.··Not
·4··even a mile from shore, he turned left.··We caught one
·5··140-pound ahi right outside the Makena Landing.··And I
·6··have all kine of pictures from -·7·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
·8·· · · · · ·MR. KANAMU:··-- testimonies of all of this.
·9·· · · · · ·All I wanna say is when I was on my way to this
10··(inaudible) from my puka in Waiehu, I got distracted when
11··I was in the channel.··I saw this beautiful young kumu
12··crossing the street, and I missed the channel.··I almost
13··missed this reef because I was distracted, because of this
14··beautiful luscious -- we cannot return the past, but we
15··can protect our future.··Don't be distracted, keep your
16··eyes, keep your heart, keep your manao, remember where you
17··come from and where you're going.
18·· · · · · ·Mahalo.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Mike Moran.
20·· · · · · ·MR. MORAN:··Good morning, Chair and
21··Commissioners.··As always, thank you to the volunteer
22··Commissioners for your service.··And particular thanks to
23··Commissioner Hedani and Chair Tsai.··I believe this will
24··be your last meeting, so we thank you for your long -25··very long-term service.··Five years is a long term to -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1··for nothing.
·2·· · · · · ·My name is Mike Moran.··I'm speaking for the
·3··Kihei Community Association.··We have testified on this
·4··item many times before.··So to be brief on it, I don't
·5··think we have to repeat what we said before, so we'll just
·6··condense it.
·7·· · · · · ·We think these are marvelous people.··They were
·8··very open to the public.··We had several meetings with
·9··them as recently as last week.··We think they -- they have
10··a lot of excellent ideas.··But our bottom line is because
11··of the size of the project and the potential project, we
12··still believe an EIS is -- is the right thing to do.··And
13··we -- we just think that's the only way -- no matter how
14··much they're trying to make it good, we think a full EIS
15··because it's been so long since the past one was due and
16··because of the limitations of an EA on a project of this
17··size.
18·· · · · · ·Thank you very much and aloha.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Mike, hang on a second.
20··Commissioner Carnicelli.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Good morning, Mike.
22·· · · · · ·MR. MORAN:··Good morning, Lawrence.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Since you represent
24··the Association -25·· · · · · ·MR. MORAN:··Yes, sir.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··How long have you been
·2··the president?
·3·· · · · · ·MR. MORAN:··I think it's five years.··It seems
·4··like 50, but it's been a while.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I'm just curious.
·6··Could you give me the names of the project that you've
·7··showed up and testified in favor of?
·8·· · · · · ·MR. MORAN:··If I had been prepared -- the most
·9··recent one I can remember is a project that's called
10··Kenolio Apartments, which is a 100 percent affordable
11··rental project in Kihei, which is infill.··And I think we
12··all agree that we desperately, desperately need affordable
13··rentals.··I don't -- I couldn't go -- if I was prepared,
14··Lawrence, I would be happy to send it in later, but, off
15··the top of my head, honestly, I couldn't name five
16··projects that I testified.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··Thanks, Mike.
18··I appreciate it.
19·· · · · · ·MR. MORAN:··Of course.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Mike.
21·· · · · · ·MR. MORAN:··Thank you.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Bud Pikrone.
23·· · · · · ·MR. PIKRONE:··Good morning, Chair.··Good
24··morning, Commission.··My name is Bud Pikrone, I'm General
25··Manager of the Wailea Community Association and Wailea
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·1··Resort Association.
·2·· · · · · ·For the last three-and-a-half-years-plus,
·3··there's been a community group of leaders from South Maui,
·4··mainly Makena, consisting of cultural leaders, religious
·5··leaders, community members, people who live there, people
·6··whose families have lived there for generations.··I've
·7··been a part of that representing the neighbors in -- in
·8··Wailea.
·9·· · · · · ·We've discussed every aspect of this project.
10··And these were monthly meetings for a while, too.··And
11··each meeting, there would be a list of items that were
12··discussed of concerns, things that the group wanted to see
13··looked at, changed or just had a question on.··Every
14··following meeting, that list would be gone through point
15··by point and discussed again and over and over until there
16··was satisfaction.
17·· · · · · ·So I guess what I'm trying to say here is that
18··this really isn't -- or you shouldn't look at it,
19··necessarily, or completely as the developer Discovery
20··coming in and asking for your approval on this, but, also,
21··the community is asking for your approval of their process
22··because they did go through a long process on -- in
23··reviewing this project to come to the point where, as you
24··hear and will hear, I'm sure, and have seen in letters,
25··they are satisfied with what the developer is doing.
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·1·· · · · · ·You have all the numbers in front of you.··You
·2··know that this project could have been 573 units, it's
·3··down to 152 -- or 158.··So you know all of these things
·4··that the developer has been doing to try and make this as
·5··good as possible.
·6·· · · · · ·The views from the ocean were a concern compared
·7··to the views from the road.··You start shifting everything
·8··down towards the ocean, and you wanna protect that view
·9··from the -- from the ocean.··So those are things that
10··we've discussed before.
11·· · · · · ·So I -- I think they've done a great job in
12··planning this and working with the community over three
13··and-a-half years.··I don't think I recall anything quite
14··like this, to have that many people involved in the
15··decision process.
16·· · · · · ·Thank you.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Bud.··Alana D'Andrea.
18·· · · · · ·MS. D'ANDREA:··Hello.··My name's Alana D'Andrea,
19··born and raised in Haiku, Maui, here today to voice my
20··concerns and opinions about this upcoming Makena
21··development project.
22·· · · · · ·My main concern is, really, why this development
23··is still being considered and why anyone believes that we
24··actually need another luxury gated private community in
25··Maui.
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·1·· · · · · ·It's clear to see we have a huge housing
·2··community -- housing crisis going on here.··And I feel for
·3··a mainland company who claims to honor, preserve and
·4··celebrate the culture, while coming in and destroying over
·5··20 cultural sites, doesn't make sense to me.
·6·· · · · · ·After I attended the meeting here in January, I
·7··looked on Discovery Land company's website.··And I was
·8··pretty shocked and surprised to read about a lot of the
·9··information I found.··They state how Makena is a magical
10··place blessed by the gods, about preserving the past, the
11··abundance of cultural history in the area, and using
12··common sense planning to pay special attention to the
13··environmental, social and economical sustainability of the
14··area.
15·· · · · · ·To me, it doesn't seem right or truthful, just
16··words with no actions.
17·· · · · · ·They specialize in building luxury residential
18··private club communities and resorts where families create
19··intergenerational memories and enrich their lives in
20··exquisite and untouched sanctuaries.··These are words
21··exactly from their website.··I'm wondering what kind of
22··families will really be able to do this.··Are they the
23··original families who were actually living there for
24··centuries and generations, or are they outsiders who know
25··nothing about the Hawaiian culture, the significance and
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·1··the history, but they're the only ones who can really
·2··afford it.
·3·· · · · · ·On their website, it clearly states how the
·4··Hawaiians called this the land of abundance, how it's rich
·5··with native culture, and how it's the most unique
·6··untouched private beachfront living in all of Hawaii.
·7··These are all words, again, from their site.
·8·· · · · · ·So why would anyone consider building a giant
·9··exclusive gated resort if they truly cared about the
10··culture and the history of this area?
11·· · · · · ·Just like all the other many luxury development
12··resorts and homes out in Wailea, nothing I've researched
13··or seen shows anything or states anything that's actually
14··benefiting the local full-time hard-working community.
15··Maybe a few construction jobs or being a little worker by
16··the pool, but, realistically, this is a big slap in the
17··face.
18·· · · · · ·They want to build this resort with authentic
19··Hawaiian culture at its core.··And they emphasize having a
20··trail system that includes historic preservation
21··landmarks.··I'm wondering if this trail system will state
22··each and every landmark and cultural site that they are
23··also destroying while keeping just seven that they think
24··is fair.
25·· · · · · ·I think it's a shame that anyone is allowing
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·1··this development to continue.··The greed and disrespect to
·2··even consider building such a community on this abundant
·3··and sacred land is baffling.
·4·· · · · · ·We need affordable housing, not another private
·5··luxury unaffordable gated community.
·6·· · · · · ·I'm not sure how much time I have left, but
·7··there are tons of statements on their website that
·8··completely go against anything that is right.
·9·· · · · · ·It talks abundance of cultural history and the
10··scattered remnants of the first visitors of Hawaii.··So if
11··this development is even gonna be considered, there needs
12··to be a full EIS for the entire 1,800 acres because they
13··talk about the 1,800 acres on their website.
14·· · · · · ·And I completely oppose the project and any
15··further projects that aren't gonna completely benefit the
16··people, the full-time hard-working people of Maui.··We
17··don't -- we don't need this development.··And if we do,
18··there needs to be a full EIS of all 1,800 acres.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
20·· · · · · ·MS. D'ANDREA:··Thank you so much.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Dugal Milne.
22·· · · · · ·MR. MILNE:··Good morning.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Good morning.
24·· · · · · ·MR. MILNE:··My name's Dugal Milne.··I'm born and
25··raised here on Maui.··I've had the great fortune of living
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·1··in Makena for the last 52 years.
·2·· · · · · ·This plan, the original plan, is a great plan.
·3··It's low density, low impact, high quality.··The fact that
·4··it is low density will contribute beautiful landscaping.
·5··And it'll look like a very desirable community.
·6·· · · · · ·As Bud Pikrone mentioned, and I have also been a
·7··part of that community group, they have met with us
·8··numerous times over the last three and-a-half years,
·9··they've addressed our concerns, they've incorporated those
10··concerns into their planning.
11·· · · · · ·It's well thought out.··I believe it's well
12··executed.··And they will preserve the history, culture and
13··spirit of Makena.
14·· · · · · ·I am totally opposed to a plan that would bring
15··lower -- bring the taller buildings down to the ocean
16··instead of up at Makena Alanui.··Can you imagine enjoying
17··the shoreline and turning around and seeing three and
18··four-story buildings right behind you?··You would not feel
19··the same serenity and enjoyment if you were at the park or
20··just along the shoreline there.··It would change
21··dramatically the appreciation of the shoreline.
22·· · · · · ·I would be inclined to go along with a gradual
23··height -- building height starting with single-story at
24··the bottom and graduating to the three and four stories up
25··at Makena Alanui.
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·1·· · · · · ·The developer has gone to great lengths to
·2··either eliminate or remove or -- not remove, but change
·3··the sites for these buildings to create view corridors.··I
·4··believe they've taken that into consideration.
·5·· · · · · ·It makes far more sense if you put the taller
·6··buildings down at the bottom, you even block out the
·7··buildings in the next row and barely give the top row any
·8··view at all.··So you're looking out over these buildings
·9··from the road, but you're negatively impacting the people
10··that wanna come down to the shoreline.
11·· · · · · ·And as a resident of Makena, it would negatively
12··impact all the neighboring residents.··I certainly don't
13··wanna look out up at the mountain and see three and
14··four-story buildings behind me.··And neither do any of the
15··people that have sat in on these community groups or
16··cultural groups.
17·· · · · · ·They've taken great pains to do the right thing
18··here, gone above and beyond what's required by the County
19··as far as drainage.··They -- they have preserving Makena
20··at their heart.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude.
22·· · · · · ·MR. MILNE:··Sure.··In concluding, the plan to
23··put taller buildings at the bottom is absurd.··It's an
24··intrusion and it's got a negative impact on the
25··development and the residents and the people that use the
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·1··shoreline and park.
·2·· · · · · ·Thank you for your time.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Dugal, we got a
·4··question for you.··Commissioner Hedani.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Hi.
·6·· · · · · ·MR. MILNE:··Good morning.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I see where you're coming
·8··from.··I understand where you're coming from.··Nobody's
·9··advocating four-story buildings right on the beach.··We're
10··saying there's a graduated system that starts with lower
11··buildings closest to the ocean and moves gradually higher
12··towards the interior of the lot.··It doesn't say go all
13··the way up to Makena Alanui Road.··It says towards the
14··interior of the lot.··What they're proposing, in some
15··cases, is up to 60 feet high along Makena Alanui Road.
16··That's the equivalent of a six-story building.··There's
17··gonna be a wall of buildings if nothing is changed along
18··Makena Alanui Road.··You don't see a problem with that
19··impact?
20·· · · · · ·MR. MILNE:··I've seen the plan.··And it seems as
21··though there -- there's quite a bit of distance between
22··buildings, far more so than in any previous development.
23··I don't see that driving along the highway at 30, 40 miles
24··an hour is -- and having views from there is better than
25··being at peace with the ocean and enjoying the shoreline
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·1··without being -- having this intrusiveness of buildings
·2··behind you.··So the further back they go, I think the more
·3··enjoyable your experience is at the -- at the shore, which
·4··is where the public is gonna be.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Chair?
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Good morning.
·8·· · · · · ·MR. MILNE:··Good morning.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So you're part of the
10··group that was meeting with them over the years?
11·· · · · · ·MR. MILNE:··Yes.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And your group is
13··against the -- the taller buildings along the shoreline,
14··is that what -15·· · · · · ·MR. MILNE:··Yes.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Thank you.
17·· · · · · ·MR. MILNE:··Thank you.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Chubby Vicens.
19·· · · · · ·MR. VICENS:··Good morning, Chair Tsai.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Good morning.
21·· · · · · ·MR. VICENS:··Good morning, commission and the
22··Director and my good friend James.··Great seeing you.··My
23··name is Chubby Vicens, Mercer Chubby Vicens.··I am a
24··retired executive of Alexander & Baldwin, having been in
25··land development and have been participant to the Maui
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·1··political and development society since -- for 33 years or
·2··so.
·3·· · · · · ·So when I was in the advisory committee for the
·4··Maui plan, I was one of those that asked to have this plan
·5··included in -- into the plan.··So just so you know that
·6··I -- I was supportive then and I remain supportive today.
·7·· · · · · ·I think what we got to focus on is not the 1,800
·8··acres that was approved by and put into the Community
·9··Plan, but the 47 acres that we're talking about now.··That
10··should be the focus.··And the fact that while density
11··allowed them 573 units, they've decided only to build 158.
12··These are the key components that you need to remember as
13··to what this community is gonna look like.
14·· · · · · ·View planes is 50-50 crapshoot.··Some people
15··love it and some people don't care.··So, I mean, again -16··again, I say focus on what the project is about, what the
17··project will do and what the project will bring to the
18··community.··Over $5 million in potential tax -- taxes can
19··be collected over the many years that the project will be
20··in.
21·· · · · · ·I think that planning a community like this is
22··necessary.··The reason we put it in is because we had a
23··part of the island that was gonna just be rock, kiawe
24··trees, et cetera.··So we put this project in because of
25··that.··And we felt that it would be a great place someday
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·1··for somebody to live.
·2·· · · · · ·This island is made up of people that have come
·3··from the mainland, people that were born here, people that
·4··worked the plantation.··And I don't think that we should
·5··pick on any one economic group and say you can't come
·6··here, you can't buy here and you shouldn't be here.
·7··That's not what Hawaii is all about.··That's not what Maui
·8··is about.
·9·· · · · · ·If we want to start spreading the aloha spirit,
10··you start with a project like this that says that you look
11··at it, you evaluate it for its value, you evaluate it for
12··what it's gonna do for the community.
13·· · · · · ·And I -- I can't remember too many projects
14··having 15 meetings with the community.··My many years with
15··Alexander & Baldwin, maybe we had two or three or four.
16··But at these meetings, you need to clarify exactly what
17··you're going to do.··And I think they've done this, as
18··represented by some of the former speakers.
19·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
20·· · · · · ·MR. VICENS:··So, in closing, I hope that, one,
21··you will -- you agree with the rules that were passed many
22··years ago, that this is a good area for -- for
23··development.··I'm glad that they've decided to cut back on
24··the development, the size of the development.··And, yet,
25··I'm happy that eventually someone will be living out there
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·1··and enjoying the spoils of Makena.
·2·· · · · · ·Thank you very much.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Chubby.
·4·· · · · · ·Leslie Kuloloio.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. KULOLOI:··Members of the Planning for the
·6··future of Hawaii, Chairman, Councilmembers, that have
·7··brought forward many years of experience, changes,
·8··attitudes, microscopic interests of different cultures,
·9··planning procedures, protocols, religious issues, cultural
10··issues that deal with mitigations of immigrants coming to
11··Hawaii, historical facts, records, data compiled in the
12··archives of Hawaii, mahalo for letting me speak again.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I'm sorry.··Can you state your
14··name?
15·· · · · · ·MR. KULOLOI:··My name's Leslie Kuloloio.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··For the record.
17·· · · · · ·MR. KULOLOI:··Leslie Kuloloio.··I'm doing the
18··manao in protocol.··And so the reason why I'm coming
19··forward, I wanna thank Chubby Vicens who worked hard being
20··a representative of Alexander & Baldwin, which I am very
21··greatly rooted with.··And, yet, I've seen the changes.
22·· · · · · ·I bring to you my -- this week's experience of
23··attending the Maui Nisei Veterans honored heroes.··We had
24··a celebration at 2:00 at the Nisei.··And my mom and I did
25··the blessings and opening ceremonies for that memorial
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·1··center.
·2·· · · · · ·I was so fortunate to see our Maui veterans, who
·3··I visited Italy and Germany during my time as a junior
·4··veteran, to see them speak all from Maui to say war is
·5··hell.··Wow.
·6·· · · · · ·I cried this Saturday for the first time to see
·7··an oriental Japanese seeing, on the other side, a Japanese
·8··hurting each other.··That experience this weekend brought
·9··more cultural depth for me than anything that I been
10··taught in my Hawaiian culture and family.
11·· · · · · ·I thank the Nisei.··I thank the Nisei because it
12··took me to my roots.··And this is what I'm talking about.
13·· · · · · ·I have here a book by Mr. Reynolds, Charles
14··Reynolds.··He belonged to (inaudible) in 1929.··He wrote
15··the book, Where Do You Live, by Charles Reynolds Brown.
16··It was written by (inaudible).··My tutu man had -- had a
17··lot of books by the missionaries that was given to him in
18··Paia, partisan church and Makena and (Inaudible) Church.
19··And with the old ministers, they gave me the books of his
20··legendary archives, Moses Kaiapoi.··The Reverend Moses
21··Kaiapoi got this book and he gave it to me.··And I just
22··wanted to really, really read this one here.··And he says
23··it's so important of planners, I support, accept the 343.
24··I fought hard for 343 being a plaintiff for the
25··Superferry.··And we won because I didn't know what 343
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·1··meant, but 343 meant our struggles in Makena and Kahoolawe
·2··and native rights for many years.··However, this weekend,
·3··when I heard somebody say war is like hell, Makena being
·4··hell to me.
·5·· · · · · ·Every time I seen Makena from my childhood
·6··exchange, it's been hell going through that.··And it went
·7··to this committee thousands of time.··And I had to go
·8··thousands of hells.
·9·· · · · · ·But, yet, I support the applicant.··You know
10··why?··We all worked to improve archaeology, we all worked
11··to improve planning, we all worked to make our Maui best
12··no matter how much it hurts like hell.
13·· · · · · ·I gotta get trust in planners, in the mayor, who
14··said stones are not sacred -15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude.
16·· · · · · ·MR. KULOLOI:··And in concluding, I like you to
17··support this applicant and all those of us who support the
18··applicant for a proposed Makena Resort.··They have
19··followed the review and everything that revised statutes
20··or complementary laws, statutory lawyers, ask them
21··culturally, environmentally, (inaudible) water, shoreline,
22··I support them.··Because if you don't, then it's sure
23··gonna be hell for me trying to come back again here and
24··support progress.
25·· · · · · ·I am supporting progress.··I need progress.··And
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·1··I support the applicant going for this applicant.··And
·2··please, please accept the EIS.··It is hell, but there is
·3··love.
·4·· · · · · ·Thank you.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Brad Anderson.
·6·· · · · · ·MR. ANDERSON:··Good morning.··Thank you, Chair
·7··Tsai and Commissioners, for allowing us to be here today
·8··to listen to the public testimony.··My name is Brad
·9··Anderson and I'm employed by Discovery Land.··And I've
10··worked alongside this team you see here today for the last
11··four years, particularly with the community outreach
12··efforts that our group was led.
13·· · · · · ·I am from the Big Island, from a small ranching
14··town not too dissimilar from Makena.··For the last four
15··years, I've been fortunate enough to be the caretaker for
16··the Erdman family at their home of Apuakehau right next to
17··the church in Makena.
18·· · · · · ·During this time, I've been lucky enough to meet
19··most of the neighbors there.··And I've had the opportunity
20··to listen and learn from endless stories they've shared
21··about the time growing up in Makena.
22·· · · · · ·Beyond any work commitment, I spend a fair
23··amount of my free time at home or with our neighbors and
24··their families.··I have a two-year-old son that has a
25··secret stash of toy trucks at Uncle John's house.··We look
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·1··forward to Dugal's chutney mango every year.··We're over
·2··at Uncle Bobby's house as he listens -- or as he tries to
·3··name each turtle.··I'm not sure if he actually knows what
·4··he's talking about, but it's quite entertaining.
·5·· · · · · ·These are all good people.··Many of whom have
·6··spoken here before you at prior gatherings.··They are the
·7··people that will live next to this project every day.
·8··Their opinions are heartfelt, proximate and true.
·9·· · · · · ·There are a lot of -- there are a lot of other
10··people here today that we've gotten to know as well who
11··are passionate about Makena.··They've taken the time to
12··visit the property and seek answers to the questions about
13··the project.··We've listened to each of their numerous
14··suggestions and incorporated many of this 'em into our
15··plan.··Rather than sit here and take your valuable time
16··today with lengthy testimony, most have elected to submit
17··written support of the project out of respect for the
18··process so that all of you can have adequate time to ask
19··questions on your own and learn more about the project.
20·· · · · · ·There are about 25 people here who have letters
21··in this hand that are among the audience and outside.··An
22··additional 30 or so that could not be here today.
23·· · · · · ·So thank you very much.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Danny Collier.··Danny
25··Collier.
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·1·· · · · · ·UNIDEITIFIED SPEAKER:··Coming.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Followed by Colleen
·3··Currin.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONERS:··Good morning.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. COLLIER:··Good morning.··I'm Danny Collier.
·6··And I wanna speak in behalf of this -- of this project
·7··that's -- that's gonna take place at Makena.··Improvements
·8··are well needed.
·9·· · · · · ·These guys have a state of the art drainage
10··system that these guys gonna come up with.··Plus, they're
11··gonna cut back on fertilizer for their golf courses and
12··the on-site stuff there.··And have a water -- a water
13··source that is probably half the use of what is being used
14··now.
15·· · · · · ·I'm for this project.··And I've written a letter
16··to you guys, Chair, Planning Director, and committee.··I
17··hope you guys read it.··There's a bunch of letters that we
18··wrote.
19·· · · · · ·There's -- there's some things here that really
20··caught my -- you know, caught my attention when they
21··wanted to development Makena.··This is from way back.··I
22··worked on several areas that is real touchy.··And I don't
23··wanna bring -- I don't wanna take up too much of you guys'
24··time.··And you guys' time is precious.··You guys are -25··you guys doing the Maui community a -- a service that -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1··that is well needed and coordinated.
·2·· · · · · ·You guys have this decisions you guys have to
·3··make.··And we don't want -- you know, if this -- if this
·4··project was a shoreline project on the beach -- and you
·5··guys know 40 years ago, 45 years ago, they did it, all on
·6··the west side.··This here, these guys have taken a look at
·7··it, it's -- there's a buffer zone there.
·8·· · · · · ·And if you guys ever drive down there, you gonna
·9··see some endless pool on those lots.··There's three of
10··'em.··And way back when, when I was younger, those -11··those houses there was nice lava flow places, ulu trees,
12··had mango trees.··It was -- it was just a nice lava flow
13··area.··Now, you have this endless pools area.
14·· · · · · ·So take a look at it.··And that's right up
15··through there.··And I really appreciate you guys' time.
16··Don't wanna take too much of it.··I know there's -- you
17··guys gonna have a long day.··And we appreciate your
18··thoughts on it.
19·· · · · · ·Thank you very much.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
21·· · · · · ·Colleen Currin, followed by Ashford Delima
22·· · · · · ·MS. CURRIN:··Aloha mai kakou.··(Inaudible)
23··Colleen Currin.··Mahalo for the time this morning.
24·· · · · · ·Commissioners, there are those affiliated with
25··the Makena development -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please identify yourself.
·2·· · · · · ·MS. CURRIN:··I'm sorry?
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please identify yourself -·4·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··My name is -·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··-- for the record.
·6·· · · · · ·MS. CURRIN:··Thank you.··My name is Colleen
·7··Currin.
·8·· · · · · ·There are those affiliated with the Makena
·9··development project who will say that the historic
10··Makena/Ulupalakua Road is not significant enough to
11··recognize and preserve.··However, this natural, cultural
12··and historic road was once an important trail connecting
13··Ulupalakua to Makena, mauka to makai.··The pathway from
14··farming to fishing, sustaining a vibrant community or
15··ahupuaa.
16·· · · · · ·If the Makena/Ulupalakua Road is not preserved,
17··its history as an ancient trail to the present road from
18··mauka to makai, mountain to ocean, will be lost forever.
19··State law says if the project destroys natural or cultural
20··features, then an EIS is required.
21·· · · · · ·It is all of our kuleana, our responsibility, to
22··conserve and protect our natural and cultural resources.
23··Please require a full environmental impact study.
24·· · · · · ·Thank you.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
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·1·· · · · · ·Ashford Delima, followed by James Buika.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. DELIMA:··My name is Ashford (Inaudible)
·3··Delima.··Good morning, Chair.··(Inaudible) Commissioners
·4··and Chair and ohana.
·5·· · · · · ·I strongly believe that a full, complete
·6··environmental studies must be required for the Makena
·7··Resort development.··There is just too many impacts of
·8··quality for environmental assessment with no significant
·9··impact.··The impact to this distinguished (inaudible)
10··historical culture sites and natural environment -11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I'm sorry.··Can you speak up,
12··please into the mic?··Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·MR. DELIMA:··No maps in the EIA shows the
14··culture sites in relationship to proper building on
15··(inaudible) which will be lost.··Only preserved sites will
16··be shown on the planning -- to the Planning Commission.
17··No maps in the EIA for all culture sites recorded on a
18··70 -- 47 acres in relationship to the burial, heiau and
19··other impact sites on the neighbor properties.
20·· · · · · ·No teaching done to (inaudible) culture remains
21··like coral, shells, to see if more cultural feature are
22··found below the surface as in coming in -- in the area.
23·· · · · · ·No discussion of impact of extensive digging for
24··the 40 -- 40 underground parking places, Parcel B-2.··With
25··a large consideration of valuable cultural sites for the
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·1··excavation required for low-impact digging and (inaudible)
·2··basins.
·3·· · · · · ·My ancestry and I lived and cared for this land
·4··for centuries.··And we continue to own property on 5230
·5··Makena Road.··It is my belief that the Final EA in no way
·6··address my concerns as above stated.
·7·· · · · · ·I would like to hear -- hire a independent
·8··private archaeologist, (inaudible) about me, nobody else,
·9··for one day to research the culture sites in a more
10··complete, less based manner.··A licensed archaeologist who
11··is not paid by the Makena Resort developers.
12·· · · · · ·And, also believe that the Old Makena Road,
13··Makena Road to Ulupalakua, should be preserved and should
14··be directed to be a historic site.
15·· · · · · ·This road once, like Colleen was saying, was the
16··trail and later on traveled -- you -- turned into a road,
17··which I traveled on from Makena to Ulupalakua School from
18··my first grade year to my sixth grade year.
19·· · · · · ·I strongly, again, say this road should be
20··preserved.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude.
22·· · · · · ·MR. DELIMA:··(Hawaiian language.)··Mahalo,
23··Commissioners.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
25·· · · · · ·James Buika, followed by Donny Becker.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Good morning, Chair.··Aloha,
·2··Commissioners.··My name is Jim Buika.
·3·· · · · · ·I am a member of the Maui Planning Department,
·4··but I am testifying as a resident of Wailuku today.··I've
·5··taken vacation time from the Planning Department.
·6·· · · · · ·First, I would like to thank the developer for
·7··reaching out to me and discussing this project in between
·8··the last meeting and this meeting.
·9·· · · · · ·I have studied the three alternative project
10··design configurations.··From my review, my request to the
11··Maui Planning Commission is that you, once again, gain
12··five votes to defer the Final EA, to further examine and
13··modify the density distribution alternative as the least
14··impactful alternative.··Please defer to improve on the
15··density distribution alternative.
16·· · · · · ·I endorse this density distribution alternative
17··as a good starting point and the best alternative put
18··forward thus far.··It is not perfect and it needs work.··I
19··have some specific ideas I can share with the developers
20··and the Commissioners.··This alternative is, by far, the
21··alternative that most closely follows the developer's own
22··guidelines for low-impact design and development.
23·· · · · · ·The density distribution alternative most
24··closely complies with the scenic and open space policies
25··and objectives required under the Coastal Zone Management
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·1··Act, HRS 205A.··Clearly, the developer cannot expect to
·2··build a wall of four-story buildings along Makena Alanui
·3··Road and claim, in clear conscious, that there is no
·4··significant impact.
·5·· · · · · ·The developer's preferred alternative will have
·6··a clear significant impact and should not be FONSI'd
·7··today.
·8·· · · · · ·The view enhancement alternative is only
·9··slightly a variation on the theme of the preferred
10··alternative and close -- and clearly, also, represents a
11··significant impact on the view plane and scenic and open
12··space resources that are protected.
13·· · · · · ·Due to these significant impacts, the view
14··enhancement alternative should not be FONSI'd today, also.
15·· · · · · ·To conclude, I would like to read the Coastal
16··Zone Management Act policies and objectives that protect
17··scenic and open space resources that are relevant to
18··today's environmental assessment review and public
19··hearing.··And for the benefit of the audience, there are
20··three of them.
21·· · · · · ·Objective 2B-3A, scenic and open space
22··resources, protect, preserve and, where desirable, restore
23··and improve the quality of coastal, scenic and open space
24··resources.
25·· · · · · ·Two, Policy 2C-3B, ensure that new developments
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·1··are compatible with their visual environment by designing
·2··and locating such developments to minimize the alteration
·3··of natural land forms and existing public views to and
·4··along the shoreline.··So to minimize these losses.
·5·· · · · · ·And, to conclude, the third one, Special
·6··Management Area Guideline 3D, the authority, which is you,
·7··shall seek to minimize, where reasonable, any development
·8··which would substantially interfere with or detract from
·9··the line of sight towards the sea from the state highway
10··nearest the coast.
11·· · · · · ·So in conclusion, I would like to say please
12··defer the Final EA to work on the density distribution.··I
13··think we're getting there.
14·· · · · · ·Thank you for your attention this morning.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, James.
16·· · · · · ·Commissioner Robinson.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Aloha, Jim.
18·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Hello.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Did I hear you say you
20··have an alternative?··Did you bring it or you want us to
21··wait for your alternative?··I don't -22·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··No.··It's in the -- it's -- they
23··have added a new alternative that they call their density
24··distribution alternative.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Right.··But you're
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·1··asking us for deferment 'cause you have a better idea.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Well, I have some -- I have some
·3··changes to it that I think would improve it.··The -- the
·4··developer is coming to you today to ask for the preferred
·5··alternative, but they're going to -- they would also -·6··they would also accept the enhanced view plane
·7··alternative, which is pretty much like the preferred
·8··alternative.··But the density distribution alternative
·9··moves the large buildings off of the roadway and clusters
10··them down into the project so that you don't have that -11··that impactful wall of buildings along the Makena Alanui.
12··So it is a -- it's a new alternative that was not in the
13··last Final EA.
14·· · · · · ·Does that answer your question?
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··So on the -- on
16··the HRS 205A, is there -- you talk about the regulations
17··looking down from the state highway towards the ocean.
18·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Yes.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Is there regulations
20··looking up towards from the ocean?
21·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··No.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··We heard -- we heard
23··from the group that they met with over dozen times that
24··are -- that are against lowering -- putting buildings
25··along the coastline and having that view.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Right.··And those are some of my
·2··ideas that I'd like to discuss with the -- there are -·3··they're putting three buildings down -·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··The proposed -·5·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Bigger buildings.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··The proposed, yeah.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Density proposed in this density
·8··distribution model.··There are -- there are -- you could
·9··potentially cluster those buildings.··They're E, C and D.
10··They could go up with -- in the area -- in the
11··northernmost area along with A, B, F and G.··So you could
12··add E, C and D up in that area, also.··So you would
13··cluster.··And all of those would have view planes out to
14··the ocean.··They would be near the highway there, but, at
15··some point, if they are sticking with all of these
16··four-story, three-story buildings, they could be done in a
17··big V.··Just adding those to the V along the highway, so
18··that they would all have views out towards the ocean, so
19··that they could sell their view plane condos and it would
20··minimize the impact.··It would -- it would -- it would
21··impact that area, but it would open up and enhance much
22··more of the view plane as you go along down the toward
23··towards the south.··So it's Buildings E, C and D in the
24··density distribution alternative site plan that could be
25··moved.··And those are the ones that people don't want
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·1··right there on the shoreline.··And I agree, that could be
·2··an alternative.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Sorry.··I just want to clarify.
·4··You also said this is -- to you is the best alternative?
·5·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Of the three.··Of the three that are
·6··being offered by -- in my opinion -- I looked at all
·7··three.··They have the preferred -·8·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··-- site plan, the alternative, the
10··enhanced view plane, which is the preferred alternative,
11··but, down along buildings K and J, down by the business
12··area, they're going to enhance one of the view planes.
13··That's what -- that was the only alternative between those
14··two.··And the -- the developer wants to do one of those
15··two, whereas I think the -- this third alternative would
16··have much less impact on the view plane and be much
17··softer.··There still would be impact, but it would take
18··that intensity of the large buildings right along -- the
19··row of large buildings right along the highway.
20·· · · · · ·So that's what I can offer the Commission, is -21··is to -- so if they -- you defer the Final EA, we can -22··I -- I think the -- the developer could work on that
23··proposal and maybe meet its -- you know, meet the view
24··plane criteria and its financial viability for the
25··project.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Canto.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··So, Mr. Buika, while -·3··while there is more deliberation between yourself and the
·4··developer, where is the community in -- in the possible
·5··changes or in all of your deliberations?··What -·6·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Well, I think the developer has been
·7··reaching out to many in the community here.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Okay.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··And they reached out to me one on
10··one because I did testify last time about ideas.··So I did
11··offer some ideas similar to this density distribution
12··idea.··And they -- they took in some of these ideas.··I
13··don't know if it's exactly, but they did take it to heart
14··and they -- they met with me to -15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Okay.··And -16·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Between last meeting and this
17··meeting.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··And just another quick
19··question.··So what kind of a timeframe are we looking at,
20··do you know?
21·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Timeframe to -22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··To -23·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··-- make changes?
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Yes.
25·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··However long would be needed.··One
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·1··or two or three months for a -- to defer the Final EA?
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Okay.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Yeah.··Just like they did last time.
·4··Last time, they came to you on January 26th.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Right.
·6·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Today is March 14th.··Six weeks.··So
·7··potentially six weeks from now, I would think, or a little
·8··longer or a little less.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Okay.
10·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··In my opinion, I don't know.
11··Whatever it would take, you know.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Okay.··Thank you.··Thank
13··you, Chair.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Jim.
16·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Yes.··Sorry.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Do you think -- first, I
18··agree with you that the density distribution alternative
19··looks like the best of all the alternatives that they've
20··presented, but it needs work.··The question that I have is
21··do you think the project has addressed most of the
22··environmental issues within the EA or that it needs to go
23··to a full EIS?
24·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Obviously, there will be some
25··environmental impacts, no matter what.··It -- it -- I
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·1··can't -- I haven't read the entire EA, all of the issues.
·2··I focused on some of the issues.··And so that's something
·3··for you to weigh.··But what an EIS does different than a
·4··FONSI, finding of no significant impact.··I think all of
·5··you know is that an EIS basically admits that there will
·6··be impacts, and then you guys accept it as -- as -- as
·7··that there are impacts to this project, and then you move
·8··on from there with all of that as a disclosure document.
·9··If we try to do a FONSI, finding of no significant impact,
10··that means we are moving this down the line with a finding
11··of no significant impact, there are no significant
12··impacts.
13·· · · · · ·So, personally, I think, looking at -- still
14··trying to find a no significant impact would be great, but
15··if you reach the end of the road where you feel there are
16··significant impacts, then I think the process is meant to
17··bump it up to an EIS to define what the impacts will be.
18··And then the bottom line, it doesn't finalize the project,
19··it's just you sign off and accept that there are impacts
20··from this project.··So that's kind of the -21·· · · · · ·You know, I can't even hear outside any of the
22··deliberation going on.··There are more people outside than
23··there are in here, for your information.··So it's
24··difficult for me to know the whole scope.··You guys know
25··the whole scope of this.
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·1·· · · · · ·So that's my opinion.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Director.
·3·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Oh, I just -- we'll get into
·4··the -- I think, after testimony, we'll get into the
·5··difference between the EA and EIS, but I did want to
·6··comment that both Jeffrey Dack and Jim Buika, they are
·7··Planning Department staff members, both of them approached
·8··me as, you know, they have concerns over this project.
·9··And they -- they don't need my permission to -- to testify
10··one way or another, but they -- they did inform me they've
11··been very up front about it.··And both of them are taking
12··vacation time, their own time, in order to be here today.
13··So I wanted that fully on the record.··And I -- I respect,
14··you know, their opinions.··Some things I agree with, some
15··things, you know, the Department will differ with, but -16·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Thank you, sir.
17·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Certainly, they're entitled.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Director.··Hold on a
19··second.··Commissioner Higashi.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Jim -21·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Yes, sir.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··-- if you -- if you were
23··to compare the January proposal that the applicant made as
24··compared to the one that's done now, in your opinion, do
25··you think that there is at least a difference on the
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·1··positive side of what they're trying to do to accommodate
·2··height elevation as well as view?
·3·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Yes.··I think it's very positive.
·4··And I -- I know they've put a lot of work into it,
·5··obviously.··Look at the work that they put into it.··And I
·6··have read through the view plane areas.··The -- again, the
·7··density distribution alternative is the -- is the new
·8··addition here.··The other two are pretty much -- I mean,
·9··the enhanced view plane is new, also, and they have worked
10··to enhance the view plane, but it's difficult with these
11··handouts to understand exactly what the impacts or the
12··visualization will be.··You know, they've done a great
13··job, I think, of -- of -- of moving this forward, I think,
14··with the density distribution.··So I think that's
15··positive, in my opinion.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Okay.
17·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Thank you.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, James.
19·· · · · · ·MR. BUIKA:··Thank you.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Donny Becker, followed by Keoni
21··Marciel.··Donny Becker.··Seeing none, calling -22·· · · · · ·UNIDEITIFIED SPEAKER:··He's here.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··He's here, okay.
24·· · · · · ·UNIDEITIFIED SPEAKER:··Just skip him and go to
25··somebody else.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··All right.··Keoni, are you here?
·2·· · · · · ·UNIDEITIFIED SPEAKER:··He's here, yeah,
·3··somewhere way out.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Ann, how big is the other list?
·5··You guys want to take a break after two more?
·6·· · · · · ·UNIDEITIFIED SPEAKER:··Is that the bottom of the
·7··list?
·8·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, that's it, but we got
·9··probably -10·· · · · · ·UNIDEITIFIED SPEAKER:··Let's go just a little
11··bit more.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's it.··Oh, shoot.··I'm
13··already -- yeah, but I'm gonna just -- okay, you guys want
14··to take -15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··No.··Let's go.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Let's go.··Okay.··I'm gonna keep
17··going here.··Keoni Marciel, you here?
18·· · · · · ·MR. MARCEL:··Aye.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please come forward, identify
20··yourself, you got three minutes.
21·· · · · · ·MR. MARCIEL:··Aloha and good morning.··My name's
22··Keoni Marciel.··Born and raised here on Maui.··My family
23··goes back many, many generations here on this island.
24··I've been employed at the Makena Resort now for 17 years.
25··I started with the Maui Prince Hotel, and then with the
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·1··Makena Beach and Golf Resort, and now with Makena Golf and
·2··Beach Club.··So my roots at this property, it extends very
·3··deep into this aina and especially out in Makena.
·4·· · · · · ·In past years, after a heavy rainfall,
·5··especially like rain that we've had last week, years ago,
·6··all that stormwater -- or not all of it, but some of it,
·7··would wash down at the Makena Bay.··We don't see any
·8··evidence of that this past week or the weeks prior.
·9··Unlike North Kihei, there's a lot of runoff into the
10··ocean, brown water advisories were in effect, Makena
11··remained nice and clean.
12·· · · · · ·And, you know, Discovery Land is only going to
13··improve on heavy rains that hit the Makena or Ulupalakua
14··area or Kula to prevent stormwater runoff into the ocean.
15··You know, hopefully, that will impact the reef as far as
16··bringing the reef back healthy where it, once upon a time,
17··used to be.··And, hopefully, we'll see more fish and other
18··sea life out there as well.
19·· · · · · ·Let's see.··Yeah.··So Discovery Land company, in
20··my opinion, is the best company to develop this property.
21·· · · · · ·Now, it's not a matter of who or when the
22··property is going to be developed.··Eventually, it will be
23··developed.··It's about the company that developed this
24··property.··And Discovery Land, they have the best
25··intention for the Hawaiian people, the culture and the
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·1··land in mind for this development.
·2·· · · · · ·It's great that they're talking to the kupuna
·3··from Makena, getting their insights and all the
·4··information necessary for building this property the way
·5··it should be built.
·6·· · · · · ·Thank you.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
·8·· · · · · ·Magdalena Pu`u.··Magdalena Pu`u.··Sam Garcia.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··Good morning and aloha,
10··Commissioners.··My name is a Sam Garcia, Jr.··I'm a
11··longtime resident of Makena, Maui, and have been born and
12··raised here on Maui.··I'm speaking in favor of supporting
13··the proposed development and their EA approval.
14·· · · · · ·Our family property in Makena is bordered on
15··three sides by the resort.··Hence, it's imperative that
16··whatever is done in the way of development is done
17··properly and in the best of taste.··As a three-year member
18··of the resort's community advisory board, as well as the
19··cultural -- or the cultural focus group, I've listened to
20··the resort's plans for the future and I've provided my
21··feedback.··The resort has listened to the community and
22··based their plan on the -- on what best reflects the
23··wishes of the community.
24·· · · · · ·With regard to the overall plan, I'm in 100
25··percent support.··The resort plan is logical in its
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·1··proposed layout, the larger buildings belong mauka and
·2··closer to Makena Alanui.
·3·· · · · · ·When presented with an alternate plan showing
·4··larger buildings makai, the entire audience of neighbors
·5··and community members groaned at the thought.··The resort
·6··has made every effort to maintain view corridors along
·7··Alanui, keeping lower rise homes and units along the lower
·8··elevations.
·9·· · · · · ·Please accept the resort plans and no other.
10·· · · · · ·Incidentally, with regard to the recent
11··testimony, I hear nothing except view planes.··There is no
12··mention of the community that lives there, as if we are
13··all invisible.··We've been a thriving community there for
14··a long time.··And to base a plan on view planes is missing
15··the point.
16·· · · · · ·Parking for beachgoers has always been a
17··problem.··An acceptable solution would be one which
18··designates parking in areas least affected by the
19··neighboring community, if at all possible.··The plan to -20··to add 10 spaces on Honoiki and another 10 spaces near the
21··landing is a perfect solution.
22·· · · · · ·Having ourselves gone through an extensive
23··archaeology process in order to protect valuable sites on
24··our land, I'm quite aware of the time and effort involved.
25··I congratulate and commend the resort for their efforts
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·1··and ensuring that all valuable sites are protected for
·2··generations to come.
·3·· · · · · ·It's impossible to preserve every rock wall and
·4··outcropping, but I am confident the resort has done its
·5··best to pre -- to preserve everything significant.
·6·· · · · · ·In conclusion, I'm especially grateful of
·7··Makena's treatment of density within their plan.··They're
·8··proposing to build approximately 150 units in an area that
·9··could, according to present zoning, construct over 550
10··units.··We should all be thankful that this resort
11··believes in less is better.
12·· · · · · ·Mahalo nui for allowing me to testify.··And I
13··urge you to please grant the EA for this very well
14··designed project.
15·· · · · · ·Thank you.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Commissioner Robinson.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Aloha, Mr. Garcia.
18·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··Good morning.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Where is your property
20··located, between which buildings?··Because you said three
21··sides, so -22·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··Yeah.··Right next to the hotel, we
23··border the hotel on the south side.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Are you right here?
25·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··I believe so, yes.··We border the
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·1··hotel on one side.··On the mauka side is where the
·2··proposed commercial space is going in, and on the north
·3··side is the parking lot and more of the Makena Resort.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··All right.··And you guys
·5··were in front of us, was it last year or the year before,
·6··for a subdivision?
·7·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··We've been in front of you for 22
·8··years.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··Did you get it
10··passed?
11·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··We are very, very close.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··You're very close.
13··You're at the Council, right?
14·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··Yes.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··You guys are subdividing
16··to build -- to build homes for family, is that correct?
17·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··We are building 10 lots, 10 family
18··lots.··Our -- our land was zoned Resort Commercial -19··sorry.··Before that, it was zoned Hotel.··So we could
20··possibly have built a hotel there, but, rather than doing
21··that, we've come all the way down to residential.··And we
22··have 10 residential lots that we're proposing.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Do you have height
24··restrictions on your lot?
25·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··In one area, there is only because
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·1··there is a heiau.··And so we have height restrictions
·2··around the heiau as well as visual corridors mauka and
·3··makai of the heiau.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And -- and your home is
·5··restricted to 35 feet?
·6·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··Not mine.··My brother's and several
·7··other homes are.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Okay.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··Yes.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Thank you, Mr. Garcia.
11·· · · · · ·MR. GARCIA:··Thank you.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·Ashley Baxter, followed buy Adriane Corwin.
14··Ashley Baxter.··Huh-oh.
15·· · · · · ·MS. BAXTER:··Aloha.··I'm Ashley Baxter.··I'm
16··born and raised in Pukalani and I am for the project.
17·· · · · · ·My biggest dream and passion in life has been
18··always to care for my community, and the keiki,
19··especially.··I have been working really hard in community
20··outreach programs such as Paddle Imua in accordance with
21··Imua Family Services, the Butterfly Effect, XOXO, Boys and
22··Girls Club, Women Helping Women.··And throughout the past
23··couple of years have had support with Discovery in funding
24··as well as equipment, top-of-the-line equipment, to be
25··used for the kids to learn to surf and standup paddle.
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·1·· · · · · ·I was also really excited upon hearing about the
·2··Makena Culture and Heritage Center that will be,
·3··hopefully, provided.··I always wished that there was a
·4··place for me to be able to learn, ask questions and
·5··discuss about the culture and history of this land.··And I
·6··only hope that will better serve the people for here so
·7··that we can have a better understanding of what is here,
·8··what has been here and what has become in the future and
·9··what we can do to be a part of it.
10·· · · · · ·Sorry.··I'm nervous.··I'm not used to speaking
11··in front of everyone.
12·· · · · · ·But my biggest point was to be able to help the
13··community in whatever way I can, especially with the kids.
14··And for me, I've been able to see support.··And that's all
15··that I could ever ask for.
16·· · · · · ·And thank you guys so much for being here and
17··listening to what I have to say.··I, also, wrote a letter
18··that will better, hopefully, explain my feelings and my
19··gratitude for Discovery and what they have done for the
20··community.
21·· · · · · ·Thank you.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
23·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··Thank you very much.
24··Mahalo.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Adriane Corwin, followed by Lane
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·1··Naiole.
·2·· · · · · ·Take a break until 10:30?
·3·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Oh, I'm sorry.··Aloha.··My name is
·4··Adriane Raff Corwin.··I'm the Coordinator for Sierra Club
·5··Maui.
·6·· · · · · ·I came before you at the January meeting.··And I
·7··was asked a question by the Commission regarding Sierra
·8··Club Maui's involvement with the comments process.··And at
·9··that time, I told you I was hired as Coordinator in
10··September 2016, so I didn't fully understand the full
11··history of how Sierra Club has been involved.··But since
12··that time, I've spoken with the Executive Committee, our
13··board, of Sierra Club Maui, and I wanted to clarify
14··exactly how Sierra Club Maui has been involved in the
15··comments process.
16·· · · · · ·I did submit written testimony to you.··I'm not
17··sure.··Did they receive the testimony already this
18··morning?··I emailed it last night.
19·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··I don't recall seeing one from Sierra
20··Club.··I did receive some this morning.··I would have to
21··check.
22·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Okay.
23·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Who is the letter from?
24·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··From myself, Adriane Raff Corwin.
25·· · · · · ·Anyway, I'll make sure you get that, but in that
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·1··testimony, there's a timeline of exactly Sierra Club's
·2··involvement.··And so I'll just sort of summarize that for
·3··you now.··I won't go through the whole thing.··But,
·4··basically, when Discovery Land Company says that we were
·5··involved constantly in the comments process, as they sort
·6··of insinuated last meeting, I would say that is false.
·7··So, basically, they started the comments process, from my
·8··knowledge in 2014, but Sierra Club Maui was not actually
·9··invited to the meetings until 2016.
10·· · · · · ·In that -- finally, when we were invited, in
11··2016, they actively -- I'm sorry.··We did go to the Makena
12··Resort Outreach Group meeting on January 2016, and
13··attended many more meetings in 2016, and we came prepared
14··and asked tough questions, but we did not find our
15··concerns well addressed.··Rather, we found that the
16··answers were often very evasive.
17·· · · · · ·As far back as January 2016, at the January 26th
18··meeting, a year ago, Sierra Club said that a full EIS was
19··needed.··In February 2016, we sent in detailed comments on
20··the Draft EA for the 47-acre project.··We received a reply
21··in late 2016, but most of our comments were dismissed as
22··having no impacts or not needing to be discussed.··Yet,
23··the EA had many pages added to reflect missing information
24··we had requested.··So they did notice that we had a point.
25··But we still feel our concerns were not addressed by the
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·1··reply letter that we received.
·2·· · · · · ·Also, in February 2016, we submitted other
·3··comments to the Urban Design Review Board, (inaudible)
·4··47-acre project, which is an addendum to my testimony that
·5··is available when it is gotten to you.
·6·· · · · · ·Also, in March 2016, four Sierra Club Maui board
·7··members met with the Discovery Land representatives and
·8··consultants on site at Makena Landing.··Our major concerns
·9··were discussed, but not addressed.··And these were
10··included that the project needs an EIS.
11·· · · · · ·The density of the project, this is a big one,
12··even though the zoning does permit more, I would like it
13··to be recognized that when that zoning was created, it was
14··a long time ago.··And we have a lot more information now
15··about what's actually appropriate.··Which is, again, why
16··an EIS is needed to analyze that.··And -- I'm sorry, three
17··minutes?··Okay.
18·· · · · · ·In conclusion, again, this timeline has a lot
19··(inaudible) about all the different meetings that we had
20··in -- throughout 2016 where we really didn't feel our
21··voices were heard.··Just because they said that we were
22··there doesn't mean that they actually listened to us and
23··really analyzed what we were saying and addressed it
24··thoroughly.
25·· · · · · ·In addition, in conclusion, I also did submit
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·1··the petition that we've been circulating to get community
·2··members to sign on for a full EIS.··That petition now
·3··currently has more than 1,500 signatures which was
·4··submitted to the Planning Commission.··I would say that at
·5··least 500 to 1,000 of those signatures are from Kihei
·6··residents.··I did not get a chance to count exactly, but
·7··it has quite a large proportion of Kihei residents.··So
·8··please take into account that the community as much -·9··many of them cannot be here today, there's a very large
10··portion of the community that wants an EIS because it's
11··clear there will be significant environments impacts.
12·· · · · · ·Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
14·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Chair?
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Yes.
17·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Yeah.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··In 10 seconds, what are
19··the Sierra Club's concerns that need to be addressed that
20··haven't been addressed in the EA?
21·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··In 10 seconds?··Well, there are
22··issues regarding -- may I get out my notes?··It's hard
23··to -- when I'm nervous, it's hard to talk off the top of
24··my head.··It'll take two seconds, I'll just get my notes
25··right here.··Okay.··So one of the major issues of
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·1··destruction of cultural and historic sites.··There's a lot
·2··in there that has not actually been fully examined.··When
·3··we kept on requesting to have a cultural site visit,
·4··oftentimes Discovery Land waited until the grass was fully
·5··overgrown so it was hard to really do a full analysis of
·6··the cultural sites.··So that's a big one.
·7·· · · · · ·Also, there has not been a complete map released
·8··that shows an overlay of the development over the -- all
·9··existing cultural sites.··The map that they released, I
10··believe, is only the sites that they plan to keep, not
11··showing how it'll be -- destroy others.
12·· · · · · ·And it's also not taking into account the
13··relationship between the cultural sites, that this place
14··had great meaning and there's a relationship between the
15··sites.··And that relationship between the sites also needs
16··to be kept intact, even if you're gonna have development
17··around it.··And so we would love to see more discussion of
18··that.
19·· · · · · ·So I would say cultural sites is a big one,
20··obviously environmental impacts as well, but I know you
21··said 10 seconds, so I'll keep to that.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Higashi.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Adriane -24·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Yes.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··-- are you familiar with
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·1··the Seibu Corporation that developed that area at one
·2··time?
·3·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··I have a -- an understanding of it.
·4··Obviously, I was not alive at the time.··So -·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Do you know what kind of
·6··EIS they did in that particular area?
·7·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Yes.··In 1975, they did a full EIS
·8··for the entire area, I believe.··And I've looked at that
·9··EIS.··And it was in 1975.··And there has not been a
10··complete EIS for the area done in 42 years.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Well, according to my
12··understanding -13·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Yes.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··-- they destroyed a lot
15··of archaeological sites because they didn't use "experts"
16··in Hawaiian culture.
17·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Uh-huh.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Whereas this particular
19··applicant has gotten experts in the area of archaeological
20··findings, et cetera, specifically in the area where
21··they're working on now.··So are you saying that they're
22··not -- they're not really addressing the issue of the
23··important archaeological sites that are now being
24··proposed?
25·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Again, I'm not an expert,
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·1··obviously, in archaeology, but, yes, I would say that -·2··briefly, that there's a lot more to be found and examined.
·3··But the Cultural Resources Commission, I believe, did
·4··listen to this and decide to send -- I believe they sent a
·5··letter to you regarding that more analysis is needed of
·6··the site, that there has not been a thorough enough
·7··analysis of the cultural impact and importance of this
·8··area.
·9·· · · · · ·Does that answer your question?
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··No, but that's okay.
11·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Okay.··I apologize.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
14·· · · · · ·MS. CORWIN:··Thank you very much.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Lane Naiole, followed by Susan
16··Caballero.··Please identify yourself, you have three
17··minutes.
18·· · · · · ·MR. NAIOLE:··Good morning, sir, Council.··My
19··name is Lane Bernard (inaudible) Naiole, come from a
20··generation of Hawaiian ancestry.··And, you know,
21··Kamehameha.··And Naiole was Kamehameha's uncle, right?··So
22··I feel really proud to be, you know, on this island
23··(inaudible) my aina.
24·· · · · · ·I wanted to get to you guys about the EIS.··And,
25··yeah, it's very important that you guys do that, but
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·1··nobody here ever say anything about the ecological system.
·2··This -- this island works like a car.··You get heat
·3··transfer and cooling transfer.··Right?··In the daytime,
·4··the heat comes down from the mountain, goes into the
·5··ocean, right, solidifies and then comes back up from the
·6··evening to the daytime.··From the -- from the evening
·7··time, it goes up to the mountain, nighttime, and it cools
·8··the mountain.··That's what they call a natural heat
·9··transfer.··Precipitation, back and forth, from the ocean
10··to the mountain.··If you guys block off all that 1,800
11··acres, I get one word for you guys, transpiration.··It's
12··the process where plants absorb water through its roots
13··and then it gives off water vapors through pores in their
14··leaves.
15·· · · · · ·1,800 acres of vegetation gone, what you think
16··going happen?··Whenever they get one drought in Kula -17··it's been droughted since I been born.··Now we gonna
18··devastate the land.··You guys gonna -- you guys gonna kill
19··everything up there, the whole fauna, the foliage.
20·· · · · · ·You guys thinking about EIS.··What about what we
21··living for tomorrow?··They already dead already.··We live
22··for tomorrow.
23·· · · · · ·I just told you that we're in transpiration.
24··You guys (inaudible) all that vegetation, you pull it out,
25··gonna get one desert.··We already get one desert in
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·1··Makena.
·2·· · · · · ·Then you guys talk about the limited of
·3··fertilizers.··Eh, we all knew that.··What about the
·4··fertilizer that's there?··Fertilizer is fertilizer no
·5··matter what consistency, what quality, what quantity.
·6··Right?
·7·· · · · · ·Okay.··Now we get the cloud line from Ulupalakua
·8··to Kahoolawe, the east wind line.··Right?··You guys stop
·9··that foliage, you guys pull out the fauna, no more leaves,
10··no more precipitation, no vegetation, that cloud line
11··gonna disappear.··All Ulupalakua ridge line, it's gonna be
12··dead in 50 years.··You guys looking at it now.··Everybody
13··gotta make money.··You know that.··I need money.
14·· · · · · ·I fished that area.··For 35 years I been fishing
15··Makena.··And feeding the people of Kihei and all over this
16··island.··I feel (inaudible) because I fix -- I fixed the
17··heiaus over there.··I the only guy who does it.··And I
18··know it does things to people, but the most important
19··thing, it tells me I gotta educate the people, if not,
20··they not gonna know.··For we cannot fix anything we don't
21··know.
22·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··(Inaudible).
23·· · · · · ·MR. NAIOLE:··We cannot fix nothing that we
24··don't -25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You're out of order.··Can you
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·1··please not speak out of -·2·· · · · · ·MR. NAIOLE:··So I ask you guys, think about the
·3··ecological system.··What about the drainage?
·4·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. NAIOLE:··You guys get drainage coming down
·6··there.··Who's gonna filtrate the -- the sod that's going
·7··into the ocean, anyway.··Then what about the river that
·8··running through Makena Landing?··It devastates the road.
·9··What you guys gonna put one bridge over there?
10·· · · · · ·It has to be the same.··Once you touch that
11··ground, you desecrate the land that we, our iwi, come
12··from.··My bones come from these land.··My bones go back to
13··this land.··And so does everybody's in this room.
14·· · · · · ·Remember, it's not for today.··It's for our
15··grandkids.··That's why I fix the heiaus, so our grand
16··children's grandchildren can see what we used to live
17··like.··All the hales in the back there in La Perouse, I
18··fix all that.··I try.··I fixed the cow pens, I fixed
19··the -- you know, I do what I can to preserve the culture
20··'cause if not for us people, our grandchildren, we not
21··gonna see that.
22·· · · · · ·Would you ever -- did you guys ever see Makena
23··when you guys was young?
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude.
25·· · · · · ·MR. NAIOLE:··Well, I just wanted to let you guys
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·1··know that I'm for it -- I'm not -- I mean, I'm against
·2··Makena.··I'm for the EIS.··But not one person said
·3··anything about the ecological impact that it's gonna do.
·4··I promise you on my life it's gonna devastate that
·5··mountainside.
·6·· · · · · ·Thank you.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··We're going to take a
·8··10-minute recess and reconvene with the public testimony.
·9·· · · · · ·(Recess.)
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Maui Planning Commission is called
11··back to order.
12·· · · · · ·He just went to the restroom.··He said he'll be
13··back.
14·· · · · · ·Before I proceed, as a reminder, it's required
15··that, please, people in the audience, do not speak out of
16··order.··Only speak when you're up on the podium.··Thank
17··you.
18·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Chair?
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yes.
20·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··I guess there was a question about the
21··Sierra Club testimony.··At 12:01 this morning, we had -22··we did receive a letter from Adriane.··And attached to
23··that was a petition with 1,500 signatures, 1,530
24··signatures, which she was referring to.··You have not
25··received copies of that because we just -- we literally
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·1··just got it.··It was delivered.··We have one copy that we
·2··can pass around for you to see, but I will need to get it
·3··back.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's totally fine.
·5·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Okay.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please pass it around.··Thank you.
·7·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··We have additional ones that I'll
·8··speak to that came in this morning as well.··So this is in
·9··addition to testimony that you've received, written
10··testimony.··Thank you.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Ann.
12·· · · · · ·Okay.··We're going back to public testimony.
13··The next person on the list, please let me know if you
14··would like to testify now or wait when the agenda item -15··after the agenda item is done.
16·· · · · · ·Susan Cabarello.··Again, please come forward,
17··identify yourself, you got three minutes.
18·· · · · · ·MS. CABALLERO:··Aloha.··My name is Susan
19··Cabarello and I leave in the Kihei area.
20·· · · · · ·I'm sure you folks remember last time I spoke to
21··you regarding affordable housing.··It just seems very
22··strange to me that we are able to accommodate
23··multimillionaires in a land that doesn't even belong to
24··them or they care about.
25·· · · · · ·I lived in Kihei for nine years.··I was at -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1··almost 10, I should say.··I lived in one apartment for
·2··nine years.··I went to another apartment, which I been in
·3··a year, which I just received a notice, from $800, I'm now
·4··paying $1,200, and now my rent will be probably going up.
·5·· · · · · ·I just don't understand why all this housing
·6··that we are -- the development we are doing is for the
·7··rich.··What about the working class people?··What about
·8··people that have children?··What about single mothers,
·9··single fathers?
10·· · · · · ·People come to Maui because they love the beauty
11··of the island.··They don't go to Oahu that much anymore
12··because the island's been devastated by hotels.··And we're
13··doing the same thing here.
14·· · · · · ·We have the opportunity to -- I should say you
15··folks have the opportunity, as speaking for us, to do what
16··is right.··And what I think is right is not building a
17··community not any of you could live in as well.··I don't
18··believe any of you could probably afford to live in those
19··buildings.··So why are we going to make it able for other
20··bodies to live on this land that, number one, aren't from
21··here or, number two, they just have too much money?··What
22··about us?
23·· · · · · ·I do cleaning for a living.··And I'll tell you
24··what, all the places in Wailea and Kihei that I clean,
25··those could be apartment homes for people that are
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·1··working-class folks like any of you.
·2·· · · · · ·And, again, you folks have the opportunity to
·3··make the decisions whether these -- whether these
·4··buildings are going to happen at all.
·5·· · · · · ·And, obviously, they probably will because we
·6··know how money rolls in Maui.··And if you have money, you
·7··get things done.··But we also have a president that nobody
·8··wanted, either.··And you guys could get things done by
·9··making the right step in the right direction for Maui and
10··setting an example for the world that we don't just take
11··care of wealthy people here, we take care of everybody
12··here.
13·· · · · · ·People come to the islands because it is
14··blessed, it is love.··I will never go hungered here.··If I
15··knock on your door, I think you will feed me.··If I knock
16··on your door, brother, I think you will feed me.··If I
17··knock on one of those millionaire's door -- millionaire's
18··door, I think they'll call the police on me.
19·· · · · · ·A lot of people cannot afford that much food,
20··and they fish.··Where are we supposed to go at?··Where are
21··we supposed to go to?··There's -- fortunately, in my life
22··of 50 years, I have never went without food until I lived
23··here on Maui, but I had people that would help me.
24·· · · · · ·Now, all these people that are gonna come in
25··that have multimillion dollars, they don't want us to live
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·1··in the area, they want gated communities.··And where is
·2··the aloha?··The islands are all about aloha and love.
·3·· · · · · ·And I think that that is something that you
·4··folks sit on these boards and you're not just -- these
·5··are -- these are things that are going to transpire and
·6··change the life of living on Maui for all of us.
·7·· · · · · ·When those -·8·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. CABALLERO:··When those places go up, where
10··are we supposed to go?··In another six months or a year,
11··I'll probably only afford to be able to live in a tent.
12··And I definitely bet you they won't let me put up a tent
13··by Makena Landing where I could fish and -- and eat.
14·· · · · · ·Thank you for your time.··Amen.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Just a reminder, as a
16··courtesy, everyone, please keep your testimony to three
17··minutes so we can move this along.
18·· · · · · ·Kehau King, followed by Keola Mahoe.
19·· · · · · ·MS. KING:··Aloha.··Aloha.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Aloha.
21·· · · · · ·MS. KING:··My name is Kehau King.··Thank you for
22··having me here and being able to speak.··I actually come
23··here, I represent myself.··I represent my ohana, my
24··children, my (inaudible), my future, and I also represent
25··the pula pula of who I am, the Akina line, and Mahiae
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·1··from -- I am a lineal descendent from that area.
·2·· · · · · ·I understand what we're here for, about, you
·3··know, modifying and changing some things, some issues that
·4··have been brought forth.··For me, I look at it is that
·5··we're -- we're way putting the carriage before the horse
·6··here.
·7·· · · · · ·And I -- I'm here to speak, really, because my
·8··kupuna have brought me here, brought me here.··I've talked
·9··to many people.··And you've heard what she had said prior,
10··prior to myself.··And it's no different.··We sit here and
11··we -- we sell our culture every single day.··That is the
12··reason why we want a resort there -- or they want that
13··development there is because people are willing to pay top
14··dollar for something.
15·· · · · · ·And, truly, they're not here.··Sometimes twice a
16··year.··I, myself, am in that cleaning industry myself, but
17··I do a lot of community efforts as well.
18·· · · · · ·And what happens when that's done?··You know,
19··the fact that we -- I have to sit here and debate of
20··whether that is a cultural impact, if it's a environmental
21··impact.··That is like it's besides myself to even wanna
22··elaborate any more on that because it's -- why are we even
23··debating that?··It's there.··It's a living essence that -24··for -- I see the way looks at it, it's a, you know, what
25··we don't see won't hurt us.··And it's -- we're so wrong,
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·1··you know.
·2·· · · · · ·The perfect example is us trying to build a
·3··bridge on the shoreline, repairing it, doing all we can,
·4··spending all the money when, really, the -- the -- the
·5··problem is up in the mountains.··Do we do that?··No.
·6·· · · · · ·We -- we have not learned anything over
·7··generations.··We do not have the excuse to say we don't
·8··know, oh, we should have done this.··No.··It's been done
·9··for years.··We've kicked ourself in the butt all the time.
10·· · · · · ·This is prime land, but none of you guys
11··probably even go down to Makena half of the time, take
12··your families, maybe not.··I mean, here.
13·· · · · · ·And I'm sorry, but I -- I have family and
14··friends that work for the construction industry and the
15··industry that this could benefit them.··I get that.··I'm a
16··working class myself.··What's gonna happen when that job's
17··done?··What's gonna happen to -- core people will be
18··employed, I get that, but a living essence.
19·· · · · · ·This is a heritage.··This is our culture.··My
20··ancestors worked hard keeping that aina the way it could,
21··living off of the land, making sure that their kupuna,
22··their moopuna could live off of the land.··That when those
23··ships can't come here, what's gonna happen then?··Do we
24··have the 89, 93 imported foods that we're gonna be able to
25··live off of?··No.
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·1·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
·2·· · · · · ·MS. KING:··So, you know, I mean, I'm just asking
·3··that you guys have an opportunity to make that change.
·4··And I'm asking for a full EIS to be done.··And it has
·5··already been proven factual that is impactful,
·6··environmentally, culturally, socially, and every way,
·7··economically.
·8·· · · · · ·Mahalo.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Keola, followed by
10··Edward Chang.
11·· · · · · ·MR. MAHOE:··Aloha kakou.··Keola Mahoe, lineage
12··to the Makena Honuaula.
13·· · · · · ·I just wanted to give a note to EIS guys.··I
14··know you guys saying this is only 47 acres, but,
15··hopefully, it's only 47 acres, not the whole 1,800, yeah.
16··Looking into all you guys' eyes, I know that it's not only
17··the 47 acres.
18·· · · · · ·All my brothers over here work for Goodfellows.
19··I know that contractors here, no way in hell this is for
20··47 acres.
21·· · · · · ·So the big deal is what is this for, really,
22··yeah.
23·· · · · · ·I'm a protector of the island of Maui, the
24··beautiful island of Maui.··Any place, yeah, south side,
25··west side, it doesn't matter.··My family come from both
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·1··ends.··Mostly in every island.
·2·· · · · · ·Rights, okay, gathering rights was -- it is put
·3··in place for us Hawaiians for generations, since the first
·4··settlers came in, you know, Captain Cook, 1778, yeah.··It
·5··is in place for a reason, yeah.··So they come to our land,
·6··they gotta follow our rules.··Everything is under Kingdom
·7··law, yeah.
·8·· · · · · ·I'm here to just state my piece knowing that I
·9··cannot stop evolution, yeah.··Everybody has to feed their
10··family.··I know that.··I myself has to feed my family.
11··But like the tita said, when this project is done, where
12··else you guys gonna hit, yeah.··I know there's big stuff,
13··Maui Pine is on the way, yeah, you guys got that land.
14··You guys might even -- I might even see you guys on this
15··side again.··Or you guys gonna touch Lahaina again?
16·· · · · · ·Come on, guys.··Save as much as we can.
17··Everybody no come here for the development.··Everybody
18··come here for the beautiful place, yeah.··All this
19··luscious space we have -- or what we have left.··Keep that
20··in mind, guys, what we have left.
21·· · · · · ·Resources, most important thing to us Hawaiians,
22··yeah.··Most of all of us gather from the mountain to the
23··ocean.··So what the mountain provides us, the ocean, it's
24··the last of the last.··So keep that in mind.··Everything
25··has to go from the mountain to the ocean.··So more
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·1··development, meaning all the trash and opala in the ocean,
·2··that will affect most all us fishermens here, yeah.
·3·· · · · · ·Born and raised in Oahu, Nanakuli, where 80
·4··percent of my family in that area is all Hawaiians, yeah.
·5··We all live off the land.··Okay.··If nobody can buy food,
·6··we can always get the ocean.
·7·· · · · · ·Keep that in mind, guys.··So no EIS.··Rights for
·8··us, yeah.
·9·· · · · · ·And, hopefully, this is only for the 47 acres.
10··If not, you might have to work more hard because there's a
11··lot of contractors here.··I know you guys all gotta feed
12··your family.··All right?
13·· · · · · ·Aloha.··Mahalo.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Edward Chang, followed by Bruce
15··U`u.
16·· · · · · ·MR. CHANG:··Good morning, Commissioners.··Thank
17··you for letting me testify.··My name is Edward Chang.··I'm
18··a long time resident of Makena.
19·· · · · · ·I'd like to start by -- by just kind of
20··remembering the picture before you.··When I was young in
21··Makena, the roads were dirt.··The telephone, you had to
22··crank.··The water, we had put bull durham bags over the
23··water 'cause it came -- came down to Makena brown.··The
24··water that came through Ulupalakua down to Makena was,
25··basically, put in place to feed the cattle.··And we got
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·1··part of that water for us.
·2·· · · · · ·It was said that if you wash your clothes in
·3··that water, sometimes it come out more brown than before
·4··you put it in.··And -- no, it's true.··There were times it
·5··was when the water system ran low it was worse than
·6··others.
·7·· · · · · ·The point I'm trying to make -- oh, let me go a
·8··little further.··As a kid, there were 12 neighbors in
·9··Makena, had names like Makaiwa, Delima, (Inaudible),
10··Poepoe, Kukahiko, Piiholo, Chang, Griffith, Baldwin.
11··About -- there were about 12 neighbors we had over about a
12··five-mile stretch from Makena Landing to a place we call
13··Kanehena.··Kanehena is just before you get into the lava
14··flow, that small bay.··That's still part of the
15··conservation area.
16·· · · · · ·The current developer -- the -- the point is -17··is -- is what was there before has been improved due to
18··development.··We now have good water, good roads.··We even
19··have cable television.··You know, this is -- the progress
20··we've made from what I described earlier, that took 77
21··years to get there.
22·· · · · · ·The -- the current developer is now the third
23··developer of the Makena Resort area.··I believe that they
24··are very, very conscious developer.
25·· · · · · ·I'm one of the fortunate ones to have been able
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·1··to attend their meetings, some 15 of 'em.··And they were
·2··quite thorough.··I had some pet peeves that I thought got
·3··settled.··And the pet peeve was more drainage than
·4··anything else.··And they did a fairly good job of
·5··convincing me that what they're gonna do is better than
·6··what the first developer did.··And I won't go into that
·7··now.
·8·· · · · · ·But they currently are -- in Makena Landing are
·9··maintaining two beach parks, Maluaka Beach Park, which is
10··in front of Prince Hotel Resort and Makena Landing.··And
11··virtually nothing in that area has really changed in
12··access because the areas that you couldn't go in before
13··were private, anyway.··They were owned by individual
14··landowners that lived in Makena area, part of the 12
15··people that I mentioned earlier.
16·· · · · · ·I'm convinced myself that the project we looked
17··at and reviewed it many, many times, including the
18··revision of the plan that they're about to explain to you
19··today, was also discussed with us.··I tend to favor their
20··plan more than other suggestions.
21·· · · · · ·I agree that we have different visions of how we
22··look at things.··I prefer to see the Makena Landing area
23··with lower elevation buildings as opposed to higher
24··elevation buildings.··In addition, some of the low
25··elevation buildings would be blocked out by the higher
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·1··buildings.
·2·· · · · · ·And we have to remember that the topography of
·3··the Makena area, in one area, is fairly steep.··That's
·4··right next to the Kihei side of the Makena Bay.··And the
·5··other area is relatively flat.··So if you're looking for
·6··shoreline view, you really only get it from the northern
·7··end of the project.
·8·· · · · · ·The southern end where the development area is
·9··sits further back and it's low.··So that lowness not gonna
10··give you the view that you want.··And it's blocked out
11··by existing -12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude.
13·· · · · · ·MR. CHANG:··-- at the shoreline.··Again, I
14··support the project.··My name is Ed Chang.··And I'm a
15··residents of Makena.
16·· · · · · ·Thank you very much.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··(Inaudible).
18·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··I'll wait.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Keoki Makio.··Keoki, sorry.
20··Couldn't read your writing.
21·· · · · · ·MR. MAKIO:··(Inaudible).··Just here to say we
22··need a full impact EIS.··You already know that already.
23··EIS is definitely not enough for the 47 acres.··You know,
24··you gotta do one full EIS for 1,800 acres, yeah.··That's
25··what you guys gotta do.··You got one small percentage of
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·1··what you really want, 1,800 acres, yeah.··Full EIS I in
·2··support of.
·3·· · · · · ·I definitely against this project even though a
·4··lot of my brothers, you know, might work for the
·5··construction and -- and, you know, I know they gotta feed
·6··their families.··Same thing.··We all know that.··But
·7··there's plenty more construction projects out there for
·8··them, yeah, building schools, you know, building -·9··rebuilding some places where the Hawaiian culture.··You
10··know, that would be even better.
11·· · · · · ·Hawaiian -- we as Hawaiians, the reason why
12··we're here today is because we love and respect our home.
13··That's why we're all here, yeah.··We're not here for come
14··over here and make trouble and call people out, yeah.··We
15··here because we love our land, we love our home, yeah.
16·· · · · · ·You go down to Makena, everybody who gets to go
17··down there, you guys, you get to see how beautiful it is.
18··You feel the mana.··You get to reenergize yourself and be
19··a -- be a part of real Hawaii.··Real Hawaii, yeah, not
20··this imitation stuff where it look like California, but
21··you in Hawaii, yeah.··Real Hawaii, real Hawaiian, yeah.
22··That -- that's -- that's what we -- we love about our
23··culture.··We come from loving, giving, sharing, helping,
24··understanding, kind, thoughtful, hard working,
25··intelligence, good looking people, as you can tell.
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·1·· · · · · ·But -- but the reason why we here, we take time
·2··off from our jobs, is because we love our home.··We want
·3··you to -- to do a full EIS to make sure everything is at
·4··its best, yeah.
·5·· · · · · ·It's hard for me for -- for come inside this
·6··room and -- and hear everybody speaking of their
·7··genealogy, of where they from and who they are, and then
·8··in support of this project.··I no understand that because
·9··we as Hawaiians is for protect and -- and serve, protect
10··and serve our home, yeah.··We -- we are the -- we the
11··servants.··The land is chief, yeah.··So if we live by
12··that, by that saying, then -- then we know that if -- if
13··we're on the other side, of destroying or desecrating some
14··beautiful place like Makena, like we talking about, then
15··we gotta stop and think and, you know, you gotta think
16··like, wait, are they really, I mean, in touch with their
17··culture, in touch with their people, doing what their
18··ancestors wanted, yeah.··We gotta stop and think about it
19··because it's obvious we not, because (inaudible)
20··destroying one of the most beautifulest place on -- on
21··Maui.··And we all know that.
22·· · · · · ·I mean, everybody always think Makena is for the
23··rich.··No.··Makena is for everybody.··That's why I go down
24··there, we go fish and take out ohanas down there, we go
25··pulehu, barbecue, if you don't know what pulehu is, we go
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·1··swimming, we go paddling, we go surfing.··We do all these
·2··things because that's -- that's the place where you do
·3··'em.··That's where you're supposed to do 'em.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. MAKIO:··Okay.··So EIS, very important.··We
·6··already know of desecration and destruction of what is
·7··going on right now.··Okay.··We already know.··We know
·8··that.··We in the water fishing, we -- we go there, pick
·9··limu, opihi, no more, the thing -- the resources is -- is
10··depleting, yeah.··So the more you put over there, the
11··worser it gets.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·MR. MAKIO:··It's a fact.··Okay.··It's a fact.
14··So take in consideration of what real Hawaii, real
15··culture, real Hawaiian, what it truly means.··When you
16··(inaudible), believe it and make sure you respect it.
17··That is the reason why we are here in the best place on
18··earth, on Maui, in Hawaii.··Okay.··Remember Hawaii is -19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
20·· · · · · ·MR. MAKIO:··-- in exact same place as where my
21··ancestors found it.··Yeah.
22·· · · · · ·Mahalo nui loa.··Mahalo.··Questions?
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Chair?
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yes.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··In fairness to the people
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·1··that are waiting to testify, can we please have the
·2··speakers restrict their testimony to three minutes?
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
·4·· · · · · ·MR. MAKIO:··Yeah.··Mahalo.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, please, everyone, we only got
·6··a few more here, restrict your testimony to three minutes.
·7··Thank you.
·8·· · · · · ·Claire Apana, followed by Joan Moore.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. APANA:··Good morning, Planning
10··Commissioners.··I have testified before you in the
11··previous hearing.
12·· · · · · ·And I would like to reiterate that point as I
13··have not seen it adequately -- adequately addressed or
14··taken care of.··And this is the historic Makena/Ulupalakua
15··Road, which is a highway, a road from the Kingdom of
16··Hawaii which is protected by a law that came -- that
17··originated in the Kingdom of Hawaii, but is in fact in
18··practice today.··I believe that would constitute a state
19··highway or a State road, which would make you need to do
20··an EIS.
21·· · · · · ·I would, also, like to share a story.··And it
22··relates to the second testifier.··You probably remember
23··him, Walter Kanamu.··He told a great story about fishing
24··in Makena with his ohana, with Mr. (Inaudible), and
25··catching ahi right inside that bay.
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·1·· · · · · ·You've heard many people testify today about
·2··losing the fishing, endangering the fishing.··These are
·3··rights every single one that came up to you and testified
·4··about fishing today for -- are protected by Article -·5··Article 12, Section 7 of the Hawaii State Constitution.
·6·· · · · · ·And maybe they didn't ask you, but I am asking
·7··you and demanding that you protect their rights.
·8·· · · · · ·And this leads me to the third thing that I
·9··really wanted to tell you.··When I went on the site visit,
10··I asked the team, what happened to the stream, as I stood
11··looking out towards -- out into the bay at Makena Landing.
12··I said, "What happened to the stream?··Where is the water?
13··What happened to it?"··And they all said they didn't know.
14··I think we still don't know.··I tried to see if there was
15··anything more current that they had found or put in before
16··I came today, I haven't seen that.
17·· · · · · ·If -- when you buy, supposedly, the -- the right
18··to develop on a piece of property, you also buy the -- the
19··right to preserve and maintain and restore what was there.
20··Makena Landing is not Makena Landing.··It is not what it
21··was before.··And you've heard many people testify to that.
22··I think that these people need to first restore the
23··historical property that is protected by the Community
24··Plan, by State law, by the cultural practitioners who are
25··testifying before you that their rights are being
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·1··violated.
·2·· · · · · ·And, also, the infrastructure most come first
·3··before the project.··That is, also, part of the Community
·4··Plan.··You know, these are the only things that we have to
·5··protect land from people who have much more money and much
·6··more resources to do the fight, to preserve or develop
·7··land.
·8·· · · · · ·And I'm not saying they're doing a bad job.··I'm
·9··just saying that if you're going to do this, you must
10··protect and follow the law.··And you must protect and
11··follow the law.··And the very least is to have an EIS.
12·· · · · · ·Thank you very much.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
14·· · · · · ·Joan Moore, and then Faith Chase.
15·· · · · · ·MS. MOORE:··Hi.··My name is Joan Moore.··And
16··thank you for letting me speak today.··I live in Wailea.
17··And I have been coming to Makena since 1974.··And, today,
18··I'd like to speak regarding the infrastructure in the
19··area.··I'm, also, asking you to do a complete
20··environmental review.
21·· · · · · ·Three things.
22·· · · · · ·I understand that the Community Plan says that
23··infrastructure must be concurrent with the project.··Okay.
24··That's some kind of law.
25·· · · · · ·There's a letter, it's on Page 530 in your
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·1··booklets there, it's written from Mr. Pikrone, Wailea
·2··Community Association Manager, to Mr. Spence, dated
·3··January 8th, 2016.··It was also responded to on November
·4··8th of 2016.··Took a while, but he did respond.
·5··Mr. Pikrone, and I'd like to quote, is he asking for two
·6··things, number one, quote, big contracts for the project
·7··should include a provision that access to the referenced
·8··project shall be via State and County roads and that the
·9··use of any private roads, Kaukahi and Kalai Waa Streets,
10··to and from the project site shall be strictly prohibited
11··and subject to a fine for each occurrence.··It has been
12··noted that between 50 to 300 vehicles will pass through
13··the Wailea Resort twice a day during the 25 months of
14··construction for this HM parcel.··And then it will take
15··five years to develop.··This extended period of additional
16··construction traffic, not to mention subsequent traffic,
17··will greatly degrade the roadways and could adversely
18··affect the revenue potential of Wailea Resort and,
19··therefore, taxes collected by the County.
20·· · · · · ·The second part, he's asking, quote, the
21··referenced project has no secondary access planned.··With
22··the continued development of Makena, the same issues will
23··continue to exist at an ever expanding level.··Increased
24··traffic with related congestion and noise within Wailea
25··and north Makena and diminished safety should closure of
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·1··Makena Alanui be required.
·2·· · · · · ·Okay.··There's, also, a letter in your giant
·3··report, dated 2016, from the Maui Police Department.··The
·4··police concerns -- this is interesting -- quote -- this is
·5··Evelyn Kirby, Community Police Officer, Kihei District,
·6··quote, the size of the project alone, itself alone, may
·7··not substantially impact police services, however,
·8··combined with other planned developments in the Kihei
·9··District should be a reason to consider increasing police
10··personnel in the Kihei District and/or the construction of
11··a police substation in the Makena area.··The police
12··department is too far away.··There is nothing down there.
13··Nothing.··It is four and-a-half miles from the Wailea -14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude.
15·· · · · · ·MS. MOORE:··I am saying please figure out how to
16··keep the people safe that are going to Makena.··It is -17··there is -- there's no structure down there.··Okay.··There
18··are people.··There is no police protection down there.
19··Please fix it before you continue with this project.
20·· · · · · ·Thank you.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Faith Chase, followed by Frank
22··Brent.··Okay.··Faith -- Frank Brent.··Okay, no problem.
23··Laurie Chang.
24·· · · · · ·Okay.··Public testimony is now closed.··We're
25··gonna move to the agenda item.··Director.
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·1·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Good morning, Commissioners.
·2··We are on Item C-1, ATC Makena Holdings requesting an
·3··environmental assessment determination for the Final
·4··Environmental Assessment prepared for the proposed Makena
·5··Resort.
·6·· · · · · ·Our staff planner, it's still this morning, is
·7··Ann Cua.··And she'll give a brief introduction and we'll
·8··go from there.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Good morning, almost afternoon, Mr.
10··Chair and Members of the Commission.
11·· · · · · ·Couple of things just to kinda clarify.··You
12··closed the testimony for the morning portion, but there
13··will be -- after the presentation, those who have either
14··not signed up or chosen to wait will have the opportunity
15··speak.··So just -16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's -- that's correct.
17·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··All right.··Thank you, Chair, for that
18··clarification.
19·· · · · · ·The Planning Commission, on January 10th, 2017,
20··voted to defer action on this Final Environmental
21··Assessment.··And you provided 15 items that you wanted the
22··applicant to address.··And so, today, they are gonna be
23··taking you through those 15 items.··They submitted to the
24··Department a document which you all have before you that
25··addresses these 15 items.
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·1·· · · · · ·One item I did want to discuss is that Item No.
·2··2, at your January meeting, the Chairperson of the
·3··Cultural Resources Commission testified before you saying
·4··that she would like to look at the Archaeological
·5··Inventory Surveys that were prepared for the property.
·6··And so your comment No. 2 had asked that the applicant
·7··provide a copy of these three AISs that were done to Janet
·8··Six.··And so the applicant did that.
·9·· · · · · ·In addition to that, though, we had the
10··Commission -- the Cultural -- Maui County Cultural
11··Resources Commission schedule this item.··They scheduled
12··it.··And, at the first meeting, they were not -- they did
13··not have a quorum.··So they were not to -- they were not
14··able to formulate comments on behalf of the Commission to
15··give you.··However, they did meet again on March 2nd,
16··where they did have a quorum.··And we distributed a letter
17··to you, dated March 9th, 2017, which listed the
18··Commission's five comments.··The applicant will go over
19··them.
20·· · · · · ·But, again, there were a lot of testimony at
21··both of the meetings.··But the Commission, basically -22··they were not -- the point I wanna make is they -- the
23··Commission did express its appreciation for the effort
24··that went into preparing the documents.··The Commissioners
25··that were present were unable to reach a consensus
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·1··regarding their comments.··So how the five comments were
·2··listed, basically, is a reflection of some of the
·3··individual members' comments.
·4·· · · · · ·And those included, number one, that -- a
·5··member -- a couple members felt that adequate preservation
·6··of the identified archaeological sites should be required
·7··by way of permit conditions or other enforceable
·8··measures -- measures such as deed restrictions that run
·9··with the land.··They also felt that the geographical
10··extent of the cultural resources may be larger than the
11··47-acre project area.
12·· · · · · ·A Commissioner -- a Commissioner commented that
13··the surveys may not give a complete picture of how, if at
14··all, the archaeological sites identified within the
15··47-acre project area relate to or interconnect with other
16··known sites in Makena.
17·· · · · · ·Two of the Commissioners of the five that were
18··present, felt that they believe the Archaeological
19··Inventory Surveys were adequate and appear to be
20··thoroughly prepared.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··How many was that?
22·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Two of the five.
23·· · · · · ·Some of the members felt that archaeological
24··monitoring should be a required permit condition.··And
25··that is a part of the process.··As is Comment 1,
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·1··identification and preservation of the sites that are
·2··required to be protected.··And that cultural data should
·3··continue to be collected throughout the development
·4··process.··And that is part of the process with State
·5··Historic Preservation division.··And so I believe the
·6··applicant is gonna expand on their comments to that, but I
·7··wanted to just set that reference for you.
·8·· · · · · ·In terms of letters that the Department
·9··received, we've received letters up until this morning.
10··And I passed out one set to you this morning at the start
11··of the meeting and one set later on, because those came in
12··after I had already left.··And so what we has -- have as
13··of now are 55 letters in support of the project and 19
14··letters of either concern or opposition, I should say, to
15··the -- to the Final Environmental Assessment.
16·· · · · · ·And then we, also, have a petition, which I
17··passed out, with 1,530 signatures to reject the EA and to
18··require an EIS.
19·· · · · · ·So at this point in time, that concludes the
20··Department presentation, to just kinda bring you up to
21··where we're at today.··The applicant is going to go
22··through their -- their presentation.··And then, later on,
23··the Department will come back on to, again, give you our
24··recommendation and a little bit more information.
25·· · · · · ·Thank you.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Good morning.··I'm Ed Divita.··I'm
·2··a partner with Discovery Land Company and I represent the
·3··applicant.
·4·· · · · · ·Can you hear this okay?
·5·· · · · · ·Thank you, Commissioners, for your patience and
·6··your perseverance throughout this process and your -- and
·7··your leadership throughout the process as well.··It's much
·8··appreciated.
·9·· · · · · ·And thank you to all of our supporters who have
10··come to provide comments and -- and participated along the
11··way.··And especially I want to thank all the people from
12··all perspectives who have provided critical comments
13··throughout the process.
14·· · · · · ·The critical comments have been useful.··We've
15··tried to take them all into account and integrate them
16··into the plan.··And it's a process that we feel has been
17··effective.
18·· · · · · ·At the outset of the project planning, we
19··established design criteria and a goal of creating a
20··project that would have no impact.··And we worked close
21··with the Planning Department, and we've come to the
22··Planning Commission multiple times to present the -- the
23··project.··And we've gained comments and we've been
24··addressing those comments.
25·· · · · · ·And thanks to that process, we feel that we've
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·1··not only been able to meet our original goal, but, in many
·2··cases, we exceeded.··And we appreciate the help along the
·3··way.
·4·· · · · · ·Some of the key areas that we focused on include
·5··views along Makena Alanui, water quality, allowed density
·6··and the distribution of density, drainage, historic
·7··preservation, workforce housing, BMPs during construction,
·8··and beach parking.
·9·· · · · · ·Now, as a refresher, I'd like to provide a brief
10··overview about the project.
11·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··The proposed project is a mixed use
12··project involving single family, multi-family, commercial
13··and TVR units and related infrastructure.··It's located
14··along Makena Alanui Road in the area near Honoiki Street
15··in Makena.
16·· · · · · ·The project is proposed on three development
17··parcels; M5 on the left in orange, M6 and S7 in the
18··middle, and Parcel B2 on the right.··The sum of these
19··parcels is 47.15 acres.
20·· · · · · ·The project involves 88 multi-family units, 26
21··single-family lots, 20 single-family cottages, 10 TVR
22··units, 14 condos, and 27,300 square feet of commercial
23··space in the village.··In all, totaling a 158 residential
24··units, plus the commercial space.
25·· · · · · ·Just a brief refresher on the timeline.··We
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·1··first -- we, actually, first sent out our -- our
·2··consultation letters over two years ago, in January of
·3··2015.··We came to this Commission in January of 2016 with
·4··the Draft EA.··In March of '16, we went to the Urban
·5··Design Review Board, received a unanimous support and
·6··recommendation for approval.··In May of '16, we had a
·7··on-site meeting of the Planning Commission with the
·8··public.··And we were able to see a representation of the
·9··buildings in the form of story poles locating the
10··buildings as well as the heights of the buildings.··And in
11··January 10, just a short while ago, we were here with the
12··Commission presenting the Draft Final EA and received
13··comments.··So, today, we're here to address those
14··comments.
15·· · · · · ·A brief reminder, we have a wonderful project
16··team of designers and technical consultants.
17··Representatives from -- from our entire team are here in
18··case questions need to be addressed.
19·· · · · · ·So we'll start by -- in response, we'll be
20··addressing the letter from the Department of Planning that
21··identifies the 15 comments dated April 26th.··We took this
22··letter and we prepared a checklist that we can use as a
23··roadmap for going through the presentation today.··We -24··we organized and distilled the 15 comments down into four
25··classes; the future, the views, the water, and the
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·1··community.··And we have a speaker in each of those classes
·2··who will be addressing the comments.
·3·· · · · · ·For example, Steve Lim will be addressing the
·4··future.··And it's Comment Number 9.
·5·· · · · · ·On conclusion of the presentation, we will have
·6··addressed each of the 15 comments and we'll be looking
·7··forward to your reactions in an ongoing discussion.
·8·· · · · · ·So, now, I'd like to introduce Steve to discuss
·9··some items about the future.
10·· · · · · ·MR. STEVE LIM:··Hello, Mr. Chairman and Members
11··of the Commission, and, also, to the Director and his
12··hardworking staff.··I'm Steve Lim of Carlsmith Ball
13··together with my partner, Jennifer Lim, back there, who
14··will assist me in responding to the questions during this
15··presentation.··Together we represent ATC -- excuse me -16··together we represent ATC Makena Holdings LLC.
17·· · · · · ·On a personal note, during these proceedings, as
18··a sitting member of the Honolulu Planning Commission, I
19··congratulate both the Department and the Commission in
20··doing a bang-up job throughout the past two years on
21··environmental review for this project.··The range and
22··depth of your questions is very impressive.··And I am sure
23··that there will be additional questions on the view
24··aspects of the project during the SMA proceedings.··The
25··Maui community is being well-served.
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·1·· · · · · ·Now turning to the project at hand, I will first
·2··respond to the Commission's Comment No. 9, the ATC Makena
·3··10-year plan.··And then I'll discuss the environmental
·4··review process for the project.
·5·· · · · · ·The Commission's Comment No. 9 asked the
·6··applicant to provide a 10-year plan.··To summarize, for
·7··the next 10 years, and assuming ATC Makena is fortunate
·8··enough to have the Commission approve both the Final EA
·9··and, later, the SMA Use Permit for this project, ATC
10··Makena will be fully engaged doing the work to develop
11··this project, maintaining the north golf course and the
12··beach parks at Maluaka and Makena as well as redevelopment
13··of the HM site that the Commission recently approved in
14··2014.
15·· · · · · ·Some have argued that since ATC Makena owns many
16··acres of land in the Makena Resort area and has considered
17··various plans for use of portions of this land, as with
18··any other large landowner, that triggers a need for ATC
19··Makena to study those other lands in an environmental
20··review for the project.··That view is incorrect.
21·· · · · · ·The critical inquiry is whether or not ATC
22··Makena has defined its plans for development of any lands
23··to the point where it is required by law to undergo 343
24··review.··As stated on our March 10th letter that was
25··submitted to the Commission, there are no actions proposed
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·1··and no specific plans for development of any of the other
·2··lands.
·3·· · · · · ·The environmental review process is triggered at
·4··the earliest practicable time, these are, you know,
·5··statutory terms.··This requires that an applicant -- one,
·6··you have an applicant; number two, you have a proposed
·7··action; and, number three, that the proposed action
·8··triggers one or more of the statutory triggers for
·9··environmental review.
10·· · · · · ·Implicit in the definition of action is the
11··point that the applicant determines that the location, the
12··scope and the timing of development, which includes, also,
13··a favorable assessment of market demand, is such that it
14··is then practicable to perform the studies of the
15··environment to determine the effects of the proposed
16··project.
17·· · · · · ·Now, allow me to present our slides of the land
18··areas to show you how the ATC Makena lands play in with
19··the actual proposed development.··In total, the applicant
20··owns about 1,754 acres of land in Makena, but only a
21··fraction could be developed in the near term.··Close to 50
22··percent of ATC Makena's land is outside the Maui Island
23··Plan Urban Growth Boundary, so no urban development is
24··permitted there.··But the remaining land, about 43
25··percent, is zoned for park and golf use by the County and
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·1··similarly restricted under the Kihei-Makena Community
·2··Plan.··So not much development can take place there, also.
·3··Of the remaining land area within the Urban Growth
·4··Boundary, over half are in the State Land Use Agricultural
·5··District, subject to the restrictions on development under
·6··State Law.
·7·· · · · · ·After deducting the acreage of the SMA approved
·8··HM project of about 38 acres and this project of
·9··approximately 47 acres, that further reduces the potential
10··development area down to about 166 acres.··Therefore, of
11··the total land holdings of the applicant in the Makena
12··Resort area, slightly less than 10 percent have the
13··necessary land use entitlements that might allow for
14··development.
15·· · · · · ·However, and the point relevant to the
16··jurisdiction of the Commission here, is that almost all of
17··that remaining land is located within the Special
18··Management Area, where any development proposed will be
19··subject to the prior review and approval of the
20··Commission.
21·· · · · · ·ATC Makena has no reasonably foreseeable plans
22··to develop these 166 acres of land.··Development may take
23··place in the future, but the timing, location and type of
24··development is only pure speculation at this time.
25·· · · · · ·To reiterate, if the Commission decides to
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·1··approve this Final EA and later approve the SMA
·2··application for the project, the applicant's goal over the
·3··next 10 years would be to complete development of both
·4··this project and the HM project.
·5·· · · · · ·The fact that ATC Makena owns these land at
·6··Makena Resort has raised questions on the Environmental
·7··review process followed by this project.··I'll address the
·8··following questions:··Number one, why not do a
·9··Supplemental EIS.··Number two, why do an EA instead of an
10··EIS for this 47-acre project.··And, number three, why does
11··this project not represent segmentation of environmental
12··review.
13·· · · · · ·Firstly, why not do a Supplemental EIS?··Some
14··have called for ATC Makena to process a supplemental EIS.
15··And that makes no sense because ATC Makena is not relying
16··on any prior EIS.··So there is no EIS to supplement.
17·· · · · · ·In 1975, and as reported earlier, Seibu
18··processed an EIS for its ambitious Makena Master Plan of
19··about 1,050 acres, to develop 4,770 residential units,
20··1,200 hotel units, two 18-hole golf courses, and related
21··infrastructure and amenities all within six years.··It is
22··this 1975 EIS that has raised the calls by some for
23··processing of a Supplemental EIS, wrongly believing that
24··ATC Makena was relying on that EIS to support this
25··project.
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·1·· · · · · ·To confirm, neither the 1975 EIS nor the 1975
·2··Seibu Master Plan implemented is -- are being implemented
·3··or proposed here by ATC Makena.··So there' no requirement
·4··to process a Supplemental EIS.
·5·· · · · · ·Secondly, why do an EA instead of an EIS for
·6··this 47-acre project?··The overarching goal in the design
·7··of the project has been to produce a project that -- which
·8··would not have a significant effect on the environment.
·9··This goal resulted in a significantly less dense project
10··than otherwise would be normally permitted under the
11··zoning down to about 28 percent of the allowable maximum
12··residential density.
13·· · · · · ·The commercial areas proposed are also smaller
14··than allowed under County zoning.
15·· · · · · ·This moderate density, taken in combination with
16··the unique low-impact design measures proposed for this
17··project, was intended to lead to a finding of no
18··significant effect on the environment.
19·· · · · · ·In this case, where you're reviewing a
20··five-volume Final EA developed over two-plus years, with a
21··lot of public consultation and several public meetings
22··before public bodies, it is difficult to believe that an
23··EIS would provide any greater detail on the environmental
24··effects of this project.
25·· · · · · ·Number three, why does this project not
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·1··represent segmentation of environmental review.
·2··Segmentation is when an applicant breaks up one big
·3··project into two or more separate projects to avoid having
·4··to study the impacts of the bigger project.··Some have
·5··argued that ATC Makena is segmenting environmental review
·6··of its big project, calling out all of the ATC Makena Land
·7··at the Makena Resort, even though, as I'm sure the
·8··Commission knows, there are other land -- there are other
·9··owners of land at the Makena Resort.
10·· · · · · ·It is clear that ATC Makena is proposing only
11··this project at this time.··No other applications are
12··pending or proposed.
13·· · · · · ·Additionally, as was testified earlier, it would
14··be fruitless for ATC Makena to take -- undertake
15··environmental review for imaginary or unknown projects
16··elsewhere in the Makena Resort simply because it owned the
17··other lands.
18·· · · · · ·This standalone project has independent utility.
19··It is not one of several component actions being presented
20··in phases or increments.··It is not required as a first
21··step or necessary precedent for a larger action.··And it
22··is not a commitment to larger project or action.
23·· · · · · ·Every aspect of the project, its expected
24··consequences, both primary and secondary, and the
25··cumulative as well as the short-term and long-term effects
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·1··of the project have been thoroughly assessed in the Draft
·2··Final EA.··There are -- there are no legitimate grounds
·3··for claiming that ATC Makena has segmented the project to
·4··avoid environmental review.
·5·· · · · · ·Thank you for your hard work over the past two
·6··years reviewing and commenting on this project.··It's s
·7··been a long road.··And your feedback greatly helped make
·8··the Final EA the comprehensive assessment that's before
·9··you today.
10·· · · · · ·I will now turn the podium back to Ed Divita to
11··discuss our findings on the views.
12·· · · · · ·Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Steve just addressed the comment
14··about the 10-year plan.··And now I'm going to talk about
15··the comments and questions and challenges about the view
16··planes.
17·· · · · · ·And in addition, as a part of our submittal, we
18··provided the Draft 2006 Scenic Corridor Map, which the
19··Planning Director confirmed earlier was not a part of the
20··Maui Island Plan that was adopted in 2012.
21·· · · · · ·In addition, along the way, I will point out
22··where some of the buildings -- some of the multi-family
23··buildings increased from 45 feet to 60 feet, which was
24··another one of the questions.
25·· · · · · ·In overview, I'm m gonna start by looking at the
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·1··Draft EA where we started in January 2016.··Next, I'll
·2··look at how we refined that and turned it into the Final
·3··EA plan, the preferred alternative.··And then we'll look
·4··at a couple of alternatives, the maximum density plan
·5··alternative and the density distribution plan alternative.
·6··And then we'll have -- we'll -- we'll take a moment to
·7··compare those alternatives.··We've created
·8··computer-generated renderings from various locations.··And
·9··then we'll present the view enhancement alternative, and
10··look at some animations of the proposed project.
11·· · · · · ·We start with the Draft EA plan.··To create this
12··plan, we started by setting the codes and working with the
13··neighbors and -- and focusing on our goals.
14·· · · · · ·The single-family units are located to the most
15··makai portion of the property with -- in many cases, with
16··substantial setback and green open space areas to provide
17··buffers.
18·· · · · · ·The multi-family units were oriented along
19··Makena Alanui Road.··And the village area which is
20··proposed to be a gathering place and, also, the area of
21··the cultural center is identified on the right.
22·· · · · · ·When we -- when we presented that plan back in
23··January, there were a couple comments that -- that came to
24··rise.··And one in particular had to deal with the views.
25··As you drive along Makena Alanui Road, one of the primary
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·1··view corridors that exists out there is right in this area
·2··that I'm circling near number one.
·3·· · · · · ·In response to the concerns, we took two
·4··multi-family buildings, totaling 12 units, and we removed
·5··them from Area 1.··And we replaced those with two low-rise
·6··single-family lots.
·7·· · · · · ·Item 2, over on the hill, in an area that has no
·8··visual exposure from Makena Alanui due to the topography,
·9··we replaced two single-family lots with one multi-family
10··building.
11·· · · · · ·There was a question about the heights.··These
12··four buildings, A, B, C, and D, were buildings that were
13··raised one additional level.··There were actually raised
14··to approximately 54 feet, six inches, which approaches 60.
15··And those are the four tallest buildings on the site.
16··They, also, are outside of the view implications when you
17··drive along Makena Alanui.
18·· · · · · ·And then, Number 5, we completely eliminated one
19··of the commercial buildings to help open up some view
20··corridors in that area.
21·· · · · · ·The end result was our Final EA preferred plan,
22··which -- which -- you know, the benefits include that it
23··conforms fully to the Kihei-Makena Community Plan Policy
24··Guidelines.··Mountain views are preserved.··It's a
25··significant lower density than what's proposed.··We've
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·1··heard earlier, the density allowed could be up to 578.
·2··This proposal is 158 units -- 573.··I'm sorry.··And then
·3··this is, also -- this plan is also consistent with the
·4··single-family uses along Old Makena Road and adjacent to
·5··Makena Landing.··But one of the concerns is that the
·6··multi-family buildings and the larger buildings within the
·7··project are along Makena Alanui.
·8·· · · · · ·The next plan I just wanna touch on briefly is
·9··the maximum density alternative.··The maximum density
10··alternative was one of the alternatives that was included
11··in the Draft EA as well as the Final.··This alternative
12··was, basically, designed to see what's the maximum density
13··that could be accomplished fully conforming to the as of
14··right zoning for the -- for the property.
15·· · · · · ·This -- this -- the disadvantage of this plan
16··for us was obvious.··It has a significant impact on land
17··forms, ocean views, infrastructure and traffic.··So for
18··that reason, it didn't -- we chose not to pursue it.
19··It -- even though it fully conforms to the County zoning,
20··the Kihei-Makena Community Plan, the State Land Use Urban
21··Designation, as well as the Maui Island Plan, it didn't
22··meet our design criteria that we set out -- out at the
23··outset.··So we set that one aside.
24·· · · · · ·However, this is the type of plan that would
25··require an EIS in order to disclose impacts.··And once
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·1··those impacts are disclosed, an applicant could expect to
·2··pursue and get a permit to develop such a plan based on
·3··the underlying property rights.
·4·· · · · · ·The next plan I'd like to talk about is the
·5··density distribution alternative, which we feel has led to
·6··some -- some good improvements for the -- for the project.
·7·· · · · · ·Back in January 10, the Commission challenged us
·8··to consider some of the ideas that were presented by
·9··community members, Jeffrey Dack and Jim Buika.··We
10··scheduled a meeting together with them.··Mr. Buika
11··referred to that earlier in his testimony today.··When Mr.
12··Buika and Mr. Dack met with our team, they brought this
13··plan.··This was their -- their suggestions as to how,
14··perhaps, density could be redistributed, opening up more
15··view planes.··The key point was to try to find a way to
16··open up some more view planes than the preferred
17··alternative already provided.
18·· · · · · ·You can see here A, B, C, D, E, those were the
19··reference to the multi-family buildings that I pointed to
20··in the prior plan.··And the idea was to bring them down to
21··the makai side.
22·· · · · · ·So we took this plan to heart.··We assigned our
23··planners the -- the objective of taking a serious look at
24··how they could take these ideas, make it fully conforming
25··to all of the criteria to the extent that they can, and
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·1··the site constraints and prepared a plan.
·2·· · · · · ·Hold on just a minute.
·3·· · · · · ·So this is the plan our planners prepared.··And
·4··you can see that it -- that it matches the concept plan
·5··that was discussed during the meeting.··And the idea of
·6··doing a -- you know, a formal CAD plan is that we are able
·7··to put that drawing into the computer and generate
·8··renderings about the views.··And we've used it for that
·9··reason.
10·· · · · · ·On assessment of this plan, we found that it
11··does have some attributes.··There's some areas on the site
12··where the views are -- are improved.··However, it doesn't
13··get everybody what they're looking for, especially Makena
14··locals, neighboring residents and users of Makena Landing.
15··I see the benefits of this plan as having fewer
16··multi-family buildings near Makena Alanui Road as one of
17··the primary.
18·· · · · · ·The disadvantages, the large multi-family
19··buildings close to the neighboring houses at Makena
20··Landing and historic Keawalai Church.··It does conflict
21··with the Kihei-Makena Community Development Standard that
22··requires lower buildings near the shoreline and taller as
23··you go mauka.··And the planning is inconsistent with known
24··best planning practices that encourage a density gradient
25··that moves away from shore to protect views.
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·1·· · · · · ·Now let's take a look at some renderings and
·2··compare what the findings were.··We prepared renderings
·3··from every one of the viewpoints that's shown on this map.
·4··I'm not gonna show every viewpoint, in the interest of
·5··time.··I've selected a few key ones that illustrates the
·6··issues.··But in the application package, all of the views
·7··are provided.
·8·· · · · · ·First, from Makena Alanui looking -- I'm sorry.
·9··First, from Makena Landing looking mauka.··This is the
10··existing photo.··In the EA preferred plan, this is the
11··view.··You can see the single-family homes set back
12··substantially and buffered by landscape, the lower rise
13··buildings.··And then this is the view from Makena Landing
14··looking at the multi-family buildings that have been
15··brought makai.
16·· · · · · ·Next location is from Makena Landing, this time
17··looking mauka, but towards Kihei, towards the ridge.··This
18··is the existing view.··This is the preferred plan.··On the
19··left, you can see some of the single-family residences set
20··back substantially and low rise.··On the right, that's,
21··actually, a multi-family building that's up on Makena
22··Alanui that you see in the background.··This is the view
23··generated from bringing those buildings down along the
24··point to the property line.
25·· · · · · ·Here's a view looking mauka at the intersection
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·1··of Old Makena Road and Honoiki Street.··Existing.··The
·2··preferred plan and the density distribution alternative.
·3·· · · · · ·Now we go up to the area on Makena Alanui
·4··where -- is -- is -- we've -- we've all seen is one of the
·5··better view planes along Makena Alanui at the property.
·6··This is the existing view.··This is the view of the
·7··preferred alternative where you can see the roofs of the
·8··low-rise single-family down in the foreground, but it
·9··still has the horizon, the -- the ocean and the islands in
10··the background.··And then this is the density distribution
11··alternative, which is similar, but you do see in the
12··foreground, on the left, the higher multi-family building
13··that's down blocking some of the ocean view.
14·· · · · · ·Next, let's go down the street a little ways.
15··The existing view, you're looking into a forest.··The
16··preferred alternative has a multi-family building adjacent
17··to the roadway.··In the density distribution alternative,
18··lower rise buildings are adjacent to the roadway.
19·· · · · · ·Next, we'll go down to the interface between the
20··village and the residential units.··This is the existing
21··view from that area.··This is the preferred plan which has
22··residential buildings there in the right and the left.
23··This is a density distribution alternative.··And this -24··this is one case where the density distribution
25··alternative made a difference because of the low-rise
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·1··buildings replacing high-rise buildings along Makena
·2··Alanui.··And, actually, we -- we studied this and found
·3··that there's some interesting characteristics about this
·4··location on the site, which is that the topography drops
·5··off substantially from Makena Alanui in such a way that a
·6··lower two-story building would not block views because you
·7··could see over them, but a higher building would block it.
·8·· · · · · ·So inspired by -- by that opportunity, we asked
·9··ourselves, is there a possibility to come up with a
10··hybrid, something like the preferred alternative, but take
11··a look at whether we can maximize some of these views that
12··are exposed from the density distribution alternative.
13·· · · · · ·So looked at Buildings K, L, and M, and looked
14··at the possibility of lowering those several stories to
15··become lower rise multi-family buildings, just two stories
16··high.··And we prepared plans to see what the results would
17··be.
18·· · · · · ·So we can look at the views again comparing all
19··the alternatives.··So here's the existing, once again.
20··Now the preferred alternative that was part of our Final
21··EA.··Here's a density distribution alternative which opens
22··up the views out to West Maui.··And then the view
23··enhancement alternative also opens up views to West Maui
24··that didn't previously exist.··So it does something much
25··like what the density distribution alternative goal was.
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·1·· · · · · ·Did a little more for us as well because, if you
·2··go up the street where the -- where things exist, let's
·3··take a look at what the results were because we lowered
·4··all three buildings.··The existing view, you're looking
·5··into a bit of a berm and landscaping.··In the -- in the
·6··Final EA, we had proposed the preferred view to be these
·7··multi-family buildings.··With the density distribution
·8··alternative, actually, the plan that -- that Mr. Buika
·9··presented had the same multi-family buildings in that
10··area, but, with the view enhancement alternative, that
11··view has opened up substantially further.
12·· · · · · ·So we feel that the view enhancement alternative
13··has been a -- you know, is -- is one that has some -- some
14··good benefits.··Qualitatively, it's consistent with the
15··preferred alternative.··Same number of units, same
16··architectural style, it's just they're just lower
17··buildings.··They're -- in addition, it fully conforms to
18··the Kihei-Makena Community Plan Guidelines.··It increases
19··the overall percentage of ocean views from Makena Alanui,
20··and it's more consistent with the adjacent single-family
21··land uses in Makena Landing Park.
22·· · · · · ·And if we get a FONSI for this EA, if it's your
23··preference, we'll present this plan as a refinement to the
24··preferred alternative as a part of the SMA application.
25··And be prepared to discuss that in detail.
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·1·· · · · · ·Now I would like to show a animation.··And let
·2··me first give a little intro, and then Kaimi can start it.
·3··He'll be running it from down there.
·4·· · · · · ·So, on the left, we have a video starting on the
·5··north end of Makena Alanui and traveling towards the
·6··south.··You're looking to the right.··The ocean is to the
·7··right.··And then what we did was we prepared a
·8··computer-generated animation of the view enhancement
·9··alternative so that we could look at them side by side.
10·· · · · · ·Kaimi, please start the video.··Thank you.
11·· · · · · ·Note the use of a native and coastal palette of
12··trees and plants buffering the buildings.··That main view
13··corridor is coming up around the corner.··It starts to
14··open up.··And you can see that it's actually widened as we
15··saw on site walk in both sides.··Additional view corridors
16··were opened up in between buildings along the way that
17··don't exist currently.··We just passed Honoiki Street.
18··You can see some other small view corridors are opened up
19··in between.··And we're now approaching the area where the
20··views are created by creating and lowering the height of
21··buildings from the view enhancement alternative.··Now you
22··can see the village coming up on the left-hand side.
23·· · · · · ·Okay.··So thanks to comments from community
24··members and, also, challenges from the Commission, we feel
25··like we endeavored towards an approach of redistributing
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·1··density.··And we learned some things along the way.··And
·2··it opened up an opportunity for us to enhance views
·3··further.··In addition to enhancing the views, Kaimi Judd,
·4··a little later, will be talking about the opportunities
·5··for providing workforce housing on site that came from
·6··these modifications.
·7·· · · · · ·Now I'd like to hand things off to Dr. Amanda
·8··Cording, who can also talk about other areas where we
·9··found opportunities to improve upon the existing
10··conditions.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Hold on a second.··We are at our
12··lunch hour.··So, Commissioners, would you guys prefer
13··to -- to reconvene after lunch?··Is that okay with you
14··guys too?
15·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··It's fine.··Yeah.··It's about 15
16··minutes more.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··What's -18·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah, 20.··20.··15 to 20 minutes
19··more.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··What's that?··Okay.··So let's -21··if it's okay -22·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Very well.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··-- we'll break for lunch.
24·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah, that's fine.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And we'll reconvene at 1:00.··Thank
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·1··you.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Thank you.
·3·· · · · · ·(Recess.)
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Maui Planning Commission is back to
·5··order.··We have a presentation going on right now.··So
·6··please continue.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Thank you.
·8·· · · · · ·And there are two portions of the presentation
·9··remaining.··The next will be presented by Amanda Cording,
10··and it's focused on the water.··And she will be followed
11··by a section of the presentation about the community that
12··will be presented by Kaimi Judd and Leahi Hall.
13·· · · · · ·MS. CORDING:··Can everyone hear me okay?
14··Excellent.··Aloha, everyone.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Aloha.
16·· · · · · ·MS. CORDING:··My name is Amanda Cording.··I'm
17··the Pacific Director of EcoSolutions.··We're an
18··environmental engineering firm committed to reducing water
19··quality pollutants around the world.··Our Pacific office
20··is based on Oahu.··I also conduct research and lecture on
21··water quality as affiliate faculty at UH Manoa.
22·· · · · · ·Today, I'll be answering a few of the
23··Commissioners' water-related questions that came up when
24··we were together this past January.··I'll start by briefly
25··summarizing where the potable water use within the
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·1··proposed project will come from within the larger context
·2··of the Iao Aquifer.··I'll then discuss measures that the
·3··North Golf Course has taken to reduce fertilizer use.··I
·4··will discuss steps that the applicant will take to ensure
·5··that there are no impacts to marine water quality during
·6··construction.··And, finally, I'll reiterate the details on
·7··the low-impact development measures and how they will
·8··improve on current conditions and provide a world-class
·9··model for sustainable development within Hawaii.
10·· · · · · ·The average expected potable water use is
11··107,000 gallons.··ATC Makena will receive 107,380 from a
12··Department of Water Supply well called Wailuku Well Number
13··2.··That will operate within the sustainable yield set
14··forth by the Commission on Water Resources Management.
15·· · · · · ·I believe it was Commissioner Canto that had
16··asked about the pool calculations.··Those were provided in
17··the response letter that's in your packet.
18·· · · · · ·Renovations to the North Golf Course were
19··completed in 2014.··For those of you that don't know, that
20··brought significant improvements to the Nutrient
21··Management Plan and water use that takes place on that
22··area.
23·· · · · · ·After renovation to the North Golf Course was
24··complete, approximately 70 percent less fertilizer was
25··used when you compare that to a traditional golf course.
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·1··And levels continued to decrease as that program develops.
·2·· · · · · ·Decreases in nitrogen fertilizer were,
·3··basically, due to two main things.··They swapped out
·4··Bermuda grass for a grass called Platinum Paspalum that,
·5··actually, has a less nitrogen demand.··So they didn't need
·6··as much.··And then they, also, switched to a
·7··polymer-coated slow-control-release nitrogen fertilizer.
·8··If you can imagine, that gives the plant just what it
·9··needs, but not a bit more.··And that limits the potential
10··for nitrogen to leach into the groundwater.
11·· · · · · ·The Paspalum grass they chose also uses about 20
12··percent less water than a traditional Bermuda grass.··So
13··they have been able to decrease water use there as well.
14·· · · · · ·In addition to the ongoing efforts the applicant
15··is taking to improve nutrient management and water use,
16··they've heard the concerns of the Commission and the
17··community, and they want to ensure that construction
18··practices apply the same stringent sustainability
19··standards that are being used throughout this project.
20·· · · · · ·In order to do that, Discovery has hired
21··EcoSolutions, the company I work for, to provide
22··third-party verification that the BMPs are installed
23··properly, in appropriate locations, and that they're
24··diligently maintained throughout the construction process.
25··This is really important.··We will be providing random
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·1··inspections during construction to ensure that all the
·2··BMPs function properly.
·3·· · · · · ·We'll also be verifying that BMP performance to
·4··make sure they work properly by installing automated water
·5··quality monitoring probes that gather realtime turbidity
·6··data.··These probes will send notifications, like text
·7··messages or emails, if turbidity rises above a
·8··preprogrammed threshold.··So say we say 20 NTUs, that's a
·9··turbidity term.··So that if there is a failed BMP, it can
10··be identified and replaced immediately.
11·· · · · · ·Monitoring will take place before construction
12··to establish a baseline and then during the entire three
13··to five-year period when construction is taking place.
14·· · · · · ·The total budget for this is estimated to be
15··200,000.··That cost will also cover monitoring of the
16··low-impact development features for a year after
17··construction and training for the local staff on how to
18··maintain those features.··Because that's a key component
19··to their functionality.
20·· · · · · ·Monitoring will verify that the flow rates and
21··pollutant load reductions that are achieved by these
22··systems will actually match or exceed our models.··I'll be
23··providing updates on that information and, also,
24··publishing the results in a peer reviewed journal so that
25··the larger community can benefit from this information.
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·1·· · · · · ·The low-impact development features are
·2··currently sized to retain and treat the increase in runoff
·3··from the 100-year storm event.
·4·· · · · · ·Green streets on Honoiki will replace the
·5··asphalt swales that currently discharge polluted water
·6··into Makena Bay.
·7·· · · · · ·Overall retention and treatment of stormwater on
·8··this project is nearly double the County requirement.
·9·· · · · · ·So to briefly summarize -- and please reach out
10··to me any time you have questions -- this project is
11··operating within the sustainable yield of Iao Aquifer, it
12··provides retention and treatment well above and beyond the
13··County requirement, but it, also, improves on current
14··conditions.··And it provides a world-class model of
15··low-impact development in Hawaii.
16·· · · · · ·Ed Divita and Kaimi Judd of Discovery Land
17··company, they have built an honest collaborative dialogue
18··with the environmental community.··I personally look
19··forward to continuing that with hopes that all development
20··projects are as thoughtful and respectful in their
21··approach to water quality as this one is.
22·· · · · · ·Kaimi will now discuss some of the work that
23··the -- they have done within the community.
24·· · · · · ·Mahalo.
25·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Thank you, Amanda.
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·1·· · · · · ·Hello, everyone, Commissioners.··My name is
·2··Kaimi Judd, I'm the Vice President of Development at
·3··Makena.
·4·· · · · · ·I was born and raised on the island of Hawaii in
·5··Puuanahulu.··I grew up on catchment.··And I learned about
·6··the land in that area from the families who cared for that
·7··land, the (Inaudible) and (Inaudible) families.··I learned
·8··about the ocean from my father and uncles who were all
·9··fishermen in Kona.
10·· · · · · ·For the last three and-a-half years, we've been
11··learning about Makena from those who cared for that land
12··and that ocean.··And we've listened closely.··We've, also,
13··listened to the broader community and to you,
14··Commissioners.··And that's the plan that we bring before
15··you today.
16·· · · · · ·I just want to take one minute, also, to
17··reiterate what, earlier, Brad Anderson had said.··Is there
18··are a lot of people here in support here in the audience,
19··and, actually, that were outside.··Some of them had to go
20··to work and willing to testify, but, in the interest of
21··time and, also, knowing that you've heard a lot of
22··testimony over the last year, that even though they were
23··willing and they were wrote letters and were here, that
24··they've gone ahead and elected -- and we talked to them -25··to just go ahead and withhold their testimony today.··And
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·1··if you'll take their written testimony as their testimony.
·2··So thank them for that.
·3·· · · · · ·And, also, for them coming and visiting over the
·4··last year and -- and, most recently, over the last month,
·5··a lot of those people came, asked questions, and came to
·6··their own conclusions before they provided their support.
·7··So thank -- I thank them as well.
·8·· · · · · ·Today, I'm going to highlight for you the
·9··items -- some of the items here; beach parking, affordable
10··housing and community benefits.··I'll talk about the beach
11··parks, you asked us about those items.··Leahi Hall will
12··conclude our presentation and cover the rest of the items
13··here.
14·· · · · · ·So on beach parking, Commissioner Higashi and -15··and rest of you Commissioners asked us, you know, to
16··really look at the feasibility of adding more parking
17··beyond the 10 that we proposed on Honoiki.··Amanda
18··showed -- talked about the current condition and then the
19··future one.··And those are the 10 stalls on the left.··So
20··we -- we looked at this area here with our team.
21·· · · · · ·Now, we have certain drainage, you know, goals
22··that we're trying to reach, which Amanda spoke about.··So
23··we looked at it carefully, along with the County
24··right-of-way, the shoreline setbacks, and maintaining
25··those goals.··And we did assess that it is feasible to
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·1··have an additional 10 stalls there in that area.··That
·2··lower left you see there, that's -- that's where this
·3··picture is taken.
·4·· · · · · ·And so here's showing the shoreline setback,
·5··County right-of-way.··It still maintains another goal,
·6··which is safe pedestrian access, which will be added to
·7··that area, and the rural character that the community
·8··members really wanted us to focus on.
·9·· · · · · ·So you see the stalls there.··So we did assess
10··that there are additional 10 stalls.
11·· · · · · ·On beach parks, you know, over the last couple
12··of years, been working with the community and the County
13··to improve Makena Landing.··And we've had quite a bit of
14··dialogue right there on site with those who live in the
15··area and care about that place.··A lot of their focus was
16··on beautification and keeping the character and history of
17··the landing.··We also had to then work within what the
18··County requirements are.··So I can tell you that we,
19··basically, have -- have brought that together to, also,
20··achieve some drainage goals in that area.··And that work
21··will begin this year.
22·· · · · · ·On Maluaka Beach Park, there is a proposed
23··expansion to expand the park from about .8 acres to one
24··and-a-half acres.··We've been working closely, again, with
25··the community for the last couple of years on this.
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·1·· · · · · ·And some of you probably recognize this area
·2··here.··This is the point where the hotel would host
·3··weddings and parties.··That's the area here on the left.
·4·· · · · · ·And this -- after the last year of getting the
·5··shoreline certified, the metes and bounds descriptions
·6··done, working with Corporation Counsel and the Director of
·7··parks, we are in the process right now of officially
·8··having this area added to the Maluaka Park to -- to expand
·9··it to one-and-a-half acres, extending a fishing trail,
10··which is there and already maintained, all the way down to
11··Oneloa Beach.··And that will be part of the park that you
12··see here.
13·· · · · · ·On affordable housing, so, you know, Waiehu Kou
14··and Hale Mahaolu Ehiku, we mentioned before, does satisfy
15··the affordable housing requirement for this project.
16·· · · · · ·And, you know, at the last hearing, we also
17··committed to assessing the feasibility of workforce
18··housing in the future.··We made that statement.··We want
19··to do more.
20·· · · · · ·So Ed mentioned earlier that we will, in this -21··these buildings right here, provide four workforce housing
22··units to replace market units.··And those will be
23··committed in perpetuity for those who income qualify and
24··work in the project area.··They are amongst these units in
25··these buildings right here.··And so those people can, you
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·1··know, avoid commuting and walk -- walk to the beach, spend
·2··more time with their families rather than on the road, and
·3··care for this special place just like the people that I
·4··talked about before.
·5·· · · · · ·So I would like to introduce Leahi Hall to
·6··conclude the presentation.
·7·· · · · · ·MS. LEAHI HALL:··Thank you, Kaimi.
·8·· · · · · ·Good afternoon, Commissioners and everyone
·9··gathered here today.··Thank you to everyone for your time.
10··I'm here to address with you guys Comment No. 2, No. 11
11··and No. 13.
12·· · · · · ·As you have heard from Ed, Amanda and Kaimi,
13··sustainability is very important to us.··We're really
14··passionate about it.··And so much so that there is a
15··sustainability strategy that was put into place at the
16··very onset of planning this project.
17·· · · · · ·To us, sustainability encompasses these three
18··guideposts:··Community sustainability and cultural
19··respect, environmental sustainability; and economic
20··sustainability.
21·· · · · · ·Inspired by Makena's amazingly resilient
22··Hawaiian families who continue to live and live
23··sustainably off these shorelines for generations,
24··(inaudible), cast a broader net out into the community.
25·· · · · · ·At our January presentation, we shared this
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·1··slide, showing our commitment to community engagement.··We
·2··have continued this process since our January presentation
·3··with representatives from these groups.··We are thankful
·4··for the time everyone has shared with us in this extensive
·5··community engagement process.
·6·· · · · · ·One of the comments we have consistently
·7··received from the community is to commit to the State's
·8··historic preservation review process.··Following this
·9··process is critical to cultural and archaeological
10··stewardship.
11·· · · · · ·In accordance with Comment No. 2 from the
12··Commission, we provided the AISs to the CRC.··We presented
13··twice to the CRC and received some good feedback,
14··summarized there on the left of the slide.
15·· · · · · ·We are committed to the Hawaii Administrative
16··Rules which govern the historic preservation process on
17··the right.··These rules also provide the process and the
18··framework to answer all of the CRC's comments.
19·· · · · · ·Next, I'd like to touch upon our approach to
20··environmental sustainability.··In response to Comment No.
21··13, I can assure the Commission that all basalt and coral
22··for construction of the project will come from sustainable
23··sources.··Basically, harvesting material from other
24··construction sites elsewhere, that are happening
25··elsewhere.··So absolutely no live coral will be harvested
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·1··from the sea.
·2·· · · · · ·You've heard more today from Amanda on our
·3··ongoing commitment to sustainability practices with regard
·4··to drainage on the golf course, but we also know we could
·5··do more for the community, for the land and for the next
·6··generation through revegetation and reforestation efforts.
·7·· · · · · ·Since the golf course was renovated, 19,000
·8··dryland natives have been replanted and over 600 are in
·9··the nursery.··Many of the natives in the nursery are
10··really, really treelings we collected from Makena seed
11··stock.
12·· · · · · ·We have a system and a team in place who will
13··continue to grow these efforts consistent with our
14··sustainability goals.
15·· · · · · ·From the onset, we set out to design a project
16··to have no significant impacts that would also sustain
17··itself financially and provide for community benefits.
18·· · · · · ·We really appreciate Comment No. 11 from the
19··Commission which asked us to elaborate on community
20··benefits.··These are some of the really great community
21··organizations out there that make a world of a difference
22··on Maui.
23·· · · · · ·We are thankful this model has provided the
24··opportunity to support these community organizations.··And
25··these are some of the organizations that we have supported
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·1··since 2013.
·2·· · · · · ·We, also, wanted to do more on property.··One
·3··example is the 2016 charity golf event.··On the right are
·4··the letters from the beneficiaries of this event.
·5·· · · · · ·One aspect that has been so much fun to plan and
·6··support are our youth events that will continue into the
·7··future, such as a biennial Maui interscholastic golf,
·8··individual golf tournament.··We will annually be inviting
·9··the students from all of the high school golf teams to
10··have practice rounds.··And we will annually host four
11··charity golf events.··Though, this year, we are happy to
12··be hosting six.
13·· · · · · ·Supporting the next generation is so important
14··to all of us here today.··And so is the environment.··As
15··you can see here, we will host four annual ocean safety
16··and stewardship events for kids.
17·· · · · · ·What I would like to do now is circle back to
18··the economic sustainability associated with the M-5, M-6,
19··S-7, B-2 project in specific.··This project provides for
20··buyers who will not have significant impact on Maui's
21··water, roadways or schools.
22·· · · · · ·As an example, impact fees from the development
23··would pay into DOE funds, but the majority of buyers'
24··children would not attend Maui schools.··Buyers would also
25··contribute substantial property taxes, totaling $5 million
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·1··each year, but, because of the low occupancy, would not
·2··burden Maui's infrastructure.
·3·· · · · · ·The project is also able to support Maui
·4··families through employment.··There's a great workforce
·5··right here on Maui.··And that is our focus.··We supplement
·6··with specialists, when necessary, but we celebrate the
·7··workforce that we have right here.
·8·· · · · · ·We are humbled at the opportunity to support the
·9··100 families that are currently employed today at Makena
10··with this project.··We will have the honor to support
11··additional families through employment opportunities.
12·· · · · · ·An important benefit of this model are the
13··number of local families we will be able to support
14··through employment.··Moving from the left to the right,
15··and then bottom to the top, we have 100 people currently
16··employed.··That's the left most.··There will be 185
17··additional jobs through the construction years.··And
18··following construction, resort operations would require
19··145 additional jobs.··As you may recall, this Commission
20··approved the SMA Permit on the nearby HM parcel which will
21··employ an additional 285 people.··With the opportunity of
22··moving forward with this project, we could support a total
23··of 530 families.
24·· · · · · ·We also really wanted to provide a space for all
25··of Maui's families to enjoy and be a part of Makena's
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·1··story within this project.··This will take the form of the
·2··Historic Interpretive Center located in the village.··In
·3··addition to providing a library of archaeological,
·4··cultural and historical reports and artifacts, this
·5··community space will allow for modern day opportunities to
·6··appreciate Makena as a living and evolving story.
·7·· · · · · ·When we embark on this project, these are the
·8··project benefits you will see:··Improved marine water
·9··quality; Maui's first complete green streets; workforce
10··housing; historic cultural center; a community gathering
11··place; low density; jobs and economic contributions;
12··improved pedestrian parking; and beach access.
13·· · · · · ·We celebrate the sustainability and forethinking
14··model practiced by the Makena fishermen and fisherwomen of
15··old.··These throw nets that provided for their families,
16··that shared the extra with the community and that
17··stewarded their resources is what inspired this plan.··It
18··is the sustainability guidepost.··(Inaudible).
19·· · · · · ·We have endeavored to answer all your questions.
20··We really hope that you can see we've put a lot of work
21··into our responses.
22·· · · · · ·We are here today to humbly request your
23··acceptance of the Final EA and issuance of a FONSI for the
24··project.
25·· · · · · ·Mahalo nui.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay, you guys, is your
·2··presentation complete?··Applicant, you guys -- you guys
·3··done with your presentation?
·4·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yes.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Thank you.··Okay.··At this
·6··time I'm gonna open the floor for public testimony.
·7··Anyone who hasn't testified, please come forward.··Just
·8··come forward, yeah.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··Aloha.··My name is Rose Riley.··I
10··lived in Hawaii for the last 25 years.··I'm coming from
11··Texas originally.
12·· · · · · ·And what I see on and on and on is promises that
13··are not being kept.
14·· · · · · ·The amount of work that was put into this
15··project to make it community friendly and sustainable
16··should be put into every project.··And I feel the only
17··reason that it's been put into this project is because we
18··fought it down so many times already.
19·· · · · · ·And that like the people who are coming here are
20··starting to say like I'm going to different islands
21··because Hawaii is not Hawaiian enough.··Like I just
22··massaged a lady the other day, it's her 30-year dream, the
23··only place she ever wanted to visit was Hawaii.··And she's
24··like, yeah, but Maui doesn't really have any Hawaii left.
25·· · · · · ·I was out in front of Kam 1, standup paddling,
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·1··the other day.··And I'm like where am I, am I in Miami, am
·2··I over in -- you know, you can't tell.··Is this
·3··California.··Because it's got the same thing, it's got
·4··grass, it's got a couple palm trees, and then it's got the
·5··same development like structures.
·6·· · · · · ·And, basically, you're taking every single place
·7··where the community families have to go and do barbecues
·8··and everything else, and putting rich people there.··And
·9··the style of life, the energy that exists here is being
10··taken out.
11·· · · · · ·And like the aggression that I feel from myself
12··is intense.··Like I'm just like no, absolutely not, aole
13··nui.··I'm done.··Like it's so sad.··It's heartbreaking.
14·· · · · · ·Why?··What are we gaining from this?
15·· · · · · ·You're giving everything to the few, giving
16··everything to the rich, giving everything to these people
17··who don't even know how to live.··I'm sorry, it's bad.
18··Bad sounding and bad management.
19·· · · · · ·Please do not approve this project.··Please
20··leave places.··The rest of Makena needs to stay.··There's
21··enough already.··We're done.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
23·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··Thank you.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Canto.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Ma'am?··Miss?··I have a
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·1··quick question for you.··You mentioned you were outside of
·2··Kam 1.··Might that be Kamaole Beach Park 1?
·3·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··Yes.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··That would be the proper
·5··name to call it.
·6·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··Kamaole 1 and then, also, locally,
·7··we call it Kam 1 often.··And all the time -- actually,
·8··thank you for that.··Is there anything that you really
·9··wanted to talk about?
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··I think it's an insult to
11··the native Hawaiian people when -- when our -- our names
12··are cut in half, if you may.
13·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··We call it Kam 1 all the time.··I -14··I know plenty Hawaiian people.··It's not that -- you know,
15··so Kamaole 1.··I was in front of Kamaole 1, which doesn't
16··look Hawaiian anymore.··So what's more important?
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Thank you.
18·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··What's more important?
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
20·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··I'd just like to mention that over
21··in the national -- or the American History Museum, in
22··Washington, D.C., where the Native Americans have their,
23··you know, museum, they just got kicked out for having
24··Water is Life jackets on in the museum.··This colonial
25··system is trying to kill us all.··And by approving
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·1··projects that are attacking the water and the native
·2··culture, like taking Hawaii away from Hawaii, you're
·3··perpetuating that colonial system that's trying to kill
·4··us.
·5·· · · · · ·Thank you.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Are you familiar with
·8··Waiehu Kou?
·9·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··With, I'm sorry, what?
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Are you familiar with
11··Waiehu Kou?
12·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··Waiehu, I'm familiar with.··Cove,
13··Waiehu Cove, maybe not.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Okay.··Waiehu Kou is an
15··affordable housing subdivision that the owner of this
16··particular property financed and constructed in Waiehu in
17··order to deliver affordable housing for the people of
18··Maui.··Did you -- did you know that?
19·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··I didn't know that.··That is nice.
20··I live in Haiku where they're putting in a new subdivision
21··across from (inaudible).
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··He went bankrupt in the
23··process.
24·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··Well, you know, like the way that
25··the system is set up, the way that the government is set
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·1··up, you know what, called three different people to try
·2··and find out about the meeting, can't find it, can't get
·3··the website.··Like I don't know about why they went
·4··bankrupt trying do that process, but it's not fair to them
·5··and it's not fair to us, you know.··And selling everything
·6··to the rich only brings them here.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··The people at Waiehu Kou
·8··were restricted to a group that would qualify for
·9··affordable housing.··Did you know that?
10·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··Okay.··So who set those
11··qualifications and why didn't it work?
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··It was set by the County
13··and it was met by the developer.
14·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··So, you know, that is a problem.
15··And, like, I suppose I can see County Planning could use a
16··lot of assistance with how they do things.··Like -17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··So it's a problem that
18··they delivered affordable housing?
19·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··No.··It's a problem that they went
20··bankrupt, you're saying.··Right?··That was what you were
21··saying, they went bankrupt?
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··The prior developer went
23··bankrupt, yes.··We don't want to see the same thing happen
24··again.
25·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··Okay.··So, instead, you're gonna
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·1··sell it to people who have tons and tons of money and -·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I think you've answered my
·3··question.··You didn't know.
·4·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··Okay.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- where it was or what it
·6··was or who it served.
·7·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··And you're trying to say that I
·8··don't know what I'm talking about because I didn't know
·9··about that.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I'm just trying to educate
11··you that we had testifiers today that came before us that
12··said everything is for the rich, nothing is left for all
13··of us, which is what you're saying.··And that's not true.
14·· · · · · ·MS. RILEY:··It's true.··I stand in truth of the
15··divine creator.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Anyone else wish to testify?
17·· · · · · ·MS. GREEN:··My name's Linda Green.··And I
18··testified in January.··I am a mechanical engineer and real
19··estate broker back in Colorado and have been for 16 years,
20··engineer over 20.··But I moved here about 10 years ago,
21··and I went back and forth for 10 years before that.··I
22··live in Kihei.··I did live in Wailea.
23·· · · · · ·And my routine is to go down to -- all the way
24··to La Perouse every day and look for dolphins and, also,
25··snorkel and et cetera at Makena Landing and places like
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·1··that.··And I do it for a number of reasons, but one of it
·2··is for clean water.··Because when we have runoff -- and
·3··even, I guess, there's some -- some sewage issues in the
·4··Kihei area that I understand -- I don't -- I don't have a
·5··lot of proof around that, but I -- I just wanna guarantee
·6··that I have the cleanest water.
·7·· · · · · ·But things that I've noticed over the past is,
·8··especially when there was development going on around the
·9··Makena Landing, like where the Prince Hotel has -- the one
10··that -- the estate in question, there were a lot of
11··turtles that had a lot of tumors during the construction
12··process.··And then this last January, I'm gonna say,
13··they -- they were putting in a parking lot down at -- they
14··call it The Dumps, that's kind of a nickname, but it's
15··just past Ahihi Bay, they put in a brand new parking lot.
16··And during that timeframe -- and there's no proof -- there
17··was a whale that washed up dead.··And that's the first
18··time since I've been coming here for over 20 years that
19··there's been any kind of wildlife that's washed up, you
20··know, not alive.
21·· · · · · ·And there was a lot of rain in December where
22··stuff might have washed into the ocean.··There's no proof.
23··I'm an engineer, I like to have proof, but I like to state
24··empirical data, too.
25·· · · · · ·So I come from Boulder.··I was in Boulder for 20
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·1··years.··And this is Boulder, Colorado.··And we have a
·2··really good program there for open space.··We've -- they
·3··took it very seriously 20, 30, 40 years ago, whatever, to
·4··guarantee that that land was protected for the people that
·5··lived there.··And so they did mill levies on the taxes for
·6··us to pay for buying up land so that we could turn it into
·7··parks, trails, bike paths.··And it's like one of the most
·8··incredible places to live.
·9·· · · · · ·Granted, they had jobs there, they've got
10··corporations and people.··You know, you can tax the people
11··that are working there.··So I often question, well, maybe
12··we should do something to the visitors that come and,
13··instead of taxing the local problem who are struggling,
14··tax people that visit to try to buy up some of this
15··beautiful land before it goes to development.
16·· · · · · ·And I'm a real estate broker.··Of course, I've
17··been in that business.··But I, also, really can foresee
18··the future in that, you know, we really wanna take care of
19··this.··That area is like a park already.
20·· · · · · ·And it's already been -- it's already been
21··affected because the coral is like not doing well.··I
22··mean, it looks so much different than 10, 20 years ago.
23··I've watched it die off.
24·· · · · · ·The dolphins, we might be lucky to see dolphins
25··30 days a year now.··Once a month, never in the summer.
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·1··And they used to come in all the time.
·2·· · · · · ·So we're seeing a decrease in sea mammals coming
·3··in, you know, diseased turtles, the -- the reef just
·4··doesn't look good.··And this is just with the current
·5··usage.
·6·· · · · · ·So, anyway, my -- my proposition is, number one,
·7··I think it's very important to do an environmental impact
·8··study.··I mean, it just really is, a thorough one.··And
·9··then when you get the study, be very careful about how you
10··implement that.
11·· · · · · ·I'm not against development, you know.··I
12··think -- I mean, we have an expanding population on the
13··planet.··Just do it right.··And then if we can try to
14··either -- either buy from the developer or try to, you
15··know, buy up some -- some properties to try to make Maui
16··like a park for the world, you know, I mean, this is it.
17··We've got -18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Please conclude.
19·· · · · · ·MS. GREEN:··Thank you so much.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I have a couple of people on the
21··list here.··Bernard Rosette.
22·· · · · · ·MR. ROSETTE:··Aloha, Chairs and Board Members.
23··My name is Bernard Rosette.··And I have been a resident of
24··Maui for 35 years.··I worked at the -- I worked at the
25··Makena Resort for 30 years.··I'm here to support the
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·1··development plans of the Makena Resort.
·2·· · · · · ·And I thank everybody who came here in support
·3··of the development.
·4·· · · · · ·In the past few years, the Makena team has been
·5··engaging openly with the community neighbors and others to
·6··share their plans on what they are thinking.··At the same
·7··time, they are -- at the same time, gathering community
·8··involvement and feedback was very important to them.
·9·· · · · · ·It's inspiring to know through this types of
10··talks that you could actually see these changes
11··implemented to the plans of today which affected the
12··upgrades of the Makena Landing, expansion of the Maluaka
13··Park area, the ocean side walking trails, also, the
14··additional parking.
15·· · · · · ·I'm not against good development.··We need more
16··of this type of developers to share their knowledge
17··building green, sustainable, low-density development.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
19·· · · · · ·MR. ROSETTE:··Thank you.··Thank you for your
20··time.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Rose Riley.··All right.··Magdalena
22··Pu`u.
23·· · · · · ·MS. PUU:··Aloha, Commissioners.··(Hawaiian
24··language.)··I am the descendent of the Pu`u bloodline and,
25··also, the (Inaudible) line and, also, the (Inaudible)
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·1··line.··We come from (Inaudible) into Keanae.··I'm only
·2··giving you a brief introductory which dates back to the
·3··1700s.
·4·· · · · · ·I do not accept this EA.··And I feel strongly
·5··that you, also, should not accept it and ask for the full
·6··EIS for the 1,800 acres.··We're only going on 47.5 acres
·7··as we speak.··The -- the requirements put forth by this
·8··board, I feel, are being met at the minimum requirements
·9··with minimum effort.··And it does not address the impacts
10··that it will be having, which are going to be significant
11··to our environment, our people, our community, and, also,
12··our (inaudible), our future.
13·· · · · · ·With this project, there will be loss and
14··destruction of natural and cultural sites still of great
15··value to us Kanaka Maoli and our (inaudible), our future
16··generations to come.··For example, the plans that grind
17··down the natural lava outcrops, the rocks, and
18··renaturalize it.··How?··How do they plan to do that?··What
19··are they gonna use it for?··Why can't it stay?··Isn't that
20··of Pele?··Isn't that from our beginning, from the first -21··you know.
22·· · · · · ·Also, and whatever is historical sites that are
23··not interesting enough to save are gonna be replaced with
24··condos and multi-family buildings.··These are ceremonial
25··sites that will lose the mana.··And it is also a conflict
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·1··with our (inaudible) rites to practice religiously.
·2·· · · · · ·This area is overdeveloped already.··Our reefs
·3··are maxing out and they're depleting.··Due to the close
·4··proximity to the ocean, will be affected by the runoffs
·5··during high wind storms and rains more than already
·6··endures already.
·7·· · · · · ·The water intake, which is a really -- it's
·8··super important, because we are actually maxing out our
·9··aquifers.··And it, also, needs to be looked into as well.
10·· · · · · ·Iao Valley is maxed out already.··Their Iao
11··tank, it supplies Kihei, Wailuku and, also, Central
12··Valley, Waikapu.··And, also, Wailuku Well 1 and 2 is also
13··from the Iao Valley Aquifer.
14·· · · · · ·What are we gonna do when it runs out?··What do
15··we have for our people and our community?··What are they
16··gonna do when there is no water?··And where are we gonna
17··get it from when it runs out?
18·· · · · · ·I feel that, also, in their -- in their
19··affordable housing, I -- I do recall Chapter 296,
20··Residential Workforce Housing Policy, which is -- its
21··purpose is to enhance the public welfare by ensuring that
22··the housing needs of the County are addressed.··Also, the
23··Council -- the Council found that it is critical shortage
24··of affordable housing.
25·· · · · · ·And, also, the Makena Resort and the Discovery
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·1··Land have only been involved with reaching out to the
·2··community and being -- and being a part and wanting to
·3··hear from us with only a selective few.··How is that all
·4··of the community?··Isn't this one district?··Isn't this -·5··isn't this the ahupuaa of Kula, which includes Kula, Kihei
·6··and, also, all of Honuaula.··Where are all those voices?
·7··How come they have not been reached?··How come you no go
·8··door to door?··Because the community matters.··Without the
·9··people, there is no heart to the body, to all of us,
10··without the people, there is nothing.··Without the aina,
11··without our resources, we have nothing.
12·· · · · · ·I do ask, again -- I know I ask this every time,
13··but I want it to be remembered.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
15·· · · · · ·MS. PUU:··Don't think for the now, think into
16··the future, about 20 to 100 years from now.··Are we maxing
17··out everything?··What will be left for our children?··And,
18··also, for the affordable housing, will any of our children
19··be able to afford that?··Their children?
20·· · · · · ·Thank you.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Anyone else wish to testify?
22··Please come forward and please limit your testimony to
23··three minutes.··Thank you.
24·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Aloha.··I have a concise testimony,
25··but I'm having audio issues today.··So my friend may step
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·1··up and read if I'm unable to finish.
·2·· · · · · ·Aloha, Chair Tsai, Vice-Chair, Commissioners.
·3··My name is Michael Pascoe, South Maui resident.··And I
·4··wanna thank you for your time and this opportunity.
·5·· · · · · ·I've taken a look at some of these updated
·6··plans.··And I, like many others in the community, still
·7··have major concerns about a project that looks like
·8··segmentation, quacks like segmentation and even, at times,
·9··have been advertised as segmentation by both staff and
10··their offices and management alike, as was discussed in
11··the January meeting.
12·· · · · · ·However, there's one area in particular that I
13··want to focus on.··And for the benefit of some of the
14··folks in the room and for the record I wanna quote from
15··the shoreline rules for the Maui Planning Commission under
16··the heading Purpose.··It is imperative that use and
17··enjoyment of the shoreline area be ensured for the public
18··to the fullest extent possible and that adequate public
19··access to and along the shoreline be provided.··While, at
20··present, there is frequently used parking for over 40
21··vehicles along Makena Road and Honoiki Street within this
22··segment of the 1,800-acre project being discussed.
23·· · · · · ·That's only kind of well worn areas and doesn't
24··include amount of parking still available further up
25··Honoiki Street that is perhaps used during peak season or
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·1··when the kids are out of school.
·2·· · · · · ·Their updated plan has 20 public parkings
·3··spaces, but that's less than half of what is currently
·4··being frequently used.··The rest of it is just gonna be
·5··swallowed up by the landscaping.
·6·· · · · · ·I truly believe that eliminating more than half
·7··of the parking currently used is in direct opposition to
·8··one of the main express purposes of this Commission.
·9·· · · · · ·I wanna put this in context.··We heard many of
10··the stories from the first several decades after contact
11··with the West speak of the importance that many
12··communities would place on playing in the sun and sand and
13··surf together.··Not just a few folks, entire communities,
14··men, women, children, together.··Makena Landing is one of
15··the few remaining places in South Maui for families,
16··multigenerational families can come together and gather on
17··the shore like that.··Okay.··Maybe a baby's first luau,
18··memorial ceremony for a bluffed kupuna.··Siblings, cousins
19··rarely find the opportunity to come together from
20··different parts of the islands, cook, fish, play in the
21··ocean together, play ukulele, sing Hawaiian songs
22··together.··This is the living Hawaiian culture, right, not
23··just rocks and (inaudible) and encased in glass in some
24··four-walled structure.··Okay.
25·· · · · · ·But you have to have a place to park.··They were
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·1··specifically instructed to improve on this.··It would have
·2··been very easy for them to determine how much parking is
·3··currently in regular use, come up with a plan to make sure
·4··parking and access is not infringed upon in any way.
·5··However, they neglected to do this.··We are still losing
·6··community access.··We are still losing a lot of parking.
·7·· · · · · ·So, in closing, I just wanna say that, to me,
·8··it's very telling about the contents of this EA, about
·9··just how unconcerned they really are about the community.
10·· · · · · ·In spite of their instructions -- the
11··instructions of this Commission, their intentions are
12··clear.··They intend to limit public access for no apparent
13··reason other than to preserve the perimeter landscaping.
14··They prioritize esthetic value of shrubs over the rights
15··of hard-working families of this community and the living
16··breathing legacy of the Hawaiian culture.
17·· · · · · ·So we are asking for your help, Commissioners.
18··Please reject this EA.
19·· · · · · ·Mahalo.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
21·· · · · · ·Commissioner Higashi.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Presently, how many
23··parking spaces do you think there is around the Makena
24··Landing area?··Presently.
25·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··(Inaudible).
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··So I went down there and I took
·3··photos and I took measurements.··And the photos, again,
·4··and the areas that I've highlighted with the distances
·5··that I marked, those are only the well worn areas.··So as
·6··you know, we're coming out of some slower periods, we
·7··haven't reached peak, like summer and stuff like that,
·8··which are coming up.··And we've had some heavy rains, so
·9··it's easy to identify which areas are well worn and -- and
10··frequently used because of the grass.··And so I only -11··despite my desire to wanna overstate the amount of parking
12··that gets used, I only went where areas clearly well worn.
13··And those distinctions are marked.··I'm using information
14··readily available online.··I used 20 feet, which seems to
15··be standard for parallel parking.··I used 10 to 11 feet
16··wide for the areas that I marked as angled parking, which
17··seems to be the -- on the wide side of the standard.··And
18··so I have four images of the parking areas.··All of the
19··totals are marked on these images that show exactly how I
20··came up with that number of 42 spaces in current frequent
21··use.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Where is Honoiki Street
23··on this map?
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Higashi, can you speak
25··into the mic, too, please?
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Oh, excuse me.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Michael, where is Honoiki
·4··Street on this map that you have?
·5·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··This one here, the -- the covered.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··(Inaudible).
·7·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Yes, that's correct.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··And then that's the
·9··border?
10·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Correct.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··So -- so the property for
12··this particular development still goes across the street
13··on the other side of -14·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Correct.··Correct.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··And -16·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··And that's where -- that's where
17··area D is located.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··And -- and I think the
19··applicant is putting 10 more parking spaces on Honoiki
20··Street.··And -21·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··10 total.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··You think that's
23··something that can be expanded or -24·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··I don't wanna speak to what the
25··developer is doing.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··No.··I'm asking you.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Okay.··From what I understand is
·3··that the total on Honoiki, 10, and they just, after your
·4··remarks in the last meeting, are including an additional
·5··10, for a total of 20.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Right.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Which gives us a net loss of 22.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Yeah.··Well, I'm trying
·9··to ask you, what is your suggestion.··Since you're
10··familiar with this area, if this development was going to
11··go through, would there be space available that you think
12··we would have additional parking that we could possibly
13··get?
14·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··It appears that the areas that are
15··currently used for parking, Areas C, D and E, are only
16··gonna be used for landscaping.··If you look at the last
17··image that I included, you see what people are currently
18··doing to that same area.··They put up rock walls, they put
19··up grass and they put rocks.··Public, keep out, you do not
20··belong here.··That's what's happening at present.··And
21··that's what their plans suggest that they will do -22··continue to do along that same street.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··So are you saying that
24··the retaining wall prevents more parking space for
25··public -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··That's -- that's what it appears on
·2··the plans.··The landscaping -- because we know that the
·3··room is currently used, it's currently available.··So it
·4··appears that their landscaping plans are eliminating those
·5··parking spaces that we have currently available today.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Thank you.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Hold on a second.··Commissioner
·8··Carnicelli.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So in your last image
10··there, where you show the rocks -11·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Uh-huh.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And I'm just gonna ask
13··you your opinion.··Do you -- do you feel like those rocks
14··are, actually, in the right-of-way?
15·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Well, define what you mean by
16··right-of-way.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Well, it's just like
18··if the wall is on the property line -19·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Uh-huh.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··-- then from the
21··property line in is the right-of-way.··So you feel like
22··those rocks are on -- and I get this isn't the developer's
23··plan.
24·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Right, right.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··This isn't what -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1··this is somebody else's land.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··Somebody -- exactly.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··But it's just like do
·4··you feel as though those are in the right-of-way or those
·5··-- actually, those rocks are on the -- on the private
·6··property, they just put the -·7·· · · · · ·MR. PASCOE:··The only thing I feel comfortable
·8··speaking to about the rocks on -- on that last image is
·9··that those rocks appear to serve no other function other
10··than to prevent general public from using the areas that
11··are growing grass as parking to access Makena Landing.
12··And that's what it appears these folks here today, who
13··brag about their community outreach, are trying to do to
14··us.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Thank you.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Anyone else wish to testify?
17··Please come forward, you have three minutes.··Identify
18··yourself.
19·· · · · · ·MS. CHASE:··I'm sorry, I missed my name earlier.
20··My name is Faith Chase.··Good afternoon, Planning
21··Commission.
22·· · · · · ·I have to say I'm a little nervous.··I feel like
23··I'm at my -- the principal's office because Richard
24··Higashi was my principal at Hana School, so -- I never had
25··to go to the principal's office 'til now, I guess.
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·1·· · · · · ·I'm gonna to read some background from 2004 to
·2··bring -- bring some historic perspective.··And I'm gonna
·3··try to talk fast.··And if somebody could give me 30-second
·4··warning before I'm pau because I wanna make sure I hit
·5··some points.
·6·· · · · · ·In 2004, Marcia -- oh, gosh, I hope I don't chop
·7··her name -- Cardenas -- thank you -- and Malia Davidson,
·8··concerned about the burgeoning development in South Maui,
·9··wanted to focus on one of Maui's last accessible shoreline
10··recreational areas, literally.··They decided a good way to
11··put Makena in the public eye would have a -- to have a
12··video contest.··Thus, the Makena video contest, a Kupaa
13··Honuaula was born.
14·· · · · · ·Honuaula, in case -- I couldn't hear everybody
15··else's testimony.··So I really try to give testimony
16··that's not redundant.··So I'm not sure if anybody spoke
17··about the ahupuaa that extends from, you know, the
18··(inaudible) to Makena and across to Kahoolawe.··So I'm
19··supporting that entire ahupuaa and I speak today,
20··Honuaula.
21·· · · · · ·The Hawaiian name came from Malia's 10-year-old
22··daughter, (Inaudible), a student at Kula Kaiapuni o Maui,
23··a Hawaiian immersion school.··In the contest brochure, she
24··says she chose the name because kupaa means to remain
25··strong and don't give up.··I would like the Honuaula to be
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·1··protected so we can all enjoy its beauty forever.··This is
·2··the land where my bones -- the bones of my ancestors lay,
·3··I want this land and ocean to be respected.
·4·· · · · · ·The moku or land division of Honuaula
·5··encompasses an area much larger than Wailea and Makena.
·6··It stretches from the slopes of Haleakala where the
·7··leeward Haleakala Watershed Restoration Partnership is
·8··working to restore the native koa forest.
·9·· · · · · ·I'm sure you guys know a lot of this.··I'm
10··sorry.
11·· · · · · ·It stretches pie shape to encompass an ecosystem
12··that includes Molokini and Kahoolawe.
13·· · · · · ·I'm kind of -- I'm kind of excited that I get to
14··speak to this.··You know, got -- may she rest in peace,
15··this is written by Liz James Brown, who I'm sure a lot of
16··you in this room remember.··This is from February 1st,
17··2004.
18·· · · · · ·So when I -- when I gave this testimony here
19··today, I'm not sure if any of those video people who
20··entered those video contests, but I'd like to think that
21··I'm speaking on all of their behalfs.
22·· · · · · ·There were 30 entries.··And there were three
23··different categories, Amateur under 18, Amateur 18 and
24··older, and for semiprofessional -- and professional and
25··semiprofessional.··So nobody in -- nobody that was for any
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·1··development submitted any videos for this contest.··It was
·2··at the MACC.··It was -- it was wonderful.
·3·· · · · · ·The -- one of the -- one of the entries -·4··sorry.··The television screen went from darkness to the
·5··word Makena written in the sand as waves washed the
·6··letters away.··The voice on the soundtrack talked of the
·7··meaning of the word Makena without the kahako, the
·8··diacritical, the long line that goes across.··It means
·9··grief or sorrow, the voice said.··And people came to the
10··ocean for healing and comfort.··The combination of still
11··photos and slides and the young voices singing to ukulele
12··accompaniment ended the video as it returned to the
13··opening sequence of the sand and sea.
14·· · · · · ·Was I just given a time?
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.··Please conclude.
16·· · · · · ·MS. CHASE:··Okay.··I guess the amount of people
17··who -- like I'm gonna leave this -- I made copies and -18··and just the fact that 2004, we were trying to inspire
19··coverage on this topic.··And it was a great -- it was a
20··great event.··And people wrote in the letters to the
21··editor later about it.··I just wanted to lend, you know,
22··this is a long time that people have been trying to
23··protect Makena.
24·· · · · · ·I want to comment on the presentation about
25··95 -- 95 percent reducing the -- the water pollution or -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1··what about the five percent?
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Would you please conclude?
·3·· · · · · ·MS. CHASE:··Yes, I will.
·4·· · · · · ·I just have to say that I think that you might
·5··need to re -- reexamine the use of sustainable.··I think
·6··it's been littered and used improperly.··And while it
·7··might mean that your business is sustainable, it certainly
·8··is not addressing some of those issues in the federal
·9··definition of sustainable agriculture.··So I'd really like
10··to see a farm here.
11·· · · · · ·And I am opposed to this development.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
13·· · · · · ·MR. U`U:··Good morning -- good afternoon,
14··everyone.··By the way, Bruce U`u.··I am the Field
15··Representative for the Hawaii Carpenters Union here on
16··Maui, Molokai and Lanai.
17·· · · · · ·And first off, thank you guys.··And I also like
18··to thank Wayne Hedani and Max Tsai, and all of you
19··Commissioners.··I think you guys are the second best
20··commissioners that I've ever seen.··I'm kidding.··You guys
21··probably the best.··I must say thorough.
22·· · · · · ·You know, it's funny, as I'm up here testifying,
23··I had the utmost privilege and luck to be born on Maui,
24··one.··Second is to be Hawaiian.··Awesome.
25·· · · · · ·And I -- I worked at Makena in 1985, right after
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·1··high school.··I worked for Seibu.··And what that did for
·2··me as apply -- I had apply every rent-a-car.··And I -- I
·3··guess I went there after my yard job.··I used to clean
·4··yards on the side, right.··And I used to show up and go in
·5··front Budget and Hertz and apply for jobs.··They never
·6··hired me.··And somebody said, hey, you gotta dress the
·7··part.··Never knew that part.··So, hence, my aloha shirt.
·8·· · · · · ·But my first real job I applied for was Makena
·9··Golf Course, right out of high school.··In fact, my
10··daughter, she made me get the job because she was born.
11··So I had to be serious.
12·· · · · · ·And you know what, I went through the process as
13··a local boy, Hawaiian boy, applying at a job that I was so
14··nervous, but I got the job.··That was my first job, my
15··first real job other than working Maui Pine, which is
16··awesome, but that job gave me structure.··Gave me one
17··backbone.··Gave me one sense I know I can work.··I just
18··needed someplace to show it, right.··That was my job.
19·· · · · · ·I moved out.··My mom was the happiest person,
20··get out, boy, we rent it.··That job gave me an opportunity
21··to rent one house.··That is awesome.
22·· · · · · ·That's what I like for my kids.··The same thing
23··I want for my kids, get one backbone, get structure, get a
24··job, do something positive.
25·· · · · · ·That's one positive impact, very positive
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·1··impact.··Something not much people bringing up here, it's
·2··a negative impact.··That's the positive side.··It is
·3··zoned.
·4·· · · · · ·Then I had the privilege for be on the Planning
·5··Commission and understand and go through the process and
·6··read the EIS and read the EA.··We had to do that.
·7·· · · · · ·Then I had another privilege of going on the CRC
·8··and reading the AIS.··That most people didn't understand,
·9··that had no idea you have to do SHPD, OHA, Island Burial
10··Council Plan, and the CRC prior to you guys receiving it.
11··Not much people are aware of that.
12·· · · · · ·But I had one incredible opportunity to be
13··privileged.··And I had the opportunity.··Now I went to be
14··a trades person, carpenter's union.··I wanna go in trade
15··so I could build my house.··I can afford that privilege.
16·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
17·· · · · · ·MR. U`U:··To people now.··And in the end, and I
18··like to say, they gonna be paying $5 million in property
19··tax.··I say better them than us.
20·· · · · · ·But in ending, I humbly ask you, the Maui
21··Planning Commission, to afford the same opportunities to
22··our people.
23·· · · · · ·And I -- I respect -- humbly respect every
24··testifier up here.··We all live on the same island, small
25··island.··The people you see earlier, the workers of the
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·1··construction industry, I say we get 600 members, I say 400
·2··Hawaiian.
·3·· · · · · ·Thank you.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Bruce.··Okay.··Anyone
·5··else wish to testify who hasn't testified yet?··Please
·6··come forward, you have three minutes.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. GRANT:··Good afternoon, Chair and Members of
·8··the Planning Commission.··My name is Frank Grant.··I am a
·9··retired landscape architect, a planner, founding partner
10··of PBR Hawaii, PE in PBR.··I've been working in this
11··planning field for 40, 50 years.
12·· · · · · ·I was born and raised on Maui.··And I been a
13··resident of Makena for almost 60 years.··And I'm a
14··property owner just makai of the subject property.
15·· · · · · ·I been working with the developer as a member of
16··the Makena Cultural Focus Group and, also, the Makena
17··Community Advisory Group.··Over the number of years now,
18··we've gone through the plan a number of times.··And they
19··have addressed all of my real concerns.··One of them is
20··density and the impact of the property.··And I think
21··they've done a wonderful job.
22·· · · · · ·And this is a very important project because
23··it's so close to me.··And my concerns have been density
24··abuse, storm runoff.··They've done a great job.··Rural
25··character, historic cultural significance of the landing.
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·1·· · · · · ·And at the last public hearing, last month -- or
·2··in January, there was a lot of discussion about Makena
·3··Alanui and the view planes makai.··If you look at Makena
·4··Alanui from the beginning of the property to the end and
·5··you're in a car, you're talking about A couple minutes
·6··from one side to the other.··And the views are -- are
·7··there.
·8·· · · · · ·But you're -- is that the most important thing?
·9··You look at the other side of the property, which is
10··Makena Keoneoio Road, and the people that are using the
11··Makena Landing, the ocean, and they're walking down that
12··road or driving slowly.··And the impact of moving the
13··higher buildings down was tremendous impact on those users
14··on the makai side.
15·· · · · · ·And so -- you know, so our evaluation, we were
16··really against that.··And today, as you've seen, the
17··developer has gone through with the new density
18··distribution plan, or that was the one that was proposed,
19··moving the higher density down makai.··And that was bad
20··from our standpoint.··And, again, it's the Makena Landing,
21··Old Makena Road, and the existing people that are down
22··there.
23·· · · · · ·So we think, with the new plan that they've come
24··along today, called the View Enhancement Plan, okay, what
25··they've done is they -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. GRANT:··-- reduced the heights of buildings,
·3··they've really gone through it thoroughly.··They're adding
·4··some workforce housing.··And so I am totally in support of
·5··and hope that this Planning Commission will approve the
·6··Final Environmental Assessment today.··And I think that we
·7··would like to see this happen.
·8·· · · · · ·Thank you very much.
·9·· · · · · ·Any questions?
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Frank.
11·· · · · · ·MR. GRANT:··Thank you.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please come forward.
13·· · · · · ·MR. ACQUINTAS:··My name's Lorien Acquintas.··I
14··grew up in Kihei.··And last night, we were fishing.··And
15··just a couple of my friends wanted to have me read some
16··stuff that we all came up with that we were talking about
17··last night.··But I -- I live and work in Kihei.
18·· · · · · ·There it is.··There it is.
19·· · · · · ·And no matter what, I know what it's like.··I go
20··to the beaches.··And everyone doesn't like what we do.
21··And they're always telling me what to do.··And I work in
22··the restaurant, I'm a front waiter.··They all want this
23··discount and all that, but, basically, people want what
24··they want and they don't care.··And that's what I notice.
25··And wherever beaches we are, they want us to move and do
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·1··all their own thing.
·2·· · · · · ·So regardless of that, three of my friends who
·3··aren't able to be here -- let's see.··So mahalo,
·4··everybody.··I'm requesting that we have a -- an EIS survey
·5··to make sure all cultural sites and documented are -- and
·6··none left out.··There is much overgrown in that area that
·7··needs to be cleared to reveal what lies beneath.··They
·8··propose an underground parking structure which makes me
·9··think of possible burial sites.··And an ESI -- EIS is
10··essential to clear all the area of possible cultural
11··significance.
12·· · · · · ·Many of my -- many of us have family ties and so
13··much memories to Makena Landing.··Makena Landing is one of
14··the only places left where we can still go and get away
15··from all the concrete in Kihei.··It's a place of
16··meditation with family and friends, but, more important,
17··it's a very spiritual gathering space of Native Hawaiians.
18·· · · · · ·How many of you understand the last -- the laws
19··that govern Hawaii?··Article 12, Section 7 of the Hawaii
20··State Constitution clearly states that native Hawaiians
21··have major rights to gather, fish and culturally honor
22··these areas through religion practice, through
23··consultation, these rights are protected.··Let's see.
24··Hawaii state statute 1-1 imposes on State enforcement and
25··seeks to ensure these rights are protected as state in
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·1··past cases.··Very similar to this one, (inaudible) v.
·2··State Land Use Commission, is one reference.··Another
·3··reference is (Inaudible) v. (Inaudible) and the HPC.
·4·· · · · · ·For those of you who know little or nothing
·5··about these laws and cases mentioned, then you would be
·6··much smarter to look into these case references before
·7··making any rash decisions.··And then ask yourself is this
·8··truly a smart time and place to do this, did we do
·9··everything in our power to seek all cultural value.··Will
10··there be significant -- sufficient parking and access to
11··gather and worship without feeling distracted by the
12··development.
13·· · · · · ·A resolution should be made by this body that
14··the Makena Resort being proposed is along one of the most
15··pristine shorelines of South Maui and will adversely
16··impact the marine sanctuary.
17·· · · · · ·Impacted cultural sites and burials destroy the
18··quality of the -- this environment, land and ocean.··This
19··will eventually cut off access to the shoreline families
20··who have come here for generations.
21·· · · · · ·If we keep allowing these luxury homes to invade
22··our pristine areas, to rob us of our water, food and
23··cultural practice, they will be gone forever from us and
24··our next generations.··Is this the legacy we want to leave
25··behind?
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·1·· · · · · ·I don't want you to write this off without
·2··seriously thinking about these consequences and changes.
·3·· · · · · ·Makena needs to be preserved.··There is too much
·4··historical significance and too much affected by the
·5··impacts of mass development.··Let's us explore options to
·6··save our pristine local areas from the rich and give back,
·7··for once, to the community.··We already -- we are ready to
·8··learn from previous mistakes that are obviously affecting.
·9·· · · · · ·So in this closing fight that I so -- so in this
10··closing, I fight that we have a proper EIS and we preserve
11··Makena.
12·· · · · · ·That's it.··Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Ivan Lay.
14·· · · · · ·MR. LAY:··Well, well, well.··I'm Ivan Lay.··And
15··I'm -- it's an honor to be here.··I'm a little -- I'm a
16··little embarrassed because, you know, Bruce spoke so
17··highly about me, but, you know, I -- I appreciate those
18··comments.··And thank you, Bruce.
19·· · · · · ·What do we have before us, 1,800 acres?··No.
20··We're looking at 48 acres.··That's what we're looking at.
21··We could look at the whole island, but we're looking at 48
22··acres, 48.5 acres.
23·· · · · · ·Came before us, I'm on the CRC, Cultural
24··Resource Commission.··Came before us twice last month.
25··The first time because we didn't have quorum, we still
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·1··went to the whole proceedings, they gave their whole -- we
·2··got the -- saw everything that was gonna be done there and
·3··what has been done as far as checking out archaeological
·4··things on that site.
·5·· · · · · ·What did I get out of that?
·6·· · · · · ·I'm speaking on my behalf on the Commission, not
·7··as a representative of the Commission, just that you guys
·8··know that.
·9·· · · · · ·The most intensive surveyed area on the island.
10··What does that tell you?··That's a great job.··That's -11··that's what I'm looking at right now.
12·· · · · · ·The gallery, thank you, once again, for sharing
13··all your guys' stories.··And I'm not supposed to, but
14··thank you for your sharing your stories, your heritage,
15··your history, all that.··It's very good.··And I appreciate
16··that.··And we like -- I like that it's gonna be all on
17··television.
18·· · · · · ·But, please, let's pass this Final EA.··It's all
19··good.··We got a lot more work down the road, but they done
20··everything correctly, they dotted their -- they dotted -21··crossed their Ts and dotted their Is, so please push this
22··project through.··They did a good job.··I don't see any
23··question of anything going on.
24·· · · · · ·We got guys out there that wanna go back to
25··work.··There are guys who wanna work to get to building
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·1··that place.··This place has waited a long time.··We got
·2··hotel workers that were told we're gonna build this hotel
·3··and, when it's ready, we're gonna bring you back.··They're
·4··waiting.··And let's help them out, get them work out
·5··there.
·6·· · · · · ·But the focus of this is this EA.··Nothing else.
·7··That's what we're here for.··There was a lot of other
·8··information coming in, but we have to deal with everything
·9··one step at a time.··And this is the first step.
10·· · · · · ·I'm hoping you guys don't have questions, but go
11··ahead.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··We do.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Thanks for being here,
14··Ivan.··And I, actually, appreciate you being here as a
15··member of the CRC because that's, actually, something that
16··I have a couple questions about because it's not my level
17··of expertise, it's yours.
18·· · · · · ·You know, there's a lot of mention about, you
19··know, the cultural sites that are on that particular
20··property.··And something that came up last time, which
21··seems to be a bit of a shock for a lot of people, is the
22··fact that there's some that will not be preserved.··And
23··that's just the way it is, right?··I mean, it's just -24··it's not like, okay, 100 percent of every cultural site is
25··ever, you know, kept.
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·1·· · · · · ·From your own personal position, you know, you
·2··said that this is the most looked at piece of property on
·3··the island, you're comfortable with how it is that this
·4··thing has landed.··Is that what you're saying?
·5·· · · · · ·MR. LAY:··I'd like to touch on that, too.··So
·6··you have a better understanding of that, just not me
·7··saying, yes, it's okay.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. LAY:··So each one of these archaeological
10··sites, they're graded, (inaudible) what rate as far as
11··historical sites is this.··There's some sites where things
12··are covered, but we don't know what's underneath it, but
13··we don't wanna disturb it because, once you disturb
14··something, you change whatever it is underneath there.
15··But you have stuff like there might be a campfire, it
16··could be a charcoal, which, historically and
17··archaeologically, it might be some significance, but not
18··something that we would wanna -- it would be so important
19··to preserve compared to other things that we wanna
20··preserve.··Things in the past that we wanna preserve,
21··that's what we gotta focus on to bring on for our children
22··to come and see so they can see what our past heritage
23··was.
24·· · · · · ·My family from -- my grandmother is from Hana,
25··Kahului, Kekahuna family, my mom was born in Lahaina.··So,
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·1··yeah, I'm a Hawaiian.··I'm from here.··My mom is a kumu
·2··hula, she taught at the schools, too.··I thought I was a
·3··bit of hula dancing like that, so I got a back -- I have a
·4··background on it.··I'm not just coming up here and stating
·5··things to rush it through, you know, make things happen.
·6·· · · · · ·But with historical sites, yes, they're graded,
·7··each one, upon how important they are.··Can we preserve
·8··it, can we -- are we gonna zone it off or is it something
·9··that maybe is not so important that we -- I mean,
10··everything is important, of course, yes, but there's
11··things that we gotta focus on and preserve that can carry
12··on to our next generations and generations that come.
13·· · · · · ·I hope I answered your question.··Probably not,
14··right?
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Kind of.
16·· · · · · ·MR. LAY:··Yes.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Kind of.··If I can
18··continue?··I guess my question is, are you going to be
19··around?··Are you going to stay around 'til this ends or do
20··you have to leave?
21·· · · · · ·MR. LAY:··Today?
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yes, today.
23·· · · · · ·MR. LAY:··I can hang around, if you want.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··Because I
25··don't -- right now, I don't know in my mind if there's
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·1··another question I have for you as someone that sits on
·2··the CRC.··So I may actually ask to call you back again, if
·3··that's okay with you, Chair.··Is that okay, with you,
·4··Chair, can, no, yes, use him as a resource?
·5·· · · · · ·MR. LAY:··If it passes 6:00, do I get dinner?
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you for your testimony.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. LAY:··Okay.··So then, I guess, that's it?
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··You're free to leave,
·9··if you like.
10·· · · · · ·MR. LAY:··Thank you very much.··And I appreciate
11··your time.··Again, you guys are doing a great job.··I
12··can't imagine sitting here all day.
13·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Yes, you can.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, exactly.
15·· · · · · ·MS. de NAIE:··Aloha.··I'm your next testifier.
16··Aloha, Chair Tsai and Members of the Commission.··My name
17··is Lucienne de Naie.··And nice to be here again.··Thank
18··you, guys, for all your good questions.
19·· · · · · ·Of course, you know, we're talking about an
20··environmental assessment today.··We've heard a lot about
21··what wonderful people the applicants are.··They are.
22··They're wonderful people.··But how many community meetings
23··have been held?··There have been a lot.··About how many
24··charitable contributions and good things, benefits for the
25··community, there are.··But that isn't, actually, what you
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·1··decide about today; you decide about whether an EA fits
·2··the law.
·3·· · · · · ·The law says if there's significant impacts that
·4··the EA brings to light, then it can't have a finding of no
·5··significant impact.··So, obviously, there were some
·6··significant impacts because they had to keep changing this
·7··EA.··Has it changed enough so they're -- they're all gone?
·8··Well, I guess it depends who you listen to.
·9·· · · · · ·To me, the real reason that you do an EIS is you
10··have more alternatives.··They have very few alternatives
11··here.··Basically, we're kind of rearranging the deck
12··chairs.··We have the build it all alternative, we have the
13··build what we say we want alternative, and we have the,
14··you know, put some lower and some higher alternative.··We
15··do not have the alternative of what if we had 100 units
16··instead of 158, or what if we had a cultural park as part
17··of the design.
18·· · · · · ·These are all legitimate alternatives.··And the
19··EA statute says you really need to go into depth about
20··these alternatives, environmental laws, 343.··But,
21··usually, this is saved for an EIS where you do go into
22··more depth.··So if you believe that we need to talk about
23··it a little bit more, an EIS is totally appropriate for
24··this project.
25·· · · · · ·I want to talk a little bit about the water.
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·1··The Commissioners asked a good question.··They asked the
·2··applicant to confirm that the potable water source will
·3··operate within the sustainable yield of the Iao Aquifer.
·4··And they were told, yes, it will.··Why?··Because it has an
·5··allocation and because it has a permit.
·6·· · · · · ·Well, no one ever mentioned what's going on in
·7··the Iao Aquifer and whether that permit and that
·8··allocation are going to be practical or gonna prove over
·9··the long run to have some real impacts and some real
10··problems.··Every well in the Iao Aquifer, including all
11··the ones that were overpumped, including all the ones that
12··got salty, too salty to use, has a permit.··And all were
13··within the sustainable yield of the Iao Aquifer.··However,
14··they didn't all end up being able to be used fully because
15··it's just water, we don't have any control over, you know,
16··its properties.
17·· · · · · ·So what I do know about this well that you might
18··want to know, that was not mentioned in any of Mr. Nance's
19··letter that was forwarded to you, is that it's the
20··workhorse well.··It's going to have a larger capacity than
21··the other three that are its companion.··It's replacing a
22··major water source, Shaft 33.··And it is owned -- the well
23··was owned by one of the co-owners of ATC.
24·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
25·· · · · · ·MS. de NAIE:··And so we have this -- this
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·1··allotment that goes.
·2·· · · · · ·It did not have a 10-day test.··It had a
·3··four-day test.··And OHA has concerns about this well as
·4··does the Office of Environmental Quality.··They felt that
·5··the aquifer sustainable yield -·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude.
·7·· · · · · ·MS. de NAIE:··-- would be reduced and should be
·8··reduced.··This well is actually boosting the demand that
·9··is currently asked of the Iao Aquifer.··You're not told
10··that in this EA.··I think you should be.··And I think more
11··information should be available about what the impacts of
12··using this, even at 100 to 200 thousand gallons a day,
13··would be.··It's a brand new well, we don't know much about
14··it.··And it should have more discussion.
15·· · · · · ·Thank you.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Anyone else wish to testify?
17·· · · · · ·MR. BECKER:··Hello, Commission.··My name is
18··Donny Becker, and I'm here to testify in regards to the
19··amount of questions that it seems like everybody seems to
20··be having today, of how many unanswered questions are we
21··gonna have to have to allow you guys to have the position
22··and the thought pattern and the responsibility to decide
23··that there's too many unanswered questions here.··I mean,
24··we need to make sure that we are crossing, like people
25··have said, every T and every I.··Because if we make a
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·1··mistake now, the future generations in that location is
·2··gonna be, you know, in disrepair.
·3·· · · · · ·The -- the name of the developer is Discovery.
·4··How ironic is it that they have a name called Discovery
·5··and they're not willing to do more discovery to make sure
·6··that what this development, you know, is -- is
·7··representing is not gonna affect the future generations of
·8··people to come.
·9·· · · · · ·For them to allow 10 parking spots or add 10
10··parking spots to a location that should have had in -11··in -- let me grab -- in this beautifully done design of -12··of the project, you can see the road and you can see all
13··the greenery mauka of the road that is absolutely,
14··unquestionably the ultimate location to have a public
15··parking location that can allow the future generations to
16··be able to be able to -- what they deserve is to use this
17··location and not be inconvenienced because of a
18··development that's being done mauka of this location that
19··is unbelievable.
20·· · · · · ·I'm going to go into the 15 four-story condos
21··that are gonna be built that are, still to this day, which
22··I still have not got the right answers to these -- this
23··question, is they wanna put the parking underneath each 15
24··condominiums, each four-story condominiums, underground
25··parking.··Because their footprint is so large they cannot
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·1··put the parking outside, which is normal in Wailea and -·2··and the island.··They wanna still dig down into lava tubes
·3··that are bringing water, fresh water into this bay from
·4··Ulupalakua.
·5·· · · · · ·There's no doubt in all of our minds that you
·6··swam in that ocean and you know that you've been there all
·7··day and the night before, it didn't rain, and you're
·8··feeling cold water, that water is coming from the
·9··mountain, coming all the way to that bay, to refresh the
10··bay, to rejuvenate the bay.··And they are planning -11··they're gonna have to use dynamite.··I mean, I don't know
12··how they're gonna be able to dig, you know, 20, 30, 40
13··feet down underneath each structure and then be able to
14··support the four-story structure, also, and allow a
15··parking structure underneath.
16·· · · · · ·It is unbelievable.··And I -- to this day, I
17··still have not heard the answer, is that gonna be
18··something that you guys are gonna allow.
19·· · · · · ·The parking is -- the parking issues, I think,
20··are real important.
21·· · · · · ·And, you know, we shouldn't be pleading to have
22··somebody do what's pono.··I mean, they're acting like
23··they're sustainable and they're pono and they're doing
24··everything right.··Why won't they come up and say, hey -25·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
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·1·· · · · · ·SPEAKER:··-- you know, it's finally time that -·2··that we did a full EIS because enough people have
·3··questioned what they -- you know, the responsibilities of
·4··this developer are.
·5·· · · · · ·So I'm hoping you guys will -- you know, this is
·6··important.··I mean, we don't want -- we don't wanna go
·7··down the road of courts and -- and all the other stuff
·8··after you guys make a decision today.··So I'm hoping you
·9··guys will make the right decision and enforce the fact
10··that a full EIS, environmental impact study, is done.
11·· · · · · ·Thank you very much.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Anyone else?
13·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Aloha, Commissioners.··Good
14··afternoon.··Albert Perez, Director of Maui Tomorrow.
15·· · · · · ·Very interesting listening to today's
16··presentation.··I went again to the Discovery Land website,
17··the Makena Resort section.··And I noticed that they made
18··another change since I looked at it last time.··And I
19··passed out a copy of a couple of printouts.··So this is
20··the website that I'm talking about.··And I've marked it as
21··before and after.
22·· · · · · ·So on the before one -- they have the phrase -23··down lower, it says contact, they had the phrase where it
24··said a mix of residences, et cetera, are set to dot the
25··sweeping 1,800-acre island sanctuary.··And you'll notice
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·1··on the next page that 1,800 acres has been deleted.
·2·· · · · · ·The other thing that I would like to point out
·3··to you is on the very -- the second to the last line
·4··there, residents and visitors are gonna be prime to
·5··experience a strong connection between the foothills of
·6··Kula and the beach at Maluaka, the mauka and makai lands.
·7·· · · · · ·And this is something that used to be on their
·8··website.··I thought I had captured a previous version that
·9··talked about 30 to 40-acre ranch lots that were up mauka,
10··but I did find something that's, also, in the packet that
11··I gave you.··This is proposed rural area growth map that
12··was submitted as part of the Maui Island Plan, I believe.
13··And you can see there the mauka lands.··There's two
14··parcels there that both have their TMKs identified.··Those
15··are part of a proposed rural residential -- proposed rural
16··residential community they're saying they don't have any
17··plans for.
18·· · · · · ·And, once again, this last page that shows all
19··of the S -- S-1, S-2, S-3, S-4, M-5, M-6, M-7, these are
20··all things that are not in the current proposal, that are
21··in what's built as their master plan.··So how can they be
22··saying that they have a master plan and marketing this
23··master plan on their website and then they're saying that
24··this is a stand-alone development when that -- this is
25··just four little pieces of this giant plan that they have.
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·1··So we are talking about -- I don't know why they're so
·2··desperate to say that it's not -- that it's not a big
·3··project.··I don't know why no one has brought up the fact
·4··that there are zoned lands within this resort that will
·5··not come back before anyone for review.··They already have
·6··the zoning to do what they want to do up mauka.··There
·7··won't be any more environmental assessments.
·8·· · · · · ·And so, anyway -- how much time do I have left,
·9··Chair?··That's three?··Okay.··Let me wrap it up, then.
10·· · · · · ·Sorry.··Technical difficulties here.
11·· · · · · ·So I also wanted to point out, though, I was
12··reviewing those community minutes.··We went to the -- we
13··were invited to the community meetings that Discovery Land
14··held.··And there were all kinds of other projects that
15··they kept discussing that are ongoing.··These should all
16··be assessed, anyway.
17·· · · · · ·It's nice that they had the meetings.··They kept
18··ignoring our requests to -- to talk about the
19··Makena/Ulupalakua Road, but in the minutes of those
20··minutes in the Draft EIS, you can see reference to the HM
21··project, the North Golf Course, the Maluaka park
22··expansion, the Makena Landing SMA and the S-5 project.
23·· · · · · ·STAFF:··Three minutes.
24·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Okay.··Thank you.··So those are
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··I'm just saying there's a lot more
·3··to this than the 47 acres.··And it should -- you should be
·4··requiring a full EIS.··And I encourage you to reject this
·5··Final EA.
·6·· · · · · ·Thank you.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Question.
·8·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Albert, I'm sorry, just
10··a little faster at the end.··You said -- you said you were
11··at the meeting, the same one that the Sierra Club was at,
12··in January?
13·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Which meeting?
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··The last one, you said,
15··in January -- you said you had a meeting with them in
16··January.
17·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··No, I did not.··You talk about an on
18··site meeting?
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··No.··You just mentioned
20··you were at a meeting at the Makena -21·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··It was -22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··-- Advisory -23·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Discovery Land invited us and a
24··number of members of the community to come and talk about
25··the project.··And they have the minutes of those
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·1··meetings -- I'm sorry -- maybe Mr. Divita can tell us what
·2··the name of the meeting was.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Well, that's okay.
·4·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··They have the minutes in the Draft
·5··EIS.··So I was reviewing those just to make sure there's
·6··no reference to our questions about the Makena/Ulupalakua
·7··Road, even though I know that we talked about it.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Albert.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Yes, sir.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··My question is you said,
11··at that advisory meeting about this, you guys discussed
12··another project.
13·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··We discussed all those other
14··projects.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Well, there's one I know
16··of, the hotel project, which is part of the plan, but was
17··there another project besides that one?
18·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··There was the Makena Landing SMA.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Which is part of this?
20·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··It's not.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Makena Landing, the SMA
22··is talking a different one that has a different
23··application?
24·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··I'm talking about right around the
25··landing, on the makai side of the road, that's a separate
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·1··SMA project that they were seeking.··And I don't know if
·2··it was a major or a minor, but it's segmented from this
·3··one.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Okay.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Then there's the -- there's the HM
·6··project and there was the Maluaka Park expansion.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Okay.
·8·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··And then something called an S-5
·9··project.··So those are not part of the 47 acres, but they
10··are all certainly part of this master plan.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Okay.
12·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Sorry, I didn't get your -13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··No.··No.··That was my
14··question.··Thank you, Albert.
15·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Thank you.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··You want a break?··You want
17··a break?
18·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Yes.
19·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··So you brought up the
20··Makena Landing SMA.
21·· · · · · ·SPEAKER:··Uh-huh.
22·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Do you know what's
23··involved in that work?
24·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··I know some things about it.··As I
25··recall, they were trying to -- there was a problem with
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·1··disabled access, they were trying to help figure out -- at
·2··first, they came up with an idea of stairs, we were
·3··talking about redoing the bathrooms and things like that.
·4··And I'm not saying there's anything wrong in particular
·5··with that project, but it is something else that -·6·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Thank you.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··-- should be assessed -·8·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Thank you.··That's -·9·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··-- as part of the whole.
10·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··That's good enough.
11··Thank you.
12·· · · · · ·MR. PEREZ:··Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Next testifier, please.
14·· · · · · ·MS. CHANG:··Aloha.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Aloha.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Aloha.
17·· · · · · ·MS. CHANG:··I've listened to a lot of the
18··testimony.··This just -19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I'm sorry.··Can you please state
20··your name for the record?
21·· · · · · ·MS. CHANG:··Oh, I'm sorry.··I'm Laurie Chang.
22··I'm a resident of Makena since 1988.··My husband Ed has
23··already spoken.··Residents of Makena since (inaudible).
24·· · · · · ·So I've heard all the stories I needed to.··I've
25··heard the stories of the kupunas.··And so I feel that I
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·1··need to say a little bit about this developer.
·2·· · · · · ·You know, when we came back in 1988, Makena Road
·3··was in, the nice road we have today.··And I wish some of
·4··these people lived in Makena before then, they can see how
·5··bad the road was.··And it's -- you know why we got it?
·6··Developers.··So there are good things to developers, too,
·7··besides bad things that you think that there is.
·8·· · · · · ·But as for this group now, I'd like to say my
·9··husband belongs to two of the cultural groups that they
10··have.··And he's been very strong about certain things in
11··Makena because he's from Makena.··That's his home.··And
12··one of them was the landing, another was the water that
13··comes -- what do you call that, I can't think of the name
14··now -- about that, that has been very important to him.
15··And he's -- you know, he's watched the flows of water.··He
16··knows where all the streams are.··He knows what happens.
17··And that's why he wanted Discovery to be very aware of
18··what has happened in the past and what this -- these
19··rivers can do.··So he's been very -- he's been on that.
20··And they're honoring him on that.··They listen to him.
21··And I respect them for that.
22·· · · · · ·The other one is he's the one that wanted a
23··meeting place for the Makena people.··He felt that was
24··very important because we all kind of spilled out and we
25··needed a gathering place because we are away from Kihei.
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·1·· · · · · ·So he spoke about the one in Manoa valley.··Do
·2··you know this group went to Manoa valley, went to look at
·3··it, took pictures and came back and studied about it.··And
·4··I give them a lot of credit for that.··They do listen.
·5··And they've been very good to us in Makena.··We've been
·6··able to talk to them.··They've been available for us to -·7··to talk to them and for them to listen to us.
·8·· · · · · ·The other thing I want to talk to you about is
·9··the landing.··The landing is a place where our kupunas
10··taught the little ones to swim.··It's only a small little
11··bay.··It's tiny.··But today, you go down there, they -12··especially weekends, and it's packed.··I mean, it's
13··packed.··And traffic is very bad.··I know, I go to church
14··at Keawalai every weekend and I see the traffic.··And it's
15··not funny.··It's dangerous.··So I'm not -- I'm not all for
16··too many more parking zone there.
17·· · · · · ·And part of the trouble there is all the
18··kayakers, you know.··Those activities we have there.··They
19··park anywhere, the people get out of they their anywhere,
20··it doesn't matter.··It dangerous, they don't care, but we
21··care.··And so I don't think in Makena Bay should be more
22··parking because I see what it's doing to us on Sundays.
23··It's dangerous.··And you have the tourists and the locals
24··fighting for that area.··And I think that you should think
25··about that.
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·1·· · · · · ·But that's all I have to say.··I thank you.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. ISAAC HALL:··Good afternoon, Commissioners.
·4··My name is Isaac Hall.··I'm the attorney for Hui Alanui O
·5··Makena.
·6·· · · · · ·The hui has been working for 35 years to protect
·7··coastal resources in Makena.
·8·· · · · · ·I just wanted to go back to segmentation.··The
·9··airport case, the airport had three phases.··The third
10··phase was a parallel runway.··We said, hey, you can't
11··segment that off, they said, we're not gonna do it, when
12··we do it, we'll come back and study it.··The court said
13··that's just fine.··So when the opponents come here and say
14··you have another phase you're not studying, and they say
15··we're not gonna do it, the courts are gonna say that's
16··fine, you don't have to do it.
17·· · · · · ·Okay, I get three minutes and three points.
18·· · · · · ·Views.··The SMA law says that you seek to
19··minimize, where reasonable, views from the nearest state
20··highway.··We're all presuming that Makena Alanui is a
21··state highway.··It is not.··It's a county road.··So we've
22··got the developer here preserving views from a county road
23··when there's no duty to do it.··Good work, but they don't
24··have to do it.
25·· · · · · ·And Mr. Buika said there's no duty to present
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·1··makai to mauka views, but, instead, the Community Plan has
·2··a provision which you have a duty to enforce, that the
·3··size goes from 35 down at the ocean up to 75.··That's a
·4··Community Plan objective.··That is an urban design
·5··standard.
·6·· · · · · ·This went to the Urban Design Review Board.
·7··They had a lengthy discussion of these provisions.··They
·8··approved it after discussing it.
·9·· · · · · ·One -- I looked at the minutes.··One member,
10··Francis Feeter, said how long does it take to get from the
11··northern boundary of all the property to the southern
12··boundary of the property.··We're talking about a few
13··minutes of losing a few views, potentially.
14·· · · · · ·You've heard the testimony of people that live
15··on the other side of Makena Keoneoio Road in single-family
16··residences and the impact that it's gonna have on them
17··24/7.··So what do you balance, somebody that drives by in
18··a few minutes or the people that live down there and have
19··to look at it 24/7?
20·· · · · · ·Let's not, also, forget that the Keawalai Church
21··is down there.··It's a protected historic site.··And the
22··ambience of that would be adversely affected by having the
23··taller buildings down there.
24·· · · · · ·Sound planning dictates that it should be the
25··smaller buildings down below and taller buildings above,
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·1··especially since it's a county road.
·2·· · · · · ·Makena/Ulupalakua Road.··We were protecting a
·3··government road that was open.··The Makena/Ulupalakua
·4··Road, you can look at it as part of a revolving
·5··transportation system as a historic remnant.··There was an
·6··Aupuni Road that shows only on an 1850 map, nowhere else.
·7··Torbert's Road was shown on that 1850 map, it was
·8··privately built by Torbert on private land.··And then we
·9··have the Makena/Ulupalakua Road that was constructed after
10··1892, when the Torbert Road fell into disrepair.
11·· · · · · ·The Makena/Ulupalakua Road was closed in 18 -12··I'm sorry -- 1983, 35 years ago.··It hasn't been open.
13··And in 1981, the golf course was approved, so the road no
14··longer exhibits above there.··In 2006, the Planning
15··Commission approved the Papaanui project.··So the road
16··doesn't exist there as we have a segment that goes
17··nowhere.··It can't go below because of the Papaanui
18··project, it can't go mauka because of the golf course.··So
19··it's a trans -- it has no transportation value.··If
20··anything, it has an archaeological value, but this has
21··been reviewed by the SHPD.··And SHPD says it does not have
22··to be prepared.
23·· · · · · ·Okay.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Let's conclude.
25·· · · · · ·MR. ISAAC HALL:··Yeah.··Okay.··Can I have three
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·1··quick points?··I'll do very quick.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please make it fast as you can.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. ISAAC HALL:··I beg your pardon?
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please do it as fast as you can.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. ISAAC HALL:··Okay, I'm gonna do it really
·6··fast.
·7·· · · · · ·Scope of an EIS -- AIS, doesn't have to be
·8··beyond the 47 acres.··I'll leave it at that.
·9·· · · · · ·There's been some testimony about the value of
10··taking a second or third look, as they did in Honuaula.
11··The second or third look that was taken in Honuaula was
12··during the AIS process, before there was acceptance.
13··These AISs have already been accepted, we're in a very
14··different position here.
15·· · · · · ·Now, the sites that have been talked about by
16··the opponents, the archaeologist and cultural historian
17··for SHPD were shown those sites and have not elected to
18··reopen the AISs or -- or reopen the acceptances.··They're
19··satisfied that the archaeological studies.··Now, they're
20··the ones with the professional training.··We've gotta
21··accept their determinations.
22·· · · · · ·Thank you.··Thank you for the extra time.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Thank you.··Seeing no more
24··public testimony -- oh.··You can just come forward.··Okay.
25·· · · · · ·MR. MAYER:··Thank you.··Thank you.··My name is
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·1··Dick Mayer.
·2·· · · · · ·A question came up early today about the
·3··difference between an EA and EIS.··An EA, basically you're
·4··saying there are no impacts.··An EIS, you're saying that
·5··there may be impacts, but you also ask, and this is very
·6··important, for mitigation measures, how you're gonna
·7··mitigate.··An EA does not provide for those provisions.
·8··And that's one reason why we are asking for an EIS.
·9·· · · · · ·This project should be built in concordance with
10··the Kihei-Makena Community Plan.··In several ways, the
11··proposal, even now with this 155-page amendment, violates
12··that.
13·· · · · · ·I'll just mention some.··One, I still think the
14··views are very bad.··The Kihei-Makena plan says over and
15··over again that views are to be protected.··It may be a
16··state road or county road, the Kihei-Makena plan states
17··that.
18·· · · · · ·One option they have, and that's where
19··mitigation comes in, one would be to reduce the number of
20··units.··There's no magic to saying 158 units.··They could
21··go down to 95, 90, and keep it much lower for fewer units.
22··Because they have so much land up above that's already
23··zoned -- and I'll talk about that in a few minutes -- they
24··could move some of the taller buildings or more density up
25··above the road rather than doing it between the road and
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·1··the Makena Landing.
·2·· · · · · ·A second area where there's a problem, and
·3··that's with affordable housing.··We're arguing that they
·4··can use credits from Waiehu Kou -- Waiehu Kou, over there,
·5··but the Kihei-Makena plan very specifically says they
·6··should be used on site.··It doesn't say it can be taken by
·7··credits.··And the Kihei-Makena Community Plan trumps the
·8··Affordable Workforce Housing Ordinance.··In 2.80B, Maui
·9··County Code, it says that all agencies such as yours have
10··to be in compliance with the Community Plans.··And so this
11··would be a violation to use credits from outside the area
12··in this particular project.
13·· · · · · ·I would like you to turn to the very last page
14··that I have in front of you there, of the thing I handed
15··out to you.··The last page.··This is taken from the map
16··that you saw during their presentation where I put in all
17··of the lands which are already totally entitled, they have
18··Maui Island Plan, Community Plan and zoning already given
19··to them.··They could go ahead and start developing all of
20··those now.
21·· · · · · ·The only thing they have in some areas is a SMA.
22··But the SMA area up there does not require a EIS.··So this
23··will be the very last time that any kind of environmental
24··review will be taking place on an area which has a
25··42-year-old EIS done for it.
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·1·· · · · · ·I think it's very important for you to ask
·2··Maui -- excuse me -- ATC Makena to prepare an EIS for not
·3··only this 47-acre parcel, but the adjoining parcel,
·4··including these zoned -- already zoned areas because the
·5··cumulative impacts are going to be considerable.
·6·· · · · · ·This will be the last opportunity to get any
·7··kind of environmental review of these things.
·8·· · · · · ·Water quality was -- water was mentioned.··The
·9··water that they're going to take from Iao could, also, be
10··used in Central Maui.··And you should think in -- that, in
11··an EIS, they would say why it should be going to Makena
12··rather than using it for Central Maui.
13·· · · · · ·The County has 300 -- excuse me -- has 250
14··lots -- 250 units available on land that the County
15··already owns in Waiale area.··That's where water should be
16··going, not necessarily being transported for these homes
17··for the wealthy, for newcomers coming to Maui.··And making
18··no bones about it, this is for retirees with no children
19··who are going to be having second homes here.··They want
20··to bring water there rather than providing it for your
21··children and our grandchildren on land in and around the
22··Wailuku/Kahului area where we already have zoned land for
23··this particular use.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
25·· · · · · ·Director, you want to speak to that?
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·1·· · · · · ·Commissioner Hedani.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Okay.··Where does this map
·3··come from?
·4·· · · · · ·MR. MAYER:··There are two maps.··The next to the
·5··last one on the next to the last page came from a book
·6··handed out by Makena to the Community Advisory Committee.
·7··I was on that committee.··It was a map, on Page 34 of 35,
·8··that they showed -- and they were talking about their
·9··long-term development.··This is not something I put out,
10··this is from ATC Makena and Discovery Land, it's on the
11··book itself.··And I can provide the book to you if you
12··want to see it.··And they handed out to all members of the
13··advisory committee, very proudly, showing this is the
14··future of Makena.··This was done two years ago already.
15··And the -16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··On this map, generally -18··generally speaking on this map -19·· · · · · ·MR. MAYER:··Yes.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- the mustard-colored M
21··that's like -22·· · · · · ·MR. MAYER:··Let me turn -- let me turn to the
23··map, please.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··M would designate
25··multi-family, S -- S would designate single-family?
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. MAYER:··Correct.··S is single-family and
·2··M -- all the -- all these things that start with the
·3··letter M, M-2, M-4, M-7, et cetera, those are all
·4··multi-family.··And that's where I was saying that's where
·5··these tall buildings that are being put on this project
·6··should be located, above the road so we don't block the
·7··views on the highway, we keep the congruence with the
·8··Community Plan for South Maui.··And that's something that
·9··could be done.
10·· · · · · ·And an EIS would look at the overall thing.
11··That's -- and would do the right type of planning for that
12··whole area rather than doing one segment at a time, which
13··is what I think what they are trying to do.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Thank you.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Okay.
16·· · · · · ·MR. MAYER:··And I really do wish you would look
17··at this because this is -- this is all zoned already.
18··They can go ahead and put in 1,800 units total on these
19··lands.··Thank you.
20·· · · · · ·MS. DANA HALL:··Good afternoon, Commissioners.
21··My name is Dana Naone Hall.
22·· · · · · ·The planning process is not meant to be a moving
23··target, with certain projects reviewed through a prism of
24··bias and personal opinion.
25·· · · · · ·It has been disconcerting to hear two planners
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·1··from the Planning Department, one, the coastal zone
·2··management planner, weigh in, in their private capacities
·3··in person while trailing the vapors of their day jobs.
·4··I'm not objecting to their right to testify.··What I
·5··object to is their advocacy for the position that
·6··conflicts with the Kihei-Makena Community Plan, a duly
·7··adopted ordinance they should be upholding.
·8·· · · · · ·I testified and lobbied in favor of protecting
·9··the Old Makena Road contained in the Community Plan
10··because, unlike what occurred in Kaanapali and Wailea,
11··this old road maintained close-up ocean views.··Some of
12··these views had since been obstructed by a welter of gates
13··and walls that have been built along the road, past the
14··old Prince hotel, to protect the privacy of the new
15··single-family residents.··The view does not open up again
16··really until (Inaudible) Bay.
17·· · · · · ·Two specific objectives (inaudible) of the
18··Community Plan refer to Makena Road.··Item F, under
19··transportation, states, protect and preserve the
20··traditional rural scale and character of existing portions
21··of Old Makena Road in a manner similar to that existing at
22··Keawalai Church.··This provision stresses rural scale and
23··character (inaudible) at Keawalai Church.
24·· · · · · ·The second provision is found, fittingly, in
25··Item E, under Cultural Resources.··Formulate and adopt
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·1··rural and historic district roadway standards for the Old
·2··Makena Road to promote the (inaudible) historic landscapes
·3··and streetscapes in character with the region, so long as
·4··these standards are for public roadway purposes.··Makena
·5··Road shall be kept open for public use.
·6·· · · · · ·These provisions, coupled with the comments and
·7··some logic from the immediate Makena community, call for
·8··the location of the multi-family buildings closer to
·9··Makena Alanui than the placement of single-family
10··residences near Old Makena Road.··Importantly, this will
11··maintain the open feeling for Makena Landing.
12·· · · · · ·One last comment on this issue.··I find it very
13··strange that someone hired as a coastal zone management
14··planner has neglected to take into account the effects of
15··climate change on our shorelines.··Rising sea levels would
16··have a more disastrous effect on several-story
17··multi-family buildings than on single-family lots.··It may
18··take another 50 to 100 years, but do we really want
19··another situation like the one that exists at Honokowai
20··today?··The sea literally at the base of a building.
21·· · · · · ·In the past -- my deep involvement with Makena
22··began in 1983.··And I have continued to return to Makena
23··on an average once a week to this day.··My family and I
24··are among the earliest and continuing protectors of
25··Makena.··But it is interesting to hear people declare
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·1··their protector status today, as if we have been doing
·2··nothing all these years.
·3·· · · · · ·In the past two to three years, I have attended
·4··the Makena Advisory and Cultural Focus Group meetings.··My
·5··reluctance to do so is overcome by the realization that
·6··Discovery Land Company was unlike any other developer,
·7··(inaudible) in more than 30 years of land and cultural
·8··advocacy efforts.
·9·· · · · · ·I wasn't the only one won over by Discovery.··If
10··anyone thinks that Eddie Chang, Bobby (Inaudible) and Les
11··Kuloloio, among others, are pushovers, you just haven't
12··been had by an old goat lately.
13·· · · · · ·Thank you.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Okay.··Seeing none,
15··public testimony now closed.··We will take a 10-minute
16··recess and reconvene.
17·· · · · · · · · · ·(PUBLIC TESTIMONY CLOSED)
18·· · · · · ·(Recess.)
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Back to order.··We are now
20··questions from the Commission.··Commissioner Canto.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··I think the questions for
22··ATC Holdings.··There's -- I'm looking at a remaining land
23··and SMA line graphic image.··There's a little colored area
24··in blue.··What might that be?··I'm not -- I'm sure it's -25··it's (inaudible), is that -- is that -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··May I approach the table and I can
·2··look at it?
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Oh, okay.··It is -- okay.
·4··Okay.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Oh.··Yes.··Ed Divita with the
·6··applicant.··It is the HM property in blue.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Okay.
·8·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··The Makena Hotel property.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··All right.··Thank you.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioners?··Commissioner
11··Carnicelli.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Ed, I don't know if
13··this is for you or -- I'm gonna -- I wanna talk about
14··parking.··So whoever wants to address parking.
15·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Probably me.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Come, please.
17·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Hi.··Kaimi Judd.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Good.··I guess I
19··wanted to address a couple of things in regards to
20··parking.··One, I had the same, actually, line of thought
21··as the testifier Michael who came up.··And I believe you
22··got a copy of his -23·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··I did.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I, actually, go to
25··that place often.··I've been there three times with my
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·1··family between the last time and here.··So it's not quite
·2··often by some people's standards, but it's not like I go
·3··there infrequently.··And the fact that there is a ton of
·4··parking there -- I can't say a ton, but there's like 40
·5··spaces, as you said, 42 spaces, essentially.··And I don't
·6··even think that he's going south of -- you know, as far as
·7··on -- on the street parking.
·8·· · · · · ·My -- my -- my question is a couple of things.
·9··Why only on-street parking?··Because I kind of feel like
10··on-street parking is something that we should have, you
11··know, I mean, it's on the street.··Why is there no
12··additional parking like, say, on site.··And then the
13··last -- so that's my first question.
14·· · · · · ·My second question is regarding -- I believe Ed
15··spoke to one of the other parcels that you guys have has a
16··parking requirement attached to it for beach access.··And
17··is -- why is that not addressed now while we're dealing
18··with parking for locals at Makena Landing?··Okay?
19·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Got it.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Good.
21·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Maybe I'll answer your second
22··question, first.··Currently, there are -23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please identify yourself.
24·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Sorry.··Kaimi Judd with Makena.
25·· · · · · ·There are currently 116 parking stalls provided
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·1··in that three-quarter-mile stretch between Makena Landing
·2··and Maluaka Park.··31 at Makena Landing park; 25 right
·3··north of Maluaka, there's a comfort station there with
·4··bathrooms and showers; and, let's see, 50 in a parking lot
·5··to the south of Maluaka; and then some additional parking
·6··in that cul-de-sac, in that area.··Adding up to 116
·7··stalls.··These -- so that's part of your, maybe, context
·8··for your question.··The on-street parking that we studied,
·9··which -- which I showed earlier, and I think Pascoe came
10··up and talked about, was that we looked in those areas and
11··we did look with both our engineers and worked with the
12··County Highways Division to look at, you know, what is
13··possible with the shoreline setback site lines, the
14··right-of-way and the restrictions there.··And we did have
15··those 10 stalls that we showed and the 10 stalls on
16··Honoiki.
17·· · · · · ·And -- and to maybe the last part.··We can only
18··propose parking within the project area as far as what,
19··you know, we can talk about.··And then I talked about the
20··existing parking.
21·· · · · · ·Does that answer your question?
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Aloha, Kaimi.
24·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Aloha.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Okay.··So we're gonna
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·1··stick with parking subject now.··So I wanna first clarify,
·2··Makena Landing, land around that parking structure, what
·3··is Discovery's role in that whole area?··Do you guys have
·4··control of it?··Do you follow County rules, but you -- you
·5··guys are the caretakers of it?··If you want to just do it
·6··real quick, just try to grab that.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Yeah, it's a private land, but for
·8··public use.··So there are County park rules.··But ATC
·9··Makena is responsible for maintaining that park along with
10··Maluaka Park and these 116 stalls.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So the question is, are
12··you able to -- to put a restriction to not allow any
13··commercial parking inside that area, such as the vans, the
14··canoes, stuff like that, or is that under the Department
15··of DLNR?
16·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··There is a restriction by both parks
17··for no commercial activity on the park land.··DLNR
18··certainly has its area of enforcement, but it's not
19··regarding this project or this property.··But in the area
20··as far as shoreline.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Are you folks, as a -22··as -- as being the caretakers, are you guys able to have
23··any type of enforcement or take any with your security
24··guards if that does happen, or do you guys have to defer
25··to the DLNR?
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··It -- it certainly is not our ability
·2··to ticket people.··We have had some discussions.··And we
·3··try to, you know, work with the kayak folks there, the
·4··DLNR, Maui Police Department in the area to find some
·5··balance.··And, you know, so we're -- we're an advocate,
·6··you know, for the resource of the area, but it wouldn't be
·7··our area.
·8·· · · · · ·One thing I meant to also mention in the
·9··testimony -- sorry -- there were boulders that were shown.
10··That is not ATC Makena property.··Yeah.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So finish -- finish your
12··answer with -- it's -- it's -- you don't want to do it,
13··but you have the ability to do it?··Is -- we're looking
14··for parking spaces.
15·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Right.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And one way to get
17··parking spaces is to prohibit other people from using
18··those parking spaces and to leave it for open space.··And
19··so I'm trying to find an avenue to say if you guys are
20··able to enforce instead of the DLNR, that might be a
21··better way to open up more spaces than trying to find
22··different places for it.
23·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Sure.··I sort of understand your
24··question.··So we did, you know, study those -- those
25··spaces, the commercial activity that's not allowed at
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·1··Makena Landing I spoke about.··As far as these 20 spaces
·2··that we looked at the feasibility with the County, it's
·3··really up to the County, I believe it's Public Works, as
·4··to how they sign it and who's allowed to park there or
·5··not.··We -- we studied the -- as spoken earlier, the -·6··it's 20 feet for the edge parking, 22 feet widths.··So
·7··that's a standard parking stall.··It wouldn't allow for,
·8··say, a kayak trailer to come through there.··But it
·9··wouldn't be up to us to decide that or not.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Thank you.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··As a follow-up on parking, the
12··testifier, I think you got a copy of it, mentioned
13··something about 42 frequently used parking spaces, it
14··looks like focused in the area of Honoiki Street and down
15··Makena Keoneoio Road.··Can you -- can you comment on that,
16··see if we could possibly -- because I don't see that in
17··the plans, this potential parking space -- stalls.··So
18··you're removing those parking stalls?
19·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Well, I can tell you that we looked,
20··like I said, with our engineers, and the County standards
21··and, also, met with County Highways, that the 10 stalls, I
22··think he's seeing 11 could be along Honoiki, we came up
23··with 10.··We looked carefully along Keoneoio as far as the
24··shoreline setbacks, the site lines and, you know, the -25··the right-of-way in the area and the land that we actually
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·1··own and came up with 10 stalls in that area.··So we
·2··studied it with the professional planners and the County.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So what currently appear to be
·4··parking spots, you're saying, cannot be utilized from his
·5··map shown?
·6·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Yeah.··I can't speak to how he came
·7··up with the number of spaces.··It looks -- I mean,
·8··measured it off, but, you know, we had to consider all the
·9··engineering requirements and site lines and County
10··requirements, you know, that are enforced in the area.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Higashi.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Along the line of
13··parking, I'm glad that you -- you've created 10 more
14··parking space from your original plan.··The testifier that
15··came this morning and talked about additional parking,
16··when I asked the question how many more parking spaces
17··would you have if this development didn't go through now,
18··and he said about 40-something.··Which means that we were
19··like -- we were like 20-plus short if we take his
20··projection of how many public parking there is along the
21··road.··And I was looking at -- at his drawing.··You -- did
22··you see this?
23·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··I did.··Yeah.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Okay.··I notice that
25··there's -- there's a lot of green area.··I guess you wanna
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·1··provide a lot of green space area.··And I was wondering
·2··whether that particular -- because it's right along the
·3··road -·4·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Sure.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··-- could be widened wide
·6··enough so that you could have sidewalk and parking close
·7··to Makena Landing.··So as I looked at the map, I -- I
·8··don't know all the projection and dimensions, but -·9·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··If we could pull up the map of that
10··area -11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Yeah.
12·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··-- and -- and I could probably
13··more -- you know, this is obviously hard.··It doesn't have
14··the context of the road.··So it might be better for the
15··studies that our engineers did of that stretch.··Does that
16··make sense?
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··That main stretch
18··going -19·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Yeah, exactly.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··-- Makena Road?
21·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Uh-huh.··So, you know, we -- we -22··like I said, we went out there and looked at -- you know,
23··with our engineers and the County to look at what was
24··feasible in the area using those standards that I talked
25··about.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Right.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··20 feet for interior -- excuse me.
·3··20 feet for edge parking stalls -- so you can go to the
·4··next one, (Inaudible).··Then the next one.··So that's the
·5··area we're talking about, just for visual.··And then go to
·6··the next one.··Thank you.··So you can see the dotted line
·7··is the shoreline setback.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Right.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Which substantially creates, you
10··know, a challenge.··And you can't -- we -- we wouldn't be
11··allowed to -12·· · · · · ·On the right is our site line restrictions.··So
13··there's two spaces that can fit there.··And on the left
14··is -- is up -- you know, using the -- the area that you're
15··talking about, also putting in, you can see, the
16··pedestrian sidewalk in the area and moving retaining walls
17··to allow for those spaces is what we -18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··So my question is, can
19··that space be further in, inland, so that you could widen
20··the parking, provide parking space going toward the next
21··area?··I don't know.··That's -22·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··We would have to -- I'd say the
23··County right-of-way would be one consideration to have to
24··look at as far as what -- what's allowed in the area.
25·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Ed Divita with Discovery.··Faintly,
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·1··in the background, you can see the topography.··It's a
·2··very steep slope in that area.··And, also, the -- you can
·3··tell because the way the topography points upwards, that
·4··that means that there's a drainage in that area.··It's a
·5··very important drainage area.··And, actually, the -- the
·6··native area and the drainage area is an essential part of
·7··the low-impact development drainage aspects of the
·8··project.··So you have two engineering aspects that would
·9··have to be taken into consideration to try to move towards
10··mauka.··One would be the topography in the steep slope,
11··and the other one would be the drainage requirements.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··So how about -- how about
13··transferring over to Honoiki beyond the road that goes up,
14··you know, where you added the 10 additional parking?
15··Seemed like you could widen it so that you could have more
16··parking on both sides of the street.
17·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yes.··I under -- I understand the
18··question.··So it would require engineering study.··I think
19··we're -- we're open to doing engineering study.··I think
20··the subject of parking, already we offered to do
21··additional parking than what the standard is.··And then
22··we've, then again, found another 10 spaces.
23·· · · · · ·And as a part of the SMA process, we would be
24··prepared to do further study and investigation about
25··parking and work through that with you.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Would that also include
·2··sidewalk?
·3·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah, sidewalk is a part of that.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Oh, okay.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.··Uh-huh.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··For clarification, Ed, are you
·7··providing sidewalk along the whole -- I guess that would
·8··be southern makai side of the property throughout?
·9·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yes.··The yellow in that map is
10··sidewalk.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And -- sorry -- to extend on this
12··whole parking thing, would you be object to providing
13··additional parking in the form of a parking lot, say, just
14··mauka of the -- the Makena Keoneoio Road as some stated?
15··So what I'm seeing here from your map, Lot 11, 12, 13, 14
16··and 15, there's substantial open space there that it's
17··available -- if you want to pull up to that drawing -18··right in the front, that can -19·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··So, again, it's -- it would be much
20··easier if we were in the field and could see it, but the
21··dilemma is it's a very sleep slope.··It slopes up steeply.
22··And I think, in some of the renderings, you can probably
23··see that, that we showed earlier, because we did have a
24··rendering that pointed in that direction.··But there's
25··a -- there's a narrow level area at the bottom, adjacent
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·1··to the road, and then the slope slopes up quite
·2··substantially in that area.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So your plan here, are you just
·4··gonna keep that -- those areas greenway -·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yes.··Yeah.··As a matter -·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··-- landscaped -·7·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yes.··That's -- that's the plan.
·8··As a matter of fact, we've already started discussions
·9··with the Hawaii Island Land Trust about the possibility of
10··putting those open spaces into a -- a permanent
11··preservation.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··So you're -- it's sure that
13··the building is not gonna -- what, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, I
14··guess 16, 17, 18 are gonna be substantially mauka.
15·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··That's correct.··They're proposed
16··to be on the -- on the building envelopes which are the
17··lighter color -18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.
19·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··-- in the map.··That's where we
20··would keep the buildings.··And it would not be allowed to
21··extend into the green area.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Thank you.
23·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah, part of the buffer and the
24··preservation.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I lost my place in my
·2··notes here.··Hang on.··So, Kaimi, if you could please come
·3··back for me here.··So I'm sorry if I'm a little -- I'm a
·4··little bit slow, so you're going to have to walk through
·5··this slowly with me.··We have no on-site parking at all,
·6··but you're saying we have 116 stalls.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··In the area.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··So that's just that map that was up
10··earlier.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Right.··So if we could go
12··back to that map.··And let's go back -- and I'm sorry,
13··again, I'm slow, so let's just -- and I know that it's
14··already 3:30, but let's count 'em.
15·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Sure.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And it's not that I
17··don't trust you.··Okay.··So if we go to 1, which is Makena
18··Landing, what does that say?··My -19·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··31 stalls -20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··31 stalls.··Okay.
21··So -22·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··-- in the landing part.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So hang on.
24·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Uh-huh.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··31 stalls there.··And
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·1··you said that -- now, is that being included in your
·2··requirements, when you said you have parking requirements?
·3··I mean, because that's part of our job here, right, is to
·4··make sure that beach access and, you know, the public's
·5··ability to enjoy this area -·6·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Right.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··-- remains.··So that's
·8··part of my job.··So are you including these 31 stalls as
·9··something that you're including in your new development?
10·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··It exists today.··It's -11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Well, I know it
12··exists.
13·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Yeah.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··But -- okay, we'll
15··just go from that, then.
16·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Right.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So we got 31 stalls
18··there.
19·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··We're not counting it as parking for
20··this project, so to speak, if that's what you're saying,
21··as a satisfaction of -22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
23·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··-- this project we're presenting
24··today.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··It's not.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So then we go to
·3··Number 2, which that's the parking that's just above the
·4··church?
·5·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Correct.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··So that's 21 -·7··25 stalls.··So now you're going all the way across the
·8··other side of the resort, right?
·9·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··The road ends just there at a
10··cul-de-sac.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Right.··It goes to the
12··cul-de-sac and there's four parking stalls that were
13··(inaudible) in front of those little condos there in the
14··turnaround in the cul-de-sac.
15·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··10.··Yeah, 10 stalls there.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Actually, there's only
17··four.··I was just there a couple days ago.
18·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··Kaimi?
19·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Oh, I'm sorry.··That is not our
20··project.··That area -21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Right, that's not.
22·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··-- right there where the cursor is,
23··is not our project.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Right.··And then
25··there's a couple that people kind of poached.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Uh-huh.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So we go across.··And
·3··we're going, okay, then there's 10 stalls all the way -·4··like not even a part of like anywhere near this, it's
·5··across the other side of Makena.··You have to actually
·6··drive up, over and around and back and down and over to
·7··get to that.
·8·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··That's where the Maluaka park people
·9··that go -10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Right.
11·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··-- to the beach there, that's their
12··common access point from -- from there, parking and
13··access.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Right.··Very familiar
15··with that area.
16·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Uh-huh.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And then we got -- and
18··then you got the auxiliary parking to that 10 stalls
19··there, that are another 50 stalls?
20·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Right.··What's not shown here is,
21··also, in the SMA, which some of these Commissioners were
22··involved in for the HM approval, were 10 additional stalls
23··on the HM project.··So while they don't exist today
24··because it's construction, you know, area -25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Right.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Once it is completed, there will be
·2··an additional 10 stalls.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Where will those be
·4··located?
·5·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··They're -- they're just mauka left of
·6··the left side of the hotel, if that's makes sense.··So in
·7··the HM project -- yeah, thank you, Brad.··Right in that
·8··area there.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
10·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··And in near proximity similar to
11··that -12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And those -13·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··-- Maluaka.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And those -- you'll
15··access those from up top?
16·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Correct.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
18·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··And then the trail down along the
19··property to the beach.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··So we've got
21··M-5, M-6, S-7.··What we're doing is we're adding 20 on -22··20 stalls on the road is what we're doing.··So -23·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··That's -24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··That's all what exists
25··now.··We just covered that.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Okay.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So of this new project
·3··that's going in, you're giving us 20 on-street parking
·4··stalls?
·5·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··That's what we proposed, yes.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··All right.··And
·7··nothing on site?
·8·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Nothing on the -- other than -·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Well, I mean of what
10··you're looking -11·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Yeah.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··You know like when you
13··did -- we have our designs -- and we'll get to all the
14··designs and everything like that.
15·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Right.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··But part of your
17··designs were not to give any -- any parking on the
18··project.
19·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Other than within the retail village.
20··Of course, there would be public coming down to frequent
21··those areas, go to the cultural historic site.··So not
22··counting those parking stalls.··This is really looking at
23··close proximity to the beaches.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Oh.
25·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Yeah.··So that would bring the total
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·1··to 146.··The 20 that we talked about today, the 10 on the
·2··HM as part of the SMA condition, and the 116 that exists
·3··today, would be 146 maintained by ATC Makena for that
·4··area, for the beaches in that area.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So how many
·6··handicapped parking stalls do we have, say, at -- in
·7··Number 1 and Number 2 and over at Number 3?
·8·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··Yeah, there's the calculation.··I
·9··couldn't tell you, maybe Adrienne could, from ATA, but
10··there's a calculation on the required ADA stalls within
11··those.··So I couldn't tell you offhand right now, but it's
12··within those stalls there, I believe.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··What's the ratio,
14··Adrienne, on ADA stalls?
15·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Excuse me.··If I could clarify.
16··It's Ed.··So within the retail village, there's public
17··parking.··And there's trails down to the beach from the
18··public parking at the retail village as well.··We're
19··gathering the information from the application as to how
20··many there are being provided as well as part of the
21··application.··We'll get that to you.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··Thanks, Ed.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Higashi.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··I need -- I need a little
25··assistance here.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Okay.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··I have two maps that
·3··shows public -- I mean parking for your guests.··And they
·4··don't jive and so I need some help.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Okay.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··The one on proposed
·7··Makena M-5, M-6, S-7, the Final Environmental
·8··Assessment -·9·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Uh-huh.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··-- the numbers with that
11··versus the draft assessment.··So am I gonna take the final
12··rather than the draft?
13·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··In this Final EA?··On this -- on
14··our project, yeah.··So I may have misunderstood the
15··question.··I think -- one of Commissioner Carnicelli's
16··questions, I believe, was more specifically about on-site
17··parking for beachgoers and public.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Oh.
19·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Is that correct?
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··That's where I was
21··going.
22·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··That's where you were headed.··And
23··I think, Commissioner Higashi, you're asking about overall
24··parking on the whole project area that's proposed.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Yes.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Is that correct?
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Right now.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.··So I believe, in the Final
·4··EA, it's at 401 stalls total.··I'm sorry.··405.··And
·5··that's a calculation based on requirements, you know,
·6··for -·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··That's why -·8·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··-- occupancy, et cetera.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··-- I have 162 on one and
10··I have 164 on another.
11·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Okay.
12·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··You got to speak into the
13··mic.
14·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.··I'm sorry.··These are -15··these are, obviously, very specific questions.··I don't
16··have that at the top of my head as far as how many stalls
17··there would be for the project, which is basically
18··following -19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··That's why I -20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Higashi, can you speak
21··into the mic, please?··Thank you.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··I was -- I was just
23··thinking, one is a final and the other is a draft.
24·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··It would be the final.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··So it would be the final?
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.··Is what -- what would -·2··what would be within -- what we're disclosing as far as
·3··the parking stalls, which follow, you know, again, the
·4··planning requirements.··So, for example, on M-5, there's
·5··142 parking spaces that would be provided on property,
·6··but, again, not -- these aren't talking about these stalls
·7··that we're talking about today along the shoreline or
·8··along the roads.··And then 136 for M-6 and S-7.··And for
·9··B-2, 127 spaces.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Well, the way I
11··calculated, according to your drawing, was that Area 9,
12··10, 11 and 15, you have 104 parking, and the underground,
13··17 and 18, you have 40.··So you come to a total of 144
14··parking.
15·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Probably for that parcel area.··Not
16··the entire -17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··That's your final?
18·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··With -- with, of course,
20··the 10 public parking -21·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··-- that you have.
23·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··I'm not sure what you're looking at
24··there.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··This is -- this is the
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·1··proposal.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Right.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Final Environmental
·4··Assessment site.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··It -- I would -- I think it may be
·6··broken up because of their separate parcels, that the
·7··total is a little more.··Sure.··Yeah.··Okay.
·8·· · · · · ·Go ahead, Mark, we can clarify.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··Mark Roy with Munekiyo & Hiraga.
10··We're the planning consultants involved in the preparation
11··of the Final EA.
12·· · · · · ·To clarify Commissioner's question, in terms of
13··off-street parking requirements, parking requirements for
14··the proposed uses on the project -15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Well, this is
16··specifically for your guests.
17·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··Right.··Right.··So for the entire
18··project site, the 47 acres that we talked about today,
19··there's a total of 405 parking stalls provided on site.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Did you say 400?
21·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··405.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··How did you come up with
23··that total?
24·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··So it's -- it's a process of working
25··with the County of Maui, division of -- just the Zoning
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·1··Division.··And they assign parking requirements per
·2··individual uses that are proposed on the project site.··So
·3··we, actually, very early on, went in and sat down with the
·4··Planning Department staff and showed them the site plan
·5··and came up with a preliminary parking analysis for the
·6··project.··So you identify all of the various uses, like
·7··multi-family, single-family, commercial, and then you
·8··tally up all of the individual parking requirements.··And
·9··it gives you a total parking number required on site.··And
10··so that -- that number, on a preliminary basis, at this
11··point is 405 stalls.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··So we don't have that
13··number?
14·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··You do.··It's in the document.··It's
15··in the Final EA.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··It's in the final?
17·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··Yes, in the final.··It's in Chapter 1
18··of the Final EA.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Show me.··I mean -20·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··I absolutely can.··Yes.··Chair, is it
21··okay if I just show Commissioner Higashi?··Page 6.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Right.
23·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··You've got (inaudible) 142.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Do you have a map that
25··shows that?
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··It doesn't show the individual parking
·2··spaces.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··That's what I was looking
·4··for.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··Yeah.··It just shows the number of -·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Yeah.··I know.··I see
·7··numbers.··What I'm trying to think is -- what I'm trying
·8··to say is that you don't have any diagram that shows 500
·9··parking space or available parking.··You have 144.··And
10··these are specifically only for the guests in the facility
11··itself or next to the facility.··But you asked -- you said
12··you had 500.
13·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··405.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Oh, 400 and -15·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··I can't hear you, Mark.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's okay.··Let's please approach
17··the podium.
18·· · · · · ·Commissioner Higashi, did you get your question
19··answered?
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··No.··No, sir.··I still
21··trying to figure out how he got 400.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Thank you.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··I only got 144.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Please don't call me sir.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··You can move on and go to
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·1··the next one.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You guys want to ask another
·3··question?··No question?··Commissioner -- you want to say
·4··something, Wayne?··Commissioner Hedani.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··First of all, I wanted to
·6··say thank you for the view plane analysis that you folks
·7··went to.··I'm impressed that you folks produced a document
·8··this comprehensive in that short of time, over a six-week
·9··period, specifically addressing that.··So I appreciate
10··the -- I appreciate the effort that you folks went
11··through.
12·· · · · · ·I believe there's some errors in it which need
13··to be corrected, or it should be corrected.··In one view
14··analysis, the placement of the building was on the left
15··when it should be on the right.
16·· · · · · ·And my overall comment was that I thought both
17··the -- the density dispersal as well as the view
18··enhancement plans greatly improved the project.··I thought
19··it greatly improved the project.
20·· · · · · ·And the last general comment that I had was I
21··thought that if you -- because the buildings as they're
22··placed are placed essentially parallel to the road, if you
23··turn the buildings so they are perpendicular to the road,
24··you would have views from both sides of the building where
25··you could double-load the building, essentially, on -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1··with units on both sides.··And you would reduce -- you
·2··would expand the view corridors from the roadway to the
·3··ocean by lessening the width of the building when looking
·4··makai, as a general -- general comment.
·5·· · · · · ·As I indicated earlier, I thought that the
·6··density distribution alternative -- when -- when I got
·7··this and I started going through it, I got all excited
·8··because I looked at the density distribution alternative
·9··and I went, wow, that actually works, except, at the end
10··of the proposal, the idea was to discard all of that and
11··go back generally to the original plan with some
12··modifications.
13·· · · · · ·And what I indicated to Jim Buika was I kind of
14··agreed that the density distribution plan, from my
15··perspective, held the most promise in terms of
16··establishing and maintaining the widest amount of view
17··corridors from the public highway, Makena Alanui, to the
18··ocean.
19·· · · · · ·Some of these are just comments, basically.
20·· · · · · ·When you folks came up with this perspective of
21··the project, my comment here was, "This is the goal,"
22··where the project exists and the view to the ocean is
23··preserved.
24·· · · · · ·My comment here -- this is View H, Density
25··Distribution View H -- is that this is what we're trying
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·1··to avoid, where, when you look makai from Makena Alanui
·2··Road, what you see is a very tall building, a little
·3··glimpse of the ocean, where something like this possibly
·4··could be created.
·5·· · · · · ·This is a copy of your View Enhancement View A.
·6··And View A on your view enhancement, I believe, shows
·7··Building M on the right.··So if this is Building M, then
·8··it should be in this location over here in the rendition.
·9··So it's in the wrong location.
10·· · · · · ·This is where View A is demonstrated on your
11··site plan.··And it would show Building N on the left and
12··Building M on the right when you're looking makai.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani, can you refer
14··to the page number?··The View Enhance -- title?
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··It's titled View
16··Enhancement Plan Alternative.··So it's their overall site
17··plan for that alternative.
18·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··This is Ed Divita.··Mr. Hedani,
19··would you like me to address that comment or wait until
20··all of the comments?
21·· · · · · ·Okay.··On the View A, Building M is actually on
22··the right.··In the view enhancement alternative, it's a
23··lower building as is L and K.··So they're very low.··And
24··you can see over the tops of them.··The building you see
25··on the left is the retail building.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··That's the retail
·2··building?
·3·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··That's the retail building,
·4··correct.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Okay.··My little sticky
·6··tab over here says Building M, question mark, because
·7··it's -- it's -·8·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.··And so M is -- M is,
·9··actually, on the right.··It's one of the three, K, L and
10··M, that were lowered so that you can see over them.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Okay.
12·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··And that's the concept of the view
13··enhancement.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I think that's fantastic.
15··If you can get the building to have that kind of a profile
16··as you're looking makai from the roadway, then -- and the
17··question -- the logical next question I would have is that
18··can you do the same thing to the rest of the buildings?
19·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··So -- so that was the dilemma.
20··Okay.··So we -- by -- by studying the -- the density
21··distribution concepts, we found that location was
22··particularly applicable to taking advantage of getting -23··enhancing views by using shorter buildings because the
24··topography drops off substantially from Makena Alanui Road
25··in that area.··However, in other areas of Makena Alanui,
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·1··in fact, most other areas, the topography often is higher
·2··than the road, in some cases nearly level, adjacent to the
·3··-- to the road.··So putting shorter buildings doesn't help
·4··in most of the other areas.
·5·· · · · · ·Those -- these three buildings, actually,
·6··substantially opened up a view corridor that's not there
·7··today, if you go and drive out there.··Like the picture
·8··that -- that you see there.··So that was one of the -- I
·9··think that was one of the great things that we learned
10··from the -- the density distribution exercise.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I am going to follow up with a
12··question real quick since we're on this.··You had, in your
13··presentation, talked about workforce housing.··Are you
14··referring to Buildings K, L, M that we're discussing right
15··now?
16·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··That's correct.··Yes.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So can you elaborate on what, in
18··effect, you're doing specifically?··You're saying that's
19··provided for the workers.
20·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··During construction and in
22··perpetuity, you're gonna be using it for workforce
23··housing?
24·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Sure.··Yes.··Yeah.··The idea is to
25··model that workforce housing using the Maui County
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·1··Workforce Housing Code.··I may have the wrong terminology.
·2··Policy.··Yeah.··Thank you.··Using the Maui County policy
·3··with -- with one small refinement.··So what we would like
·4··to do is make it workforce housing, have it fully conform
·5··to the standards, but we wanna make it for -- specifically
·6··for workers at the project so that it can really be an
·7··advantage.··This is workforce housing that would be in
·8··supplement to the credits that we discussed otherwise.
·9··And we would make -- set it up so that it would be
10··workforce housing for employees of the project in
11··perpetuity.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Are you saying that it will be
13··something they would pay reasonable rent, lease for, that
14··you would -15·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.··The -- what we're -- what we
16··wanna do is have it conform to the -- to the Workforce
17··Housing Policy and have it be affordable.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And how many units are we talking
19··about?
20·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Four -- four supplemental units,
21··yeah.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Three buildings, each how many
23··units total?
24·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.··Two -- two of the buildings
25··would have workforce housing units and each of those two
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·1··buildings would have two.··So the workforce housing would
·2··be integrated with the market housing.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
·4·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··It would be very similar.··It would
·5··just be some would be designated as workforce and some
·6··would be market.··We'd be -- we would be -- what we're
·7··proposing is we would reduce the number of market housing
·8··units by four and -- and have those be workforce housing
·9··units.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Duvauchelle.
11·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··So they will be
12··affordable rentals, they're not going to be for sale?
13·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Correct.··Because one of the
14··reasons that we -- our -- our concept was to have them be
15··rentals so that they would be affordable in perpetuity.
16·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··And probably based on
17··HUD guidelines for salary or income -18·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Correct.
19·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··-- the rents?
20·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah, income qualified.
21·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Income qualified, okay.
22·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
23·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Thank you.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I'm gonna probably put
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·1··you guys on the spot on this one.··Do you know what
·2··qualifications -- what range you're gonna hit in that?
·3··Since it's affordable rentals, you know which bracket of
·4··AMI you guys are going to try to hit yet?
·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··I don't know the answer, but we can
·6··get you an answer.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··That's okay.··It's -·8··it's not super critical.··I just didn't know.··Okay.
·9··Thank you.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I'm sorry to -- just to clarify,
11··each of these buildings have how many units per?
12·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Six, I believe.··Hold on just a
13··second.··Yeah.··Allow me to bring up our land planner who
14··did the layout, Don Vita.
15·· · · · · ·MR. VITA:··Good afternoon, Members of the
16··Commission.··Don Vita, VITA Planning & Landscape
17··Architecture.
18·· · · · · ·And just a little clarify -- clarification on
19··Buildings K, L and M, what's in them.··Buildings K and L
20··are six units each and they're market rate.··They're two
21··floors.··Building M is, also, two floors.··The top floor
22··is three market rate units and the bottom floor is four
23··affordable units.··So all the affordable units are located
24··in Building M as the plan is envisioned right now.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··You're a landscape
·2··engineer?··No, yes?
·3·· · · · · ·MR. VITA:··Landscape architect.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Landscape architect,
·5··dang it.··Okay.
·6·· · · · · ·SPEAKER:··Close enough.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Of the existing
·8··landscape that's there now, what's staying?
·9·· · · · · ·MR. VITA:··We can look at the irrigation plan.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Is there anything -11··are you going to go out there and put little yellow
12··ribbons on trees that we're going to go around and like
13··say, okay, this one stays, that one doesn't stay?
14·· · · · · ·MR. VITA:··There are large areas of
15··undisturbed -- what is out there now that will be left
16··undisturbed.··So we wouldn't, actually, rope off the
17··entire area, but there are areas that would be undisturbed
18··and left in their existing condition.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And do we have that
20··picture?
21·· · · · · ·MR. VITA:··We -- as to what that area actually
22··looks like, you're saying?
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yeah, what areas they
24··are.
25·· · · · · ·MR. VITA:··Yes.··On the irrigation plan, it's
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·1··clearly indicated.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··Could you bring
·3··that back up for me then, please?··I guess I wasn't aware
·4··of what I was looking at.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. VITA:··I don't -- I don't think that would
·6··show it in this particular presentation.··It's a backup
·7··slide.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. VITA:··So this is the proposed irrigation
10··for the entire project.··The yellow areas that you see
11··there would be left undisturbed in their existing
12··condition.··So that is mostly grasses and kiawe, for the
13··most part.··The -- most of the shaded areas that you see
14··in gray, the hatched areas, would be mostly native
15··plantings that we would -- we would install.··And then
16··there would be a little -- a little bit of what we would
17··call more intensive irrigated areas just around the
18··buildings themselves.··But for the majority of the
19··project, it's either existing condition or mostly native
20··planting.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So I'm gonna hop on
22··that into something that, to me, is very relative to this
23··and relevant to this conversation.··And that is when we
24··start talking about preserving view corridors, we start
25··talking about what's existing.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. VITA:··Uh-huh.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··What's existing along
·3··Alanui Road is all going away, for the most part.··So all
·4··of that -- that view that's being blocked right now by
·5··kiawe is all getting bulldozed out of there, anyways.··So
·6··when we're talking about preserving view corridors, that's
·7··the part that I have a hard time with.··Because what we
·8··could do is -- are we setting a precedence right now where
·9··somebody can own a piece of property, build a -- and I'm
10··going to a hypothetical -- build a -- or grow bamboo 30
11··feet tall all along there and then come in for an
12··application and saying, well, this is what exists now and
13··we're preserving what exists now.··So that's the part that
14··I'm having -- because, again, part of what our -- we're
15··tasked with is -- you know, as some of the testifiers
16··said, 30, 40, 50 years from now, when my daughter's you
17··know, an old lady, is she gonna know what this is like
18··now, when all we're doing is saying, okay, we gotta
19··preserve the view of the scrub brush.
20·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··So the -- I understand your -- your
21··question and comment, and take it to heart.··We -- we have
22··not planted anything on the site since coming in, you
23··know, anything like the bamboo or anything of that nature.
24··It is indeed the existing condition.··And the rules -25··when you're doing environmental assessment, the rules are
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·1··that you look at the site in its existing state.··That's
·2··the -- that's the methodology that's prescribed by the
·3··OEQC and the -- and the rules that we've been following.
·4··So that's why we analyze it from that perspective.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··This is for you, Ed,
·7··please.··First, I'd like to say this is tough for any
·8··developer to have to do this type of process where we
·9··start talking about your project at 3:00, after being here
10··for three times, and us not having enough time to talk.··I
11··wish there was a better way.··Maybe we go through this
12··three times and then we get the -- when everybody sees the
13··final that we think is okay, then they do testimony, then
14··we vote.··I don't know, but this -- this system doesn't
15··work for anybody.··But let's go.
16·· · · · · ·On top of your project, on the right side of
17··your project, which is where the beach and the hotel is,
18··is there any more development -- develop -- develop -19··available land or is that considered conservation?··Let's
20··pull back the big picture.··You know, you got your big -21··your big map that you showed us.··Okay.··Thank you.··Yes,
22··that's the one.··So everything that is not your property,
23··is any -- any other places besides your property
24··developable?
25·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Lands owned by others.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··So you see on the
·2··right side, yeah, I'm just -- I'm just going, you know,
·3··towards -- towards Kipahulu way.··So, yeah, the cinder
·4··cone, right, you have the point there.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So all that area.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··That's not Makena land.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··I'm not saying.
·9··Is -- is anything toward the right, as we look past the
10··golf courses and (inaudible), is any of that developable
11··or did that all become conservation?··Are you guys the
12··last threshold from conservation?
13·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··No.··I believe there's -- there's
14··developable land out there.··I'm not a expert in it, I
15··haven't analyzed it, but there -- there's land out there.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··There's land above them
17··that's to the right of them that's developable -18·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··To the right.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··-- land?
20·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··To the -- to the -- along -- like
21··if you -22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Oh.
23·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··-- drive out towards -24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Besides their property
25··is what I'm asking.··Besides their property.··Not -- not
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·1··this project, your whole -- you know, you guys have the
·2··vast amount of land.··So besides your land, is there any
·3··other developable on -- on that -- in this vicinity?
·4·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··I don't know the answer to that.
·5··Perhaps the Planning Department knows.··There's lots of
·6··parcels out there and there's homes out there and there's
·7··vacant parcels.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Small acreage or any
·9··large tracts?
10·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··No, there are not large
11··tracts.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Director.
13·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··There are not large tracts of
14··developable land out there.··There are some smaller ones,
15··mostly designated for rural or something like that.
16··Pretty much the -- the resort is -- I can't say it's the
17··end.··There's a -- one of the things that -- that was gone
18··through during the slide presentation was -- when it was
19··explained -- it's actually -- it's Number G, Exhibit G in
20··the -- in the document that was handed out.··And it was a
21··discussion of their 10-year plan and it shows all of their
22··lands, it shows what's inside of the growth boundary,
23··what's outside of the growth boundary.··And -- and it's
24··a -- it's a progressive sequence of slides outside of the
25··growth boundary, things that are in the Ag District.··And
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·1··so, basically, it boils down to what is pretty much
·2··entitled.
·3·· · · · · ·The very last slide that says remaining lands
·4··and SMA line, that shows you pretty much (inaudible) ATC
·5··Holdings that could be developed.
·6·· · · · · ·And I -- and I also should comment, while we're
·7··looking at this, you can see the green dotted line on
·8··that.··That's where the Special Management Area is.··So
·9··when -- with all due respect to the testifier, when
10··someone testifies that there is no additional
11··environmental review of developable lands, all of these
12··areas shown on this map are within the Special Management
13··Area or touch on the Special Management Area, and, as you
14··know, the SMA is entirely an environmental review.··You
15··know, they're gonna have to deal with drainage, they're
16··gonna have to do -- deal with archaeology and have to deal
17··with all the things that we have been discussing here.··So
18··there's gonna be plenty of environmental review.
19·· · · · · ·And in addition, there's all -- there's
20··different triggers for other EAs and EISs.··It could be
21··roadway improvement, use of County lands or something like
22··that.··So there's -- there's going to be a number of
23··triggers years from now that are going to dictate
24··additional environmental review.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Director, just to clarify, you mean
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·1··everything makai of the dotted line, right?
·2·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··That's correct.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So I know this is Q&A
·5··time for them, but I just have question for you in that
·6··regard, then, Director.··Is -- I get that this is a
·7··stand-alone project.··So when we start talking about these
·8··other yellow squares, you know, they're not a part of what
·9··we're making a decision on today?
10·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··That's correct.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··However, comma, if I
12··look at Kapalua, we built the Kapalua Bay Hotel, no
13··impact.··Right.··There wasn't significant impact enough to
14··change the road.··Then we built the Ritz.··And there
15··wasn't significant impact just for that one particular
16··project to actually make that project do the road.··Then
17··we did the Kaanapali Alii.··Then we did, you know, the
18··Westin.··And any one of those wasn't enough.··So what I'm
19··asking is, if you said sometimes there's a trigger, just
20··in what you just said, sometimes there's a trigger, at
21··what point in time, when we start talking about traffic,
22··is -- does -- is there a straw that breaks the camel's
23··back like, okay, this one finally tips the scale?··Like
24··what's the trigger for that?··Because the Piilani could
25··end up like the Honoapiilani real easily.
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·1·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Uh-huh.··I think that -- well,
·2··this will -- this will sound -- because there's a -·3··there's a couple of answers to that.··One, when you do
·4··your -- when you do your SMA studies and your peak traffic
·5··studies, you have to account for cumulative.··So if
·6··there's -- if there's another project that comes along,
·7··they're going to have to go, okay, well, you know, the HM
·8··parcel does this, the -- the property that's before the
·9··Commission right now, you know, we know how much that's
10··going to generate, we expect this other one to generate,
11··they'll account for all of that.··And then, at that point,
12··it's gonna be up to that commission at that time to go,
13··wait, that's too much or, no, you can do that.
14·· · · · · ·You know, to -- to -- to try to account for all
15··that right now is incredibly speculative.··I know their -16··their attorney addressed that at one point.··I think he
17··termed it an imaginary project.··You know, you -- there's
18··nothing -- there's nothing specific planned.··You don't
19··know how many units, you don't know how many -- I mean -20··I mean, you don't know the density, you haven't done the
21··archaeological studies, you don't know what's gonna be
22··preserved, you don't know if there's native species on the
23··property that need to be preserved.··I mean, there's no
24··way you can make a realistic assessment of the rest of the
25··these properties and that.
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·1·· · · · · ·So that's -- I'm not trying to kick the can down
·2··the road, but those -- those projects are not before this
·3··body right now.··It's just this one.··And they're
·4··addressing it accordingly.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I guess what I was
·7··trying to get to is I think the reason why there's so much
·8··input and so much anxiety because people understand that
·9··this is the last parcel that's not developed.··And I think
10··that's why there's so much care being taken care of.··And
11··I think that's why you guys are being treated a little bit
12··differently than the rest that come before.··And I think
13··you understand that, too.··So it's not that against
14··Discovery, it's just we gotta be real careful because -15··because this is kind of it.
16·· · · · · ·There was a lot of testifiers today that -- that
17··says that, you know, you guys are the best people to
18··develop this project and that's inevitable.··I'm not -19··I'm not one that thinks anything is inevitable except
20··death.··Even taxes, some people cheat at.··We have a
21··president that shows us that.··So -- but -- but -- but -22··but I do think it's plausible.··I think it's plausible at
23··the right way.··I don't think it's undoable.··But I -- but
24··I wanna get away from us saying that's inevitable because
25··that's a dangerous thought that, well, we're gonna -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1··we're gonna develop this no matter what, we just gotta
·2··find how little bit.··And once it's plausible, we gotta
·3··develop this the correct way to make sure that all things
·4··is considered.··And that's what I'm trying to accomplish
·5··with you guys.··And I'm not trying to stop the project,
·6··but I wanna make sure that it's right.
·7·· · · · · ·And I wanna go down just a couple lists so I can
·8··get through my (inaudible) and I'll let somebody else go.
·9·· · · · · ·Number one, the site lines.··I agree with
10··Commissioner Hedani.··I thought you guys did a great job
11··with the -- with the project and where you brought those
12··homes down.··The other half, I thought you guys did a -13··not too good a job.··I don't think it's -- I don't think
14··it's inevitable that you have to have a 60-story building.
15··I think you can reduce your project, if you want, it's up
16··to you and how your dollars pan out.··I don't think we
17··need that.··I think we could have all house lots and no
18··two or three stories, but that's up to you guys.··But I
19··still think you have -- you have a problem with HRS 205A
20··with the site lines.··It's -- it's in the code.··We have
21··to follow it.··And that's my feelings on Number One.
22·· · · · · ·Number Two, it's unfortunate that our -- our -23··our AIS people didn't have meetings.··So we don't have any
24··data on that.
25·· · · · · ·I (inaudible) to my former Commissioners and
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·1··I'll probably take their word for it that they been
·2··through it a couple times, Mr. Lay and Mr. U`u.··And I
·3··don't have a concern with that anymore.··So I think it's
·4··really good.
·5·· · · · · ·Number three, the beach parking, you know, I
·6··think the -- I think you guys are trying to -- trying to
·7··put parking where -- where, I think, it's already a
·8··burdened area.··The photos you showed at Makena Landing,
·9··there's sand all out in the parking lot, the place is not
10··even kept up.··I mean, I went there, I didn't want to stop
11··and go there because I don't think it was a very nice
12··beach park.··Unfortunately it's being overused.··And I
13··think those 10 stalls there are gonna make it worse.
14··That's why I try to comment, I'm trying to take away the
15··commercial element to maybe people that actually care will
16··use it instead of people just dragging things, trying to
17··get out of the van and doing that sort of stuff.··I
18··actually think I wish you guys would give more stalls to
19··that big long sand beach on the right side that everybody
20··could go to and some more cheaper parking there.··I think
21··that's where, I think, the need of the community would
22··be -- would be greatly enhanced.
23·· · · · · ·And I think that park that you guys gonna have
24··your cultural part, I think that's a fantastic area for
25··families.··And I think we should be focusing more on
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·1··trying to add area instead of trying to fit in a couple
·2··stalls.··My opinion on that.
·3·· · · · · ·Affordable housing.··I think Mr. Dowling did the
·4··Hawaiians a favor when he decided to put some Hawaiian
·5··Homes and he went with DHL and he got those houses at
·6··Waiehu Kou.··You know, lucky for us he did it before this
·7··project, you know.··Unlucky for him he did it before this
·8··project.
·9·· · · · · ·That's my top four.··I guess we can go to the
10··next.··Thank you.
11·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··I would -- I would like to address
12··one of the points.··And I appreciate the comments.··It's
13··just with regards to HRS 205A.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
15·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··First off, we do think the view
16··corridors are incredibly important and we've been focused
17··on 'em.··And we've studied the site and walked it
18··thoroughly and analyzed what the view corridors look like
19··today.··And we really do believe that our -- our studies
20··show and we really do believe because of the walking that
21··we've down out there that, by implementing this project in
22··the manner we are, we'll be creating view corridors that
23··are much wider and better than what's existing out there
24··today for a person who drives up and down the road.··I
25··feel like we have the backup that supports that.
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·1·· · · · · ·In addition, in 205A, it's the -- the statement
·2··that was read off by one of the community members was that
·3··the authority shall seek to minimize, where reasonable,
·4··any development which would substantially interfere with
·5··or detract from the line of sight towards the sea from the
·6··state highway nearest to the coast.··And Makena Alanui is
·7··not a state highway.··And, nonetheless, we respect it and
·8··we're going beyond even what the requirements would be.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I just wanna piggyback on a comment
10··Commissioner Robinson made.··I, too, agree that the
11··parking situation by the long stretch of sand beach south
12··of that area should -- the parking should be enhanced and
13··expanded, for sure, because that's definitely a much nicer
14··beach.··And I know this is not part of this application
15··right now and, ultimately, will come back to SMA, you
16··know, we -- this body can address it.
17·· · · · · ·I have another question regarding, actually, the
18··point that was brought up by one of the testifiers,
19··talking about the lava, amount of lava that you guys have
20··to excavate through in regards to the -- I guess the
21··taller multi-family buildings, K, L, M, so forth, you got
22··a parking structure underneath.··So how much excavation
23··we're talking about from the current existing grade down
24··in order for you to get the, you know, underground parking
25··and -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Okay.··I can -·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··-- all that stuff?
·3·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··I can address that.··So it's a -·4··it, ultimately, becomes a structural engineering and a
·5··geotechnical engineering question, which gets detailed
·6··out, you know, as you get farther into the project.··But I
·7··can address it conceptually, which is that the site -·8··Makena Alanui is up high and the site slopes down.··And
·9··the concept that -- you have to do excavation to put
10··foundations in, in any scenario, whether you have a
11··basement parking or not.··And the foundations have to go a
12··reasonable amount of depth.··Because of the slope, what we
13··do is we would do a cut and fill balance.··So we cut into
14··the slope, but we fill out to the edge.··So we try to
15··pursue, through the detailed engineering, having a balance
16··so we don't have to haul material off site and we can put
17··the parking there.··So it's not like it's a excessive
18··excavation.··It's, actually, a balanced excavation and
19··fill so that it sets in there.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I mean, I would assume that with
21··the view plane established from the various options,
22··alternatives you have on there, you have a pretty good
23··idea how much -24·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··We do.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··-- you know -CSR Maui, Inc.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··We do.··We -- we have the -- within
·2··the -- within the EA, there's an estimate of the cubic
·3··yards of grading.··Would you like me to give you that
·4··number?··Can I get that from our -·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Well, I guess I just -- just how
·6··much displaced rough -- roughly.··And, also, too, is -·7··perhaps, you know, one question is, are you going to need
·8··to blast?
·9·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.··Okay.··Allow me to confer
10··briefly with the engineer on this one.··Okay.··So, again,
11··we don't have the detailed design, but they have a -12··you're correct, we do have a reasonable estimate which the
13··engineers could do.··The -- this is in cubic yards?··This
14··is in cubic yards?··The measure.··So in cubic yards,
15··it's -- the estimated quantity for the entire project is
16··between 100,000 and 187,000 cubic yards.··And then as we
17··go into the detail design, all the effort of the engineers
18··and the planners goes to balancing that.··So we minimize
19··what has to be hauled off site.
20·· · · · · ·The average depth is in the range of 10 to 12
21··foot of excavation.··And then it would be 10 to 12 foot of
22··fill.··So in the deepest part, you would be 10 to 12 feet,
23··then you would come to 10 or 12 feet of fill.··It ends up
24··becoming kind of a -- you can picture it, right?
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Of course.··Director.
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·1·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Thanks.··Hi, Ed.··We heard
·2··testimony today, one, during excavation, there was concern
·3··about running into lava tubes and possibly burials.··And
·4··then another gentleman asked about, you know, lava tubes
·5··as well and what -- what if you run into fresh water, what
·6··if there's water flowing in those tubes.··Have you done
·7··any borings or do you have any potential mitigation ideas
·8··in mind?
·9·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··We haven't done the geotechnical
10··investigation as of yet.··But this is a common practice,
11··so I'm familiar with it.··I've -- I've been working in
12··construction myself in Hawaii since 1985.··And I've come
13··across this concept quite often.··So a geotechnical
14··investigation will have to take place.··They'll do borings
15··and test bits.··They'll be able to possibly characterize
16··the material, but the problem is it's still only a
17··statistical analysis.··They can only do so many borings.
18··And it's still unconcern what might be under there.··So
19··the methodology is that, during construction, whenever
20··there is an excavator active, there's monitors that are
21··monitoring the excavator.··You have a archaeological
22··monitor full-time on every machine during construction and
23··you also have a geotechnical engineer walking around,
24··monitoring what they call 100 percent special inspection.
25··It's, actually, a requirement of the Building Code.··And
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·1··so what happens is if the operator comes across a void, he
·2··will call out -- you know, they'll get the monitor,
·3··they'll assess it, and then the geotechnical engineer will
·4··make a recommendation as to how to handle it.
·5·· · · · · ·And there's proven methodology.··They have the
·6··systems.··There's probe and grout where they will drill
·7··with track drills and fill with grout.··There's over-ex
·8··and re-compaction that's monitored to -- to have the
·9··stability.
10·· · · · · ·And regarding the cultural monitors, they
11··just -- basically, if they come across anything that looks
12··like it needs to be assessed, they stop all work, all
13··operators stop.··They call in, you know, the cultural
14··team, they get in contact with the SHPD and they handle it
15··according to the protocols that are established.
16·· · · · · ·And my experience is that the men and women
17··working in the field are very proud.··We have
18··preconstruction meetings, we sit down with the -- the
19··workers and we talk about it.··We've already had them on
20··the HM project with our contractor.··The -- the workers
21··are proud to have their eyes open and be looking out for
22··stuff and doing the right thing.··And it's a -- it's -- it
23··works.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I think it's great you
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·1··have all those controls.··So let's go work over worst case
·2··scenario, as we go and that happens and we see a lava
·3··tube.··Since you've been in construction here for -- since
·4··'85, what have you done when you have encountered a lava
·5··tube?
·6·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··They -- it ranges.··So depending on
·7··the -- the extent and the implications.··So if it's -- if
·8··it's just a void and you're only talking about a
·9··geotechnical situation for stability of the soil, then
10··it's common to excavate until they come to the edge of the
11··void, to the solid material.··They might like probe it to
12··make sure that it is solid underneath.··And then they'll
13··fill and re-compact back up to the subgrade.··If it's a -14··in the case of archaeological sites, on the projects I've
15··been on, it's varied from -- you know, if it's -- if it
16··turns out that it's a very important site and it requires
17··preservation, it may require a redesign.··That happens
18··right there, you know, during construction.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner -20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So -- so you're saying
21··void, but I'm saying what if we -- what if you hit a tube.
22··I mean, I'm sure you guys must have thought about that
23··with this -- with these 40-something acres.··Do you guys
24··hit a tube, are you saying that you're going to continue
25··to dig until you hit the other end of the tube and fill
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·1··the void?
·2·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Well, we would do it -- it -- it
·3··depends.··So you have to -- you have to assess it, you
·4··know.··There are so many different possible conditions.
·5··So part of the point is, is that you have the experts and
·6··the professionals there monitoring.··And then, when they
·7··observe the condition, they will make a recommendation as
·8··to how to deal with it.··And it will professional and
·9··it'll be in accordance with engineering practice.··And the
10··at building inspectors would be involved.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So what we have is
12··County codes and State codes that you guys don't decide
13··what you do, that's -14·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Correct.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··-- protocols?
16·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··We don't decide.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Right.
18·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··In fact, we have to conform to the
19··special inspector and we have to comply with their
20··requirements.··And there's no way out of it.··And they're
21··independent.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Thank you.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So, Ed, I guess -- I
25··think this line of questioning comes from no fault of your
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·1··own, but it's just like, you know, I think the community
·2··feels like we've been burned on this type of thing before,
·3··where it's like, oh, there's a monitor guy, there's this
·4··guy there and, next thing you know, something just -- you
·5··know, blind eye turned to that.··So I'm going to go to
·6··another -- and, I'm sorry, it's a hypothetical.··Is just
·7··because some of the testifiers talked about fresh water,
·8··it's porous material up there, and potentially fresh water
·9··coming mauka to makai, into the bay there.··What if it's
10··something more subtle rather than just a lava tube?··I
11··mean, if it's just really just not even a stream, it's
12··just, you know, porous material that happens to do its
13··thing in nature.··You know, is there -- is there a point
14··with which you say, okay, no, this is too much, or not
15··enough, and we gotta stop?
16·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Throughout Hawaii, there are
17··aquifers.··I would like to bring up our specialist, our
18··water specialist, whose -- whose entire career has been in
19··Hawaii with regards to water tables and this type of
20··thing.··Is Tom here?
21·· · · · · ·MR. NANCE:··Okay.··I'm Tom Nance.··Can you
22··restate what you're chasing in your question?
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··So, Tom, what
24··I'm basically looking at is, you know, we're excavating.
25··And are you the guy that's standing there monitoring this?
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. NANCE:··No.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··There's a
·3··person there monitoring this.··You know, we talked about
·4··okay, if you hit a lava tube, okay, it seems more obvious
·5··but there's more subtleties to this.··And we've had a few
·6··testifiers talk about how there's fresh water that comes
·7··mauka to makai, not surface water, you know, it comes
·8··through the porous material into the bay.··Is there a
·9··threshold or a level with which that guy or gal that's
10··standing there hits -- you know, it gets to a certain
11··point and then they say, no, shut it down.
12·· · · · · ·MR. NANCE:··Okay.··At the risk of insulting
13··people's intelligence, realize that -- come on,
14··(inaudible), give me a break.··I'm going to state
15··something pretty obvious, but a lava tube is created by -16··in a single lava flow.··And the tube lies conformably in
17··that single lava flow.··Nothing that they're gonna be
18··excavating here -- if it hits such a lava tube, it's still
19··gonna be well above the groundwater body, which, in this
20··area, is two to three feet above sea level.
21·· · · · · ·So that lava tube, if they hit it, this idea
22··that you've got a bunch of water running down it is not
23··correct.··That's going to be dry as a bone.
24·· · · · · ·Now, it could be, in a very substantial storm,
25··you might have water that would percolate down and
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·1··preferably run conformably in the tube rather than
·2··continue to sink through various lava flows and reach the
·3··groundwater below.··But people who are saying they
·4··experience cold groundwater on the shoreline discharge,
·5··that's really happening, but it is the basal groundwater.
·6·· · · · · ·In this area, you've got multimillion gallons a
·7··day of brackish, but very cold, anomalously cold,
·8··actually, groundwater per coastal mile discharging into
·9··the ocean.··They are not feeling something that's perked
10··somewhere in the flow and gushes out like that.··That -11··that doesn't exist in this area.
12·· · · · · ·But, certainly, the basal groundwater moving
13··every day multimillion gallons per day per coastal mile
14··being discharged into the shoreline.··And it is cold
15··water.··Sixties -- in the sixties, mid to high sixties.
16·· · · · · ·And you would -- you know, other areas in the
17··state I could tell you whether that's a seawater cooling
18··event or a high level cold recharge.··I don't -- in this
19··area, I don't have enough (inaudible) to tell you which
20··phenomenon is going on.
21·· · · · · ·But the idea that, whether it's -- you know, in
22··the groundwater body, groundwater moves preferably through
23··what you're calling these subtle cracks that primarily the
24··(inaudible) levels through lava flows.··And water goes
25··mostly through those rather than through the mass of the
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·1··flow itself.··But when we get above the water table, those
·2··things are dry and water's not gushing through them in any
·3··way.
·4·· · · · · ·And as I say, all the excavation per these
·5··underground parking areas are not gonna reach lower than
·6··about, I think, maybe 40 or 50 feet above sea level, well
·7··above the groundwater table.··So they'll hit a lava tube,
·8··maybe, but they'll be working in the dry.··Okay.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Question for Tom since he
11··had such a great answer the last time.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Tom, come back up, please.··Hana
13··hou.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Hi, Tom.··We heard one of
15··the testifiers talk about a stream that ran through the
16··project site.··And this exhibit that was passed out by
17··Dick Mayer shows (inaudible) stream that runs, basically,
18··smack dab through the center of the project itself.
19·· · · · · ·MR. NANCE:··Mauka/makai through the project
20··site?
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Right.··What happened to
22··that stream?
23·· · · · · ·MR. NANCE:··Yeah.··I can't tell you
24··specifically, but certainly other areas of Maui and
25··several on the Big Island, where -- I started my career
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·1··in, let's say, the early seventies, not get too specific.
·2··And talking to old U.S.G.S. guys, they -- they tell me,
·3··and I had -- you know, they're professionals, I had reason
·4··to believe that there's a number of places.··And Maliko
·5··Gulch is the primary one.··They said when they were kids
·6··and even when they were early in their professional
·7··career, it was perennial.··And there's a number of those
·8··features in the (inaudible) plane as well where you can
·9··see evidence on the ground that you've got mineral
10··deposits that you trace to it.··So weather features and
11··other things over time.
12·· · · · · ·I can't speak to this one specifically, but I
13··can tell you the phenomenon of potentially (inaudible) if
14··not perennial streams drying up like Maliko is
15··a definite -- a real thing that's happened throughout the
16··state.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··So in this particular
18··case, during high storm events, does the -- does the
19··stream actually flow through the project?
20·· · · · · ·MR. NANCE:··I wouldn't call it a stream.··I
21··mean, it may be topographically defined as, you know, call
22··it a dry gulch or a drainageway, but it certainly has the
23··possibility of carrying water during a storm event.··And
24··civil engineers got to design for that.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··So in this case, it's
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·1··intercepted through drainage systems is what you're
·2··saying?
·3·· · · · · ·MR. NANCE:··You mean for this project?··I'd
·4··rather have the civil engineer talk to you about what he's
·5··got design in mind.··I'm just the groundwater guy for this
·6··case.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··We'll ask Adrienne from the civil
·8··engineering company to address that.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Good afternoon.··I'm Adrienne Wong,
10··I'm with Austin Tsutsumi and Associates.··Repeat your
11··question.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Basically, I'm trying to
13··figure out, there's a stream, historical stream, that runs
14··through the middle of the project site, almost looks like
15··parallel to the street that runs mauka/makai -16·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Right.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- through the middle of
18··the project.
19·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Uh-huh.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Is that the stream or the
21··flows that come through that -- through that stream way or
22··gulch or drainageway intercepted through drainage systems
23··inside of the project?
24·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Yes, it is.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··It is?
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·1·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Yes.··It's a gulch.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Does it daylight on the
·3··other side of the road into the ocean?
·4·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Yes, it does.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··It does?
·6·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Yes.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··So it's passthrough water
·8··coming mauka?
·9·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Yes.··That's correct.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··I have a question for Ed,
11··maybe.··In your presentation, where we talked about it,
12··too, afterwards, there's two low-income housing elements.
13··And, I'm sorry, I have not heard about them, the Waiehu
14··Hou -- Kou, and then there's another one.
15·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Are they complete, done?
17·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··They're completed.··Yeah, they're
18··completed.··And people have moved into them.··They're
19··occupied.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··How many units is those?
21·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Kaimi Judd can address that.··He's
22··studied that aspect.
23·· · · · · ·MR. JUDD:··I, actually, don't have -- this is
24··Kaimi Judd.··I don't have exact numbers.··And we can
25··research them.··They were -- Dowling Company developed
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·1··them.··Obviously, our predecessor.··And there were units
·2··generated, obviously, ahead of this project that would be
·3··satisfying and now are satisfying the project requirements
·4··for the 158 units that we're proposing.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
·6·· · · · · ·Commissioner Hedani.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I guess this is for Ed.
·8··I'm reading Page 4 of the letter and Alternatives
·9··Assessment, Exhibit A.··At the bottom of Page 4, in the
10··letter to Director Spence, it says limit -- limit resort
11··development throughout the region to 35 feet in building
12··heights for sites near the shoreline.··Building height
13··limits may be increased up to 75 feet for inland resort
14··development provided that important mauka/makai vistas are
15··maintained and impacts to coastal resources are minimized.
16··The part that I am hung up on, Ed, is that this says
17··provided.··So I know -- I know the guideline has been the
18··taller buildings mauka side of the project, put shorter
19··buildings makai and -- because you're following this
20··guideline, but the guideline says you could go up to 75
21··feet for inland properties.··And I think what they're
22··talking about -- your parcel runs this way along the
23··ocean.··They're talking about parcels that run inland,
24··towards the land, where you can move up to 75 feet inland
25··as long as, provided it does not impede mauka/makai views.
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·1··And in this case, if you go up, it does impede mauka/makai
·2··views.··And -- and that's where I'm hung up, basically.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Okay.··Understood.··That's a quote
·4··from the Kihei-Makena Community Plan.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Community Plan.
·6·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Right.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Yeah.
·8·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··And the -- we feel from -- from our
·9··analysis that the way we have laid out the building,
10··despite that we have the taller buildings mauka, because
11··we were -- we were conforming to that design gradient.
12··And we did actually meet with the Planning Department to
13··confirm the interpretation on the Kihei-Makena Community
14··Plan in advance to confirm that that -- that that was
15··what -- how the Planning Department understood that -16··that guideline to read.··And we carefully placed the
17··buildings, including moving buildings out of the existing
18··view planes, so that we're not impacting the mauka/makai
19··view planes.
20·· · · · · ·As I said before, I think our -- the package is
21··complicated.··There's -- we've given you over 2,000 pages
22··and five volumes of an EA, where every study that could
23··possibly thought of was done.··And in addition, we've just
24··come back with another very big package.
25·· · · · · ·Within that package, there is the evidence that
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·1··the view planes are not impacted, that they are left open
·2··and, in fact, widened in several areas, in particular as
·3··it relates to the view enhancement alternative, the one
·4··inspired by the -- the density distribution exercise.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··On the view enhancement
·6··alternative, since we're kind of fixated on that right
·7··now, the question that I have is, are the view planes
·8··reserved along this area for Buildings F, G, H, I and J?
·9··Because I believe that's the way to preserve the views in
10··that area.
11·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Uh-huh.··Okay.··The view planes
12··that exist today, if you were to drive out there and
13··observe them, they're preserved.··They are preserved.
14··We've -- we've -- we've located the buildings away from
15··them so that they're preserved.··There are places along
16··Makena Alanui that don't have view planes that will have
17··buildings and won't have view planes.··In some of those
18··areas, we've taken the buildings and we've spaced them
19··apart to open up new little view corridors.··They're
20··not -- the couple of them are not broad view planes, but
21··they're actually views to the ocean that don't exist
22··today.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So, Ed, I think that
25··I've been the most combative in my line of questioning out
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·1··of all nine of us.··And before this closes up and we just
·2··have discussion, I just actually wanna say that I'm really
·3··impressed with you and your team.··I mean, I think -- I
·4··just think that that's important that I put that on the
·5··record.··I don't know how the vote is gonna turn out and
·6··what's gonna happen here or anything like that, but I just
·7··wanna say to each and every one of you guys that, you
·8··know, for you guys to spit out the 2,000 pages that you
·9··did and an additional, I don't know, couple hundred in a
10··few weeks, it's gonna take a team like you -- if anything
11··ever happens here, whether it's this one or something
12··else, it's going to take a team as good or better than you
13··guys.··And I don't think there's a team better than you
14··guys.··And I just wanted to -- to say as long as -- as
15··much as I've been kind of like, well, what about this and
16··what about that, I'm really impressed at what you guys
17··have done.··I really am.··And just the level of
18··professionalism, the work product.··I may not agree with
19··everything, but you guys are absolutely top notch.··And I
20··know that this shouldn't weigh on my decision, and it
21··won't weigh on my decision, but I'm afraid, if we turn
22··something down and the owner kicks you guys out, that some
23··other yahoo is going to come in here that isn't like you
24··guys and is going to do something -- you know, come before
25··this body after I'm long gone and do something that's
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·1··gonna be really shoddy.··So I just wanna say that on the
·2··record, that just -- you know, thank you for what it is
·3··that you guys have done and the hard work and the
·4··professionalism that you've done.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Thank you.··It's a collaborative
·6··effort.··It's -- we have a great team and everybody has
·7··worked together.··And it's -- and I should probably add to
·8··it, it's -- we do have a great team.··But it's more than
·9··just the team because it's the community as well.··I mean,
10··the -- the level of comments and the level of input that
11··we've gotten from the community have inspired us and -12··and pushed us to make it as good as possible.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··I'm gonna cover all of the
14··bases.··I have a final question regarding water.··One of
15··the testifiers was talking about the water demand.··And I
16··appreciate what you guys have done.··So in an effort to
17··push the limit or just (inaudible), is that the best you
18··guys can do in terms of minimizing the amount of water
19··demand that you guys have?
20·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··You're talking about the 107,000
21··gallons per day?··It's a challenging question to answer.
22··I'll say that we are utilizing a substantial amount of
23··non-potable water in order to get to that point.··But
24··we're -- we're open to a challenge.··And, in fact, I think
25··we could say that as a part of our detailed design, we
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·1··would take that challenge on and -- and look to -- look to
·2··make it better.··We would have to study all the uses.
·3··There's -- there's certain requirements.··And I'll have
·4··to -- I'll have to confer with the engineering team,
·5··because there are certain requirements for fixture unit,
·6··whether or not people are using them or occupying them,
·7··the homes that have to be put into the analysis.··So that
·8··107,000 comes from, you know, the number of water closets,
·9··the number of lavatories, et cetera.
10·· · · · · ·And one of the benefits of this type of project
11··is that the occupancy is, actually, low.··So, in reality,
12··while the Department of Water Service's calculations are
13··based on full-time occupancy for a traditional home, these
14··homes are not occupied like full-time.··We might be able
15··to provide some analysis to support that.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Well, the reason I'm asking this
17··question is that I had the -- I'd like to say the
18··privilege to do a site visit years ago when it was under
19··your previous owner, Everett Dowling.··And he had spent
20··extensive money to -- I'm quoting some numbers there -21··watching his recycling facility, mauka.··And if I
22··understood it correctly, that there's enough water that's
23··being recycled through the system that it was put together
24··that can feed the whole hotel at full occupancy, if I
25··remember that correctly.··And so I'm just asking you if
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·1··there's ways, since that system is in place, to utilize
·2··that water and to minimize the amount of water you would
·3··need from -·4·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··We -- we are -- we're up for the
·5··challenge.··We -- we are currently recycling the
·6··wastewater in its entirety.··On the golf course, we have
·7··the area where they wash the carts.··It's a specialized
·8··system that contains all the water, filters it and reuses
·9··it.··So that water doesn't -- doesn't go away into the
10··drain.
11·· · · · · ·And our team is committed to doing that type of
12··thing.··So we would definitely take on that challenge.··We
13··would like to -- we would like to really make a show and
14··show you that we can do something better in that regard.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So that system is still in place,
16··right, as far as -17·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··The -18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··-- the recyclable?
19·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··The wastewater treatment plant
20··that's being recycled into golf irrigation water, it is in
21··place, it's being used every day.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Thank you.
23·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I want to touch on the
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·1··number.··One of the questions we had was regarding the
·2··golf course and the fertilizer.··Can I speak to who -- to
·3··who you would like to take that question?
·4·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Amanda Cording.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Wow.
·6·· · · · · ·MS. CORDING:··Aloha.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Aloha.··I read a report,
·8··but that report wasn't from you as far as the fertilizer.
·9··That was from -10·· · · · · ·MS. CORDING:··No.··That's from the -- that's
11··from the golf course team.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··The golf course team?
13·· · · · · ·MS. CORDING:··Yeah.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Are the golf course team
15··here, too, as well?··No.··I'll just ask and then if you
16··need 'em -17·· · · · · ·MS. CORDING:··Okay.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··-- we can do it that
19··way.··Because I noticed the numbers.··And I know a little
20··bit about the fertilizer.··I know a little about the
21··amount of nitrogen that people used to use, especially
22··with the Bermuda and kind of, you know, the sugarcane used
23··a lot of that and it was kind of a cheaper way.··And it
24··seems like you guys are doing it the correct way because
25··it's beneficial in using the Paspalum.··I guess my
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·1··question is, first, is -- is verify.··So how can you
·2··verify the numbers that you sent?··Do you have purchase
·3··records to where you've -- you have through your vendor
·4··that you -- you know, do you guys keep a log of how much
·5··fertilizer you use?
·6·· · · · · ·MS. CORDING:··I do think this is more
·7··appropriately addressed by the golf course.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Is that him?
·9·· · · · · ·MS. CORDING:··Yeah.··Thanks so much.
10·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··We'll introduce Darren Flanagan who
11··is the agronomist for Makena.
12·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Do I reintroduce myself or -13··yeah, yeah.··Darren Flanagan, agronomist for Makena.
14·· · · · · ·Yeah, we have very standard application records.
15··So whenever we do a fertilizer application to the golf
16··course, whether it be granular, liquid, anything like
17··that, we have a specific template we use.··And then that
18··breaks down all the nutrients into how many pounds of the
19··actual nutrient we use per 1,000.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So -- so -- so how
21··many -- how many acres is your golf course?
22·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··We have -- with the range, et
23··cetera, I believe it's 91.8, somewhere around that mark.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And -25·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··I don't have all my stuff in
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·1··front of me, but -·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And -- and you have
·3··your -- your usage per acre, is that what you -- that you
·4··was -·5·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Yeah, I think we presented that
·6··in usage of acre of Unit N.··So it works out to about 2.8
·7··pounds of Unit N per 1,000 square feet.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And then how -- how -·9··what is your application?··Is it -- is it -- do it
10··bimonthly, six weeks?
11·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··It's -- it's spoon feeding as
12··needed.··So we have -- we do like field analysis and,
13··basically, just watch the growth characteristics that we
14··have out there.··There's a certain base that we'll put
15··down so that 2.8 pounds of unit nitrogen will be done
16··predominantly in spring and fall as needed.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Okay.
18·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··The goal being, you know,
19··obviously, you wanna put less and less down.··Because it's
20··not really -- I guess the analogy to utilize is that when
21··not -- we're not really looking for a yield like a crop,
22··we're producing a surface, so the agronomic management is
23··a little different.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··You're looking for the
25··greenness?
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Well, yeah.··Liability, more so.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So -- and so you -·3··you've -- you're doing hand fed?
·4·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Uh-huh.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Which is great.
·6·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Yeah.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··You guys do it as
·8··needed.··Do you use spray on the greens or do you -- or is
·9··it all granular?
10·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··No.··We actually landscape, we
11··use -- predominantly, we're probably 85 percent organic
12··and natural on the landscape.··We use -- most of our
13··products are vegetable extract that we use, seaweed,
14··different things like that, that are natural organic
15··products.
16·· · · · · ·From a -- a pesticide application standpoint,
17··it's very minimal, it's just spot sprayed as needed.
18·· · · · · ·The great thing about the Paspalum is it really
19··outcompetes a lot of goosegrass and crabgrass and things
20··like that that you normally deal with, with Bermuda.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Have you guys done -22··have you guys done any soil tests lately?
23·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Yeah.··We do regular soil
24··testing, twice a year.··We also test the water quality as
25··well.··One of the issues before it was the sodium levels
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·1··with Bermuda, so it doesn't grow as aggressively as the
·2··Paspalum, so you have a bit more weed pressure.··So that's
·3··why the Paspalum is a better choice for us.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So do you know what
·5··your -- what you carry your nitrogen levels at?
·6·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Right now -- I'd have to look at
·7··the reports.··I don't know offhand, like how many parts
·8··per million.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Well, I guess I'm
10··thinking since you're hand feeding means you're only doing
11··just enough that you need.··And so you don't -- you're not
12··just having a regular system where you're laying it out
13··even if you need it or not.
14·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Right.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Is that correct?
16·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Yeah.··No.··That will be -17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And -- and your spraying
18··is minimal?
19·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Right.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Right?
21·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Yeah.··So we might do a once to
22··twice a month foliar application of a very low rate, like
23··.05 of a pound of N per 1,000 square feet.··So it's pretty
24··negligible.··The Paspalum just doesn't need it.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··Now, how long
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·1··have you been on with them, since 2014?
·2·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··I've been with Discovery Land for
·3··almost nine years.··I was in Mexico for almost seven
·4··years.··And three and-a-half years here.··I worked in many
·5··locations.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Well, we glad and came
·7··and fixed all that, all the nitrogen use, you know.
·8·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Well, we're -·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I mean, everybody else
10··does it for 15 years, but Makena didn't do it until now,
11··so it's great.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Just real quick.··If
14··you could talk to the guy that cuts the rough and just
15··have him bring it down a little bit, that would help me
16··out a tremendous amount.
17·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··I didn't see that on the
18··questions, but I'll do my best.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Thank you.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··All right.
21·· · · · · ·MR. FLANAGAN:··Is that everything?
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's it.··Okay.··Seeing no more
23··questions, can I have, please, the Department's
24··recommendation?
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I think that's all.··I
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·1··went all the way down the list.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Are you sure?··Commissioner Hedani.
·3··Hold on a second, Ann.··Sorry.··I'm jumping the gun here.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Yes.··This is for Ed.··The
·5··matrix that you folks used to come up with your preferred
·6··alternative that identifies pros and cons, I think -- it's
·7··just my personal opinion.··I think that a lot of the pros
·8··that apply to the View Enhancement Plan, the third, fourth
·9··and sixth items also apply to the density distribution
10··plan as a pro.··And a lot of the items that are identified
11··as cons, when I see a matrix that's loaded with cons on
12··this side and nothing on the view -- on the View
13··Enhancement Plan, to me, it sends up red flags.··And the
14··items that I've marked with an X, large multi-family
15··buildings in close proximity to neighboring houses on the
16··makai side of Makena Keoneoio Road, relocation of
17··multi-family buildings, building layout is in conflict
18··with established planning principles and fewer units would
19··have ocean views.··I believe those are questions in terms
20··of their applicability to the density distribution plan
21··and not applicable to the View Enhancement Plan.
22·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··I -- I understand that.··So it
23··applies -- there are certain portions of the density
24··distribution plan that I think some of these apply to, but
25··not all.··And I -- I understand your comment.··I -- I
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·1··think it's a fair comment.··Yeah.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··We asked you folks last
·4··time about what you guys are doing as far as the charity
·5··events and fees.··And we saw where we got those fees.··And
·6··that's nice.··We see with the charity events that you guys
·7··are doing on your golf course.··However, I think you
·8··guys -- I think you guys can do more as far as the golf
·9··course goes and as amount of events per year.··You could
10··do a couple a day, you know, the way you can run golf
11··courses and have that.··Would you guys be open to -- to
12··maybe tripling that number that you guys currently have
13··reserved per year?··It's just golf.
14·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yes.··We're -- we're open to that.
15··We -- we love the charity stuff.··It's -- it's, actually,
16··one of our principles.··We have a -- Discovery has a
17··foundation, Discovery Land Foundation, that's 100 percent
18··focused on community charities, especially focused on
19··children and schools and youngsters that are
20··underprivileged.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··I -- I think -- I
22··think most people understand, but I think you understand
23··that how much money is generated -24·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··-- on just a single golf
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·1··tournament.··And how much those -- those nonprofits don't
·2··have to go to the Council, they can, you know, earn their
·3··own money and (inaudible) really count on those golf
·4··tournaments for their -·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··-- funds.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··It -- it's a good comment.··It
·8··could be golf.··It can be other things, too.··In fact,
·9··just last week, we had a -- a charity for the hospital.
10··And what we did was we -- we planned a -- a -- what's the
11··right word?··It was like a chef -- we had a special chef
12··event where there were local chefs from the area, all the
13··specialists, who -- and then people donated to the
14··hospital, like $1,000 per person, that went pure to the
15··donation and then they came up and they did the chef thing
16··with the chefs and they had a cookoff.··And it was a very
17··fun event.··And it created quite a substantial amount of
18··donation for the -- for the hospital in that one evening.
19··So things like that.··It can go beyond golf.··There's a
20··lot of opportunities to do it.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Well, yeah, it's -- you
22··guys did a nice job up there.
23·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Yeah.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And not a lot up there
25··every day, but when I go there, it's nice.··Be great to do
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·1··that.
·2·· · · · · ·The last thing I wanna touch on is -- is about
·3··your ten-year plan.··And so I heard you earlier say that
·4··you guys have no plans, then I had a testifier said that
·5··you was at one of your meetings and you guys talked about
·6··different things.··I understand you guys would talk about
·7··HM because that's going to be coming up in the future, but
·8··if you can expand on S-5.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··S-5 is a very small residential
10··parcel near Makena Landing.··I believe there was a sewer
11··hookup that -- in fact, I need to check with the engineer.
12··Let me get the confirmation.··It's a -- it's a small
13··single-family residential lot.··Hold on just a minute.··Do
14··you remember that?··Okay.
15·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Adrienne Wong again.··What S-5 was,
16··was just an installation of a five-eighth-inch water meter
17··and a sewer lateral for that single-family lot.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So I'm assuming, if
19··you're installing utilities, you have a plan for it.··Or
20··are you just installing it there?
21·· · · · · ·MS. WONG:··Just installed it.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Just for 10 years, not
23··to do nothing with it.··I mean, it's -- I mean, if you
24··guys gonna plan to build a house, just say we might do a
25··house, we might do a shack, we might do a shower, might do
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·1··a bathroom.··But asking what you're thinking about for 10
·2··years, if you're spending money for a water lateral and
·3··sewer laterals, you're making plans.··And this is where we
·4··have to feel that you're telling us what's going on.
·5·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··I'm sorry.··So to clarify, I
·6··believe the permit was about to expire.··So there was -·7··it was kept alive.··The truth is there's no plan.··It's
·8··a -- it's a teeny tiny parcel and it's -- I don't even
·9··think it's buildable.··But we, honestly, don't have any
10··plan for it.··I could walk you out there -11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··A bathroom, a public
12··bathroom could fit there?
13·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Potentially, yeah.··Potentially.
14··It's very small.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Ed, on the subject of golf, since
16··we're talking about it, I think you guys will do a lot of
17··good as a goodwill gesture, since you guys care a lot
18··about it, if you can open a golf course for the public
19··use.
20·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··Okay.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Just a comment.··I thought
23··the alignment of the stream, the intermittent stream that
24··runs through the project, that's intercepted by drainage,
25··I think they lied, said S-5, but on the makai side of the
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·1··ocean.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··S-5?
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Yeah.
·4·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··Commissioner Hedani, what
·5··you're referring to is this gulch here?··This is that
·6··gulch that you were talking about.··So this is the one
·7··that traverses down here and it just daylights right here.
·8··The drainage system that you're talking about is there's
·9··an underground drainage system here, right here, and it
10··goes through S-5 through a culvert right here.··That's
11··what it is.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Are you okay with that?··Are you
13··okay with that?
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I agree.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
16·· · · · · ·MR. DIVITA:··And if I could provide a
17··clarification regarding S-5.··That was a -- a permit that
18··was existing that we inherited that was coming to an
19··expiration and it was just extended to keep it alive.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Ann, please give your
21··recommendation from the Department.
22·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Thank you, Chair.
23·· · · · · ·Before I do that, I just wanna make just a
24··couple of really brief comments.
25·· · · · · ·You know, we -- we've heard a lot of testimony
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·1··in all these different meetings.··And I think what -- what
·2··you have heard is a lot of what the Department has heard.
·3··And I think what you will struggle with is balancing a lot
·4··of the interests.··You have those individuals who drive
·5··along Makena Alanui, you have those who have lived there,
·6··that live there currently, who have lived there for
·7··generations, you have those that frequent the Makena
·8··shoreline, who rely on it for food, for recreation.··And
·9··many, many who have testified have just identified a
10··special connection to the place.··And so it's -- it just,
11··you know, trying to balance all those people's interests,
12··I think, is -- is definitely what probably some of you are
13··struggling with today.
14·· · · · · ·So another thing we did witness is the public
15··process and -- and how it really worked in this case.··You
16··know, as you know, when -- when applicants come to the
17··Planning Department to talk about any project, one of the
18··first things we -- we talk about is, you know, the
19··importance of going to the public early on in the process.
20··And you've heard -- from the very beginning, you've heard
21··from people who oppose the project and from people who
22··support the project, how -- how they've heard about the
23··project, how this developer went to them.··May not have
24··satisfied all their concerns, but I think what we stress
25··about the public process is the importance to reach out.
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·1·· · · · · ·And I think one of the very first meetings that
·2··you had where there were people that testified that said
·3··they had not heard about the project, and you -- you
·4··challenged the applicant to go and contact those people.
·5··Not only the people that are in their focus groups, their
·6··community groups, you asked them to go beyond that and
·7··to -- to reach out to those people who have come that -·8··that felt such a sensitivity to this place and concern for
·9··the -- for the culture and -- and just the land, and ask
10··them to reach out and -- and they did to those who -- who
11··would respond.··And so, for that, I think the public
12··process really worked in this particular case.
13·· · · · · ·Your -- your decision today, in the document
14··that we had prepared, dated December 22nd, is either to
15··accept the Final Environmental Assessment and issue a
16··finding of no significant impact -- and, in doing that,
17··you would determine the proposed action will not have a
18··significant impact on the environment and that potential
19··impacts have been adequately mitigated, you can defer
20··action on the Final EA as you did previously, or you could
21··determine that the proposed action may pose significant
22··impacts and require the preparation of a more detailed
23··environmental impact statement.
24·· · · · · ·The Department has reviewed the final
25··environmental impact statement document and finds that
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·1··pursuant to the Department of Health Office Environmental
·2··Quality Control, the document meets the requirements for
·3··the Final Environmental Assessment.
·4·· · · · · ·The Department is also recommending that the
·5··Commission accept the Final Environmental Assessment along
·6··with the proposed alternatives that -- the proposed new
·7··alternatives that was discussed with you today that will
·8··be incorporated, as you heard, into the Final
·9··Environmental Assessment.··And we recommend that you issue
10··a FONSI determination.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Just for clarification, Ann, are we
12··supposed to pick the alternative or just go with -- I
13··mean, because there's, apparently, several options here.
14·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Well -15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Or to approve -16·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Well -- so noting that there is a -17··there is a preferred alternative in the Final
18··Environmental Assessment, and then there's the view
19··enhancement alternative that the -- the applicant has
20··indicated is, also, definitely an alternative that they
21··would support and they would support moving forward with
22··when they come before you with the SMA.··I think you could
23··let them know if you -- if you do have a preference.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Actually, if I'm not mistaken, I'm
25··looking at the proposed Final EA site plan, preferred
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·1··alternatives, it's the exact same as the view enhancement
·2··plan Alternative.··If I'm not correct, because I'm looking
·3··like -·4·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··No.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··-- looks the same.··Am I not
·6··correct on that?
·7·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··No.··The preferred alternative that is
·8··in the Final Environmental Assessment is slightly
·9··different from the enhanced version.··They -- I think what
10··they mention is that, for three of the buildings,
11··buildings -- what are the three buildings -- K, L and M,
12··they reduced the height of those buildings to create
13··additional -- to enhance the view in that area.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··The layout, I see all the buildings
15··are the same.··You didn't change that.··So just height.
16·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Height was dropped.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··That's fine.··And you're
18··still retaining the parking stalls, right?
19·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··And they added -- they added 10 -- in
20··response to your -- your question at the January meeting,
21··they added 10 additional stalls on Makena Keoneoio Road,
22··beach -23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
24·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··For beach access.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.
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·1·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Beach access.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I just wanna make a note, actually,
·3··the view enhancement plan alternative shows the parking
·4··stalls.
·5·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Yes.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··The preferred one, it doesn't show
·7··it on that.
·8·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Because it wasn't there.··The -·9··the -- the stalls -- the 10 -- okay.··The 10 additional
10··stalls on Makena Keoneoio Road were not identified on the
11··preferred alternative plan.··They are identified on the
12··enhanced view plan.··The view enhancement alternative, I
13··think that's the correct terminology.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Thank you.··All right.··Do I
15··get a motion?··Can I get a motion?
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Move to accept -17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··I'll second.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··-- the recommendation of
19··staff to approve of the EA application.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··And -21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··With -- with the
22··suggested improvements that could be made on the -- on the
23··final assessment that was done by the applicant.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So the view enhancement
25··alternative?··Is that one you were talking about?
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·1·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··I think that's what you're meaning.
·2··I'm not sure.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Yeah.
·4·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··Or the density
·5··distribution.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Well, view enhancement.··Which one
·7··are you -·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··The enhancement.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··The view enhancement one, okay.··So
10··we have a motion by Commissioner Higashi, second by
11··Commissioner -12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··I'm sorry.··Could I hear
13··the motion again?
14·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··Speak into the mic.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.··Richard.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··I move to approve the
17··enhancement recommendation by the Planning Commission -18··Department with the suggested amendments that were made by
19··the Commissioners.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··There's an amendment.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Let me take that back.··I
22··correct that.··Let me just stick with the recommendation
23··of staff to approve the enhancement of the -- of the EA
24··applicants.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··The EA, you mean?
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I think -- I don't want to put
·2··words in your mouth, so, Ann, you wanted to clarify with
·3··him.··So -·4·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··What I can clarify is what the
·5··Department is saying.··I cannot -- I cannot -·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.
·7·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··I think I know what he means, but I -·8··I -- I will have to let him say that.··But what we had
·9··recommended is that the Commission accept the Final
10··Environmental Assessment and issue a FONSI determination.
11··Whether you decide to tell them that there is an
12··alternative that you prefer, that is your choice.··Because
13··I believe they're -- they have final, they have a
14··preferred alternative, and then they have a view
15··enhancement alternative, which is the -- one of the more
16··recent alternatives that you heard today.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Director.
18·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··That was the -- the
19··simulation.··So that was the simulation where we drove
20··around and you could see where the views -- where they
21··exist today and then how they would open up or where the
22··buildings would stand in way of the view.··That was
23··their -- that was the view enhancement.··And that seems to
24··be the -25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So, Commissioner Higashi, we just
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·1··are asking you to clarify which alternative you are making
·2··a motion referring to.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Okay.··I don't -- I don't
·4··specifically know how to repeat what the Planner is
·5··recommending, but I approve her recommendation to the
·6··Commission.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··With no specification to the
·8··alternative, which plan?··That's fine, we can take that as
·9··separately.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Right, right, right.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So right now, the motion -- so the
12··motion just for the -13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··Just -14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··For the FONSI.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Okay, I'll second the
16··motion.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So we have a motion to approve a
18··FONSI as recommended by the Department and seconded by
19··Commissioner Canto.··Discussion regarding the motion.
20··Commissioner Hedani.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I'm just confused as to
22··what we're doing right now.··What is the recommendation
23··from staff?
24·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··The recommendation from staff is to
25··accept the Final EA and issue a FONSI determination.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Period?
·2·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··For now, period.··Unless Will wants to
·3··add -- excuse me -- unless the Director would like to add.
·4·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Oh.··To me, you know, I'm -- I
·5··wouldn't put words in the Commission's mouth, either.
·6··Okay.··So, right now, we have a simple motion to accept
·7··the Final EA and make a FONSI determination.··If the
·8··Commissioners like a particular alternative, you could
·9··amend the motion to say I like this one or I like that
10··one.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Exactly.··So we can specify which
12··alternative we prefer or we can just leave it as is.··What
13··does Commission want to do?··Commissioner Canto.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··So would it be apropos at
15··this time for me to make another motion to accept the view
16··enhancement portion?
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You can, yeah.
18·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··You would just amend the
19··existing motion.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Then that is my
22··preference -23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yes.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··-- to amend the existing
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··-- for the view enhancement
·3··portion of -·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··That was the last video
·6··that we saw?
·7·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··That's correct.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Right.··That's my motion.
·9·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··That's the motion.··So we
10··would need a second.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··Second.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So the motion to amend the current
13··motion to go with the view enhancement alternative by
14··Commissioner Canto, second by Commissioner Castro.
15··Discussion regarding these two motions.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··No.··Just the
17··amendment.··We have to vote on the amendment.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, exactly.··Sorry.··Apologize.
19··Discussion regarding the amendment.··Commissioner
20··Robinson.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I am not in support of
22··any of these alternatives.··I -- I've -- I do want to say
23··that -- that -- that at ATC has come a long way since the
24··first time I heard this project.··I was -- I was, oh, no,
25··then I was not so bad, now I'm like almost there, but I
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·1··still feel they're lacking something for the community.··I
·2··think charity golf is great, I think a cultural park is
·3··great, but it's taking the stuff -- yeah, I know.··So -·4··and -- and so is -- everything that we came back, I still
·5··think that it took care of lot of things that I had
·6··concerns on, but I -- I've -- I still don't feel
·7··comfortable for the socioeconomic effect of this that it
·8··works.··Go ahead.
·9·· · · · · ·MR. GIROUX:··Chair?
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Corp Counsel.
11·· · · · · ·MR. GIROUX:··At this stage, we're looking at the
12··sufficiency of the EA.··We're not determining the -13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··The pros and cons.
14·· · · · · ·MR. GIROUX:··-- project.··In the future, you're
15··gone be wearing a hat of a quasi-judicial function.··So
16··you need to keep your impartiality intact.··So your
17··statements have to reflect that.··You can, but they cannot
18··be definitive in that.··Where you stand as right now, what
19··they're offering you is a study.··They're not offering you
20··a project.··So you have to comment on the project.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I apologize.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Any other comment?
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I'm not comfortable with
24··the FONSI.··Thank you.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··I'm just gonna
·2··state this just for clarity for myself and then,
·3··hopefully, the Commission.··So, right now, we have on the
·4··floor an amendment to the motion to approve the EA.··That
·5··amendment is to substitute the preferred alternative with
·6··the view enhancement plan alternative?
·7·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Correct.
·8·· · · · · ·MS. CUA:··Correct.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So speaking to that,
10··I, unfortunately, concur with Commissioner Robinson in
11··that I'm not comfortable with any one of the three
12··alternatives as they were presented today.··I think that
13··they're -- and I hate to just -- I know you've been run
14··through the wringer and, you know, we wonder why nothing
15··gets built here on Maui, it's because, you know, guys like
16··me get in the way.··But if I look at the view enhancement
17··plan alternative, I hate to say it can be better, but it
18··can be better.··And so I will not be supporting the
19··amendment to the motion.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Duvauchelle.
21·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Just a comment.··I am
22··going to support the acceptance of the EA and the issuance
23··of the FONSI with the view enhancement.··We've seen this
24··project three, four times now, and we're gonna see it
25··another couple of times.··I think that Discovery Land has
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·1··done a tremendous job.··If the alternative could be
·2··500-something units and developer that -- like what we
·3··used to be used to.··I think they've answered all the
·4··environmental questions.··They've gone -- in listening and
·5··knowing what I know about construction, they have gone
·6··above and beyond, to hundreds of thousands of dollars,
·7··to -- to protect the environment, to do the right thing.
·8··And I -- I -- I will be supporting it.··I don't think it
·9··needs, at this point, any other tweaking.··The sum of what
10··we're discussing today, parking, can -- we're gonna have
11··this in SMA again.··So I just wanted to say that I support
12··the motion as it is on the floor.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Commissioner Hedani.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I concur with Commissioner
15··Carnicelli and Commissioner Robinson.··As I stated at the
16··beginning of the meeting, after Jim Buika's testimony, I
17··believe that the best alternative -- I believe they're
18··very close.··And I believe the best alternative is a tweak
19··of the density distribution alternative that addresses our
20··concerns about the wall of buildings along Makena Alanui
21··Road.··The walls still exist in the view enhancement
22··proposal that they're proposing today.··And I believe that
23··can be resolved within six weeks.··And I believe we should
24··give it time to reach that point, at which it'll be
25··something that we can all be proud of.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Castro.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··I, too, am gonna support
·3··this as well.··I believe Discovery has gone out and
·4··replied to all the questions that we had, the 15
·5··questions.··But, most importantly, what they've done is
·6··reached out to the -- to the community, which is really
·7··important for developers to do.··And by doing so, I will
·8··be supporting this.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··I have a comment.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Higashi.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HIGASHI:··I personally made the
12··recommendation to approve this particular application from
13··the standpoint that I think listening to all of the
14··testimony that had occurred today, the main thrust with
15··all of this is -- I think a lot of times when an applicant
16··goes out to the community to get input.··I always look at
17··the standpoint of the people who are the elders who are
18··experienced and know about the area has a tremendous
19··impact on what needs to be taking place.··Now, if they
20··were the ones that says, no, I'm in question or whatever,
21··I'd have some doubts.
22·· · · · · ·Now, there are a lot of people that were against
23··it from the standpoint that they wanted an environmental
24··impact statement, which I totally agree from the
25··standpoint that if we were talking about the 800 acres,
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·1··that's one thing.··But to do that, it would be too
·2··expensive for the applicant to -- to do that.
·3·· · · · · ·So from what I've seen with the 47 acres that
·4··they're applying for, they've done practically everything
·5··that I can think of to try to get approval from all the
·6··different segments of the community to get this project
·7··going.··And they've spent a heck of a lot of time looking
·8··at the applications that we've seen come across us.··I
·9··don't think we've had any applicant that has had as many
10··meetings with different segments of the community as this
11··group has.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Chair?
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Canto.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··My final comment is to -16··to ATC Makena Holdings.··You've -- you've earned the trust
17··of those that have lived there the longest.··And I applaud
18··you for that.··My hope is that you will continue to work
19··with the entire community.··Having heard testimonies from
20··many, those that weigh heavily in helping me with my
21··decision to support are testimonies from those that lived
22··there the longest, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Chang, Mr. Sam
23··Garcia, Uncle Les Kuloloio, and, lastly, Isaac Hall and
24··Dana Naone Hall.··Thank you so much for your testimony.
25··It has helped me with my decision.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I, too, respect the
·3··kupuna that live there.··But during this meeting, what I
·4··heard from the advisory board is don't put the big
·5··buildings by us, put them on top of the hill.··And I see
·6··the rest of the community says don't put the big buildings
·7··by -- on top of the hill, put it on the bottom.··So
·8··it's -- you know, it's -- it's just the kupunas have a -·9··you know, done their piece and they get along, but they're
10··all saying not by us.··Thank you.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I'm going to do something I haven't
12··done yet, putting Commissioner Carnicelli and Commissioner
13··Hedani on the record or on the -- on the spot.··You guys
14··are -- we're voting or making comments regarding the
15··amendment to the preferred view alternative.··You guys are
16··not in support of that.··Are you guys making reference to
17··the whole FONSI as well?
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I'll go first.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··It's interesting that
21··you would bring that up, Chair, because I -- you know,
22··in -- I think everybody's kind of speaking to the EA right
23··now, you know, speaking to the amendment rather than -24··I'm sorry -- speaking to the motion instead of the
25··amendment to the motion.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And as I'm sitting
·3··here, looking at this and going, okay, there's a very good
·4··chance because I don't know what everybody is -- but if I
·5··vote down the amendment, then we're voting on the
·6··preferred alternative.··You know, that's what would -- you
·7··know, then if the EA got accepted, suddenly, then, it's
·8··the preferred alternative that gets accepted.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Exactly.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And so to a certain
11··extent, I think that maybe what I would have to do is
12··support the amendment to go to the view enhancement plan
13··alternative solely for the fact of going, okay, then if
14··the EA is approved, then we do issue a FONSI, I would
15··rather have the view enhancement plan than the preferred
16··alternative.··So I think I -- I misspoke in saying like,
17··okay -- so I thank you for that catch, Chair, is I'll
18··support this particular amendment to go to the view
19··enhancement plan.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Okay.··You want to
21··comment on that, Commissioner Hedani?
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Of course.··I think the
23··ideal situation in this particular case is the density
24··distribution alternative with the view enhancement
25··alternative, and that that can be reached in six weeks if
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·1··they sit down and talk with Jim for another meeting.
·2··That, I think, would solve all of the problems that we're
·3··looking at.··And from my perspective, that is the
·4··preferred -- that is my preferred alternative, you know.
·5·· · · · · ·At this point, I don't know if the buildings
·6··closest to the road are gonna be 35, 45 or 60 feet tall,
·7··which means we may have made it worse rather than better.
·8·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.··Thank you.
·9·· · · · · ·Let's call for a vote.··Director, would you
10··please repeat the amendment?
11·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Okay.··The amendment -- okay.
12··The main motion is to -- excuse me -- accept the -- the -13··the Final EA and issue a FONSI.··The amendment to be voted
14··on is to specify the view enhancement alternative.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's what we're voting on right
16··now.··So all in favor of the amendment, raise your hand.
17·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··One, two -- four.··That's four
18··ayes.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Just wait.··Oppose?
20·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··One, two.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So, actually, I abstain.
22·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Five ayes.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Motion carries.··So -24·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Now back to the main motion.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Are we gonna vote on the EA?
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. GIROUX:··Main motion.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Comments?··Yes.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay, now I would like
·4··to comment on the EA, if I may.··Thank you, Chair.··As -·5··as a lot of the Commissioners have said, you know, we've
·6··been through this over and over and over again.··They're
·7··gonna come back to us.··However, I kind of feel like it's
·8··important that we do EA work now and not at the SMA level.
·9··You know to, sit there and say like, oh, well, we can
10··kick -- we don't have to address that now because they'll
11··come back to us at the SMA.··Well, when we do SMA, we do
12··SMA.··Right now, I have to make a decision on do I think
13··that there is a significant impact with this particular
14··project.··I think that it's very close to being, okay, is
15··there gonna impact, yes.··And I know a lot of testifiers
16··want zero impact.··And that's not possible.··It's not
17··going to be zero impact.··But is it going to be
18··significant?
19·· · · · · ·And so I go to a few different things.··One is
20··gonna be the sight lines.··You know, I know some attorneys
21··are going to HRS 205A, but the Community Plan is in
22··conflict with that.··And I think that, you know, when we
23··start looking at site lines, I think that that's really
24··important.
25·· · · · · ·The cultural stuff, as much as it doesn't
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·1··necessarily sit well with me, the CRC is okay with it, you
·2··know, people that -- that -- the resources that we have to
·3··go to have said that they're okay with it.··So what -- you
·4··know, that is what it is.
·5·· · · · · ·Parking.··I've got an issue with the parking,
·6··obviously.··I think 20 on-street parking stalls for a
·7··project that's gonna generate multimillions of dollars,
·8··you know, in tax revenues and sales and everything like
·9··that needs to do a little bit better job on parking.
10·· · · · · ·In regards to that, I think that we need to
11··address use, with commercial usage of that area.··I know
12··that that's probably more on DLNR.··Not -13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··It's not us.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··No, I know it's not
15··us.··That's what I'm saying, that's on -- that's on DLNR,
16··right?··I'm just -- I'm passing the buck on that one.
17·· · · · · ·Segmentation.··It's not segmented, but it is.
18··But I also look at it to be -- I think when we start doing
19··things little bit by little bit by little bit, we make
20··things that are very inefficient and they're not in total.
21··This is a zoned thing.··I'm not judging it based on saying
22··that it's segmentation, but I think that it's part of the
23··conversation.
24·· · · · · ·Affordable housing, they have addressed.
25·· · · · · ·Best practices, they have addressed.
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·1·· · · · · ·There's been some questions about water, but,
·2··again, that's something that I have to go to the experts
·3··on.
·4·· · · · · ·I go to Discovery and how that they have handled
·5··everything.··And, again, I just wanna say, again, guys,
·6··even though I'm going to be voting against this, I hope
·7··you come back, I hope it's you guys and not somebody else.
·8·· · · · · ·And so, anyways, it's close; however, I don't
·9··find that there is no significant impact.
10·· · · · · ·Thank you, Chair.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Call for a vote.··Director,
12··would you repeat the motion, please?
13·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··The motion is to accept the
14··Final EA and issue a finding of no significant impact
15··specifying that the -- the enhanced view alternative.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··All in favor, raise your hand and
17··say "aye."
18·· · · · · ·(Response.)
19·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Four ayes.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Oppose?
21·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··Three opposed.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··I'm on the spot.
23·· · · · · ·DIRECTOR SPENCE:··I guess you are.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I believe that ATC has done their
25··job, doing the best they can given the circumstances, and
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·1··addressing, basically, all the issues that we have brought
·2··up as well as what community have brought up, also.
·3·· · · · · ·I am gonna piggyback on a comment Commissioner
·4··Carnicelli made in regards to -- since we are talking
·5··about an EA or substantial environmental impact.··And I
·6··have to say the same, where, you know, as much as we'd
·7··like to see no or zero environmental impact, that's
·8··probably not gonna be possible.
·9·· · · · · ·So given that, I believe applicant has done
10··their job to address all the issues that was presented.
11··So, therefore, my vote is positive, yes.
12·· · · · · ·So motion carries.··Congratulations.
13·· · · · · ·MR. ROY:··Thank you very much.··Thank you for
14··your time.··We really appreciate it.
15·· · · · · ·(Conclusion of minutes for this item.)
16··
17··
18··
19··
20··
21··
22··
23··
24··
25··
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